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ABSTRACT

CHAOS THEORY AND IT S APPLICATIO N IN THE ATMO SPHERE

Chao s theory is thoroughly reviewed, which includes the bifurcation and routes to turbulence, and the cha racte rization of chaos such as dimension , Lyapunov exponent, and
Kolmogorov- Sinai entropy. A new method is developed t o compute Lyapunov exponents
from limited experiment al data. Our method is test ed on a variety of known model
syst ems, and it is found that our algorithm can be used to obtain a reasonable Lyapunovexponent spectrum f om only 5000 dat a point s with a pr ecision of 10- 1 or 10- 2 in 3or 4-dimensional phase space, or 10,000 dat a point s in 5-dimensional ph ase space. On
.he basis of both the objective analyses of different methods f or comput ing the Lyapunov
exponents and our own experience, which is subjective, thi s is recomm ended as a good
pr actical method for estimating th e Lyapunov-exponent spectrum from short time series
of low precision.
The appli cation of chaos is divided into three catego ries: observational data analysis,
new ideas or phy sical insights inspired by chaos, and numerical model output analysis.
Corresponding with these categories, three subjects are st udied. First , the fractal dimension , Lyapunov-exponent spect ru m, Kolmogorov ent ropy, and predict ability are evaluated
from the observed tim e series of daily surface temp erature and pressure over several regions
of the Unit ed States and the North Atlantic Ocean with different climatic signal-to- noise
ratios. Although our time series are longer than th ose used in the previous studies, it is
found that no sat urated value of th e corr elation dimension can be obt ained. However, it
can be shown that the correlation dimension is greater than 8. It is also pointed out that
most, if not all, of the previous estimates of low fractal dimensions in the at mosphere are
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spurious . By means of computing the Lyapunov-exponent spectrum, it is found that t he
error-doubling time is about 2 to 3 days in Fort Collins, Colorado, about 4 to 5 days in Los
Angeles, Californi a , and about 5 to 8 day s in the North Atlantic Ocean . The predictability
time is longer over regions with a higher climatic signal- to-no ise ratio (e.g., Los Angeles),
and t h.e pre dict ability time of summer and/or winter data is longer than for the entire
year. The difference between our estimates of the error-doubling time an d estimates based
on General Circ ulation Models (GCMs) is discussed .
Second, chao s theory is applied to t he study of dai syworld, which is defined as a
cloudless flat or cylindrical planet with negligible atmospheric greenhouse gases in which
bare soil and daisie s of different colors interact so as to maintain st able climatic condi tions.
It is foun d t hat periodic, and even chaotic, st ates can exist when t he parameter controlling

t he feedb ack between biota and environmental temperature is changed. T he existence
of periodic and chaotic solutions is verified by their power spec tra, fract al dimensions,
and Lyapunov exponent s. These results show t hat stable climatic conditions are not
always mai nt ain ed in daisyworld, despite the presence of dai sies which supply the req uire d
feedback. W hile dai syworld is a simple model, the mathematical analysis of this mod el
raises important questions regarding the validity and interpretation of the Gaia hyp ot hesis.
Finall y, using the CSU Regional Atmospheric Modeling System (RAMS) in it s nonhydrost ati c and comp ressible configuration, over 200 two-dimensional simulations wit h .6.x
= 2 km and .6.x = 100 m are performed to study in detail the initial adjustment process

an d th e error-growth dynamics of surface thermally-induced circulations including the
sensit ivity to initial conditions (Le., t he traditional pre dictability), boun dary conditions,
an d mode l parameters, and to st udy the predictability as a function of t he size of surface
heat patches under calm mean wind . It is found t hat t he error grow t h (at leas t at t he
stage when the surface forcing is strong) is not sensitive to the characteristics of t he ini tial
perturbations. T he numerical smoothing has a strong impact on the initial adjustment
process and on t he error-growth dynamics. T he predictability is variable-dependent . T he
mesoscale flow is insen sitive to lateral and top boundary conditions . Among the conclusions regarding the influence of the boundary layer structures and model parameters on
iii

the predictability and flow st ruct ures, it is found that the vertical velocity field is st rongly
affected by the mean wind , and the flow st ru ct ures are quite sensit ive to the initial soil
water content . The transitio n from organized flow to the sit uation in which fluxes are
dominated by non-coherent turbelent eddies under calm mean wind is quantitatively evaluated and this transition is different for different variables. The relationship between the
predictability of a. realization and of an ensemble average is discussed. The pr edict ability
and the coherent circula tions modulated by the surface inhomogeneities are also st udied by
computing the autocorrelations and the power spect ra. The three-dimensional mesoscale
and lar ge-eddy simulations are performed to verify the above results. It is found t hat the
two-dimensional mesoscale (or fine-resolution) simulat ion yields close or similar results
regarding th e pre dictability as those from the three-dimensional mesoscale (or large-edd y)
simulation. T he horizont ally average d quantities based on two-dimensional fine-resolution
simulations agree wit h those based on three-dimensional lar ge-eddy simulations . By computing the fractal dimen sions from the num erical model output, it is foun d that low (less
than 5) -dimensional attract ors are present for the surface thermally-induced circulations.
Possible physical processes related to these low dimensions are also discussed .
Xubin Zeng
Department of Atmospheric Science
Color ado Stat e University
Fort Collins, Colorado 80523
Summer 1992
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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear phenomena occur in nature in a wide range of apparently different contexts
such as hydrodynamic turbulence, chemical kinetics, electronics, ecology, and biology;
yet they often display common features, or can be understood using similar concepts ,
permitting unification of their st udy. The similarity of complicat ed behaviors is not a
superficial similarity at the descriptive level; instead , it concerns experimental details.
This similarity results from th e modern th eory of nonlinear systems, or, more precisely, the
qualitative theory of differential dynamical systems, which deals with ord er within chaos
and chaos out of order. The former includes such features as solitons, coherent st ruc t ure s,
and pattern form ation , and th e latter can be st udied by computing fra ctal dimensions,
Lyapunov exponent s, and th e Kolmogorov-Sinai ent ropy, and by ot her methods.
Li and Yorke (1975) seem to be th e first to introduce the word chaos into the math-

ematical lite rat ure to denote the app ar ently random out put of some mappings, although
th e use of the word chaos in physics dat es back to L. Boltzmann in the ninet eenth century
in another context unrelated to its present usage. However , there is still no generally

accept ed definition of the word chaos. Usually, chaos (deterministic chaos) refers to the
irregular, unpredictable behavior in det ermini stic, dissipative, an d nonlinear dynamical
syst ems. It should be emphasized that chaos can not be equate d simply with disorder,
and it is more appropriat e to consider chaos as a kind of order without periodicity. It
is demon strat ed in Lorenz (1963) th at the sensitive dependence on initial condit ions of a

system is related to the aperiodic behavior of the suste m. By dynamical system we mean
any syste m, what ever its nature (e.g., physical) , which can take various mathematical
forms: differential equations or iterative mappings. A vast number of modes die out due
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to friction in a dissipative dynamical system, and t he asymp to tic state of the system can
be described in a subspace of a much lower dimension, called the at tractor. Ch aos can also
occur in Hamiltonian or conservative systems, but this subject requires special methods
due to the absence of an at tractor.
There were some classical physicist s and mathemat ician s, even in the previous century, who had thought about dyn amical systems. Had am ard (1898) first observed the
sensitivity of the solution to initial conditions at t he end of the last cent ury in a rather
special syste m called geodesic flow. Subsequently, Poincar e (1908) discussed sensitivity to
initial condit ions (SIC) and unp redict ability at the level of scientific philosophy. (Poincare
even went on t o discuss t he problem of weat her pre dictability !) However , their ideas seem
to have been forgotten until Lorenz (1963) rediscovered them independently in his elegant
paper entitle d "Deterministic nonperiodic flow" more than half a cent ury lat er . Therefore,
Lorenz is regarded as t he first to discover t he irreg ular behavior and to analyze it quantitatively in completely deterministic dissipative systems. Lorenz used a simple mo del syste m
of three coupled, first-order , nonlinear, ordinary different ial equatio ns, a model which carries his nam e, to model the nonlinear evolution of the Rayleigh-Benard inst ability, i.e., the
inst ability which result s when a fluid layer subjec te d to gravity is heated sufficiently from
below. By a combination of careful analysis of the num erical solutions and analytical reasoning, Lorenz was able to dedu ce that t he solution of his equations is event ually trapped
in a region of the phase space of the system which has a very intricate (stran ge) geomet ric

st ructure, and t he solution is sensitive to initial conditions. Eight years lat er , Ruelle and
Takens (1971), making use of t hen recent developments in mat hematics, pro posed a possible mechanism for the transitio n from laminar flow to turbulence. Ruelle an d Takens were
th e first to introduce the concept of a strange attractor , which is t opologically different
from other at t ractors, such as point attracto rs which lead t o steady-state solutions, limit
cycles which lead to periodic solutions, an d tori which lead to quasip eriodic solutions.
Th e name st ra nge att ract or refers to its unusual properties, the most crucial being SIC;
i.e., two initially close t raj ect ories on the attractor event ually diverge from one another .
These two ind ependent , pioneering papers triggered an upsurge of research interest am ong
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researchers in different fields in an at tempt to gain new insight s. Since then, especiaJly
since 1975, publi cations related to chaos have grown extremely rapidly, and it is not the
purpose of this st udy to review aJl of t his progress. Many of the hist orical papers on chaos
were assembled int o a single reference volume by Hao (1984). A comp rehensive treatment
of chaos wit h a readable account of many aspects of t he subject may be found in Berge et
al. (1984) . Some more recent references can be found in, for example, Campbell (1990)

and Marek and Schreiber (1991). However , most of t he progress in this field so far may
be roughly divided int o two different categories: one involves bifurcation and routes to
turbulence, and the other consists of quantit ative means to recognize, characterize, and
classify at tract ors, Here, we only give a brief review. For theories not related to our work ,
only the original references and a few review pap ers will be cited; for theories related t o
our work , relatively complet e references will be cited.
1.1

B ifurcatio n a n d Ro utes t o Turb ule nce
Ruelle and Takens (1971) showed th at t he Landau-Hopf route (Landau , 1944; Hopf,

1948) to tu rbulence: is unlikely to occur in nat ure, and proposed a route based on four
consecut ive bifur cations: fixed point

~

limit cycle

~

2-torus

~

3-torus

~

strange att rac-

tor (turbulence). A few years later , in collaboration wit h Newhouse, they reduced this
scheme to: fixed point

~

limit cycle

~

2-torus

~

strange attractor; i.e., quasiperiodic

motion on a 2-to rus may lose stability and give birth to t urbulence directly (Newhouse

et al., 1978). This rou te, called the Ruelle-Takens rou te to turbulence, is generic and is
shown to take place in many models an d laborat ory experiments, but remains less well
und erstood th eoretically than t he other two routes mentioned below.

In an excellent review, May (1976) caJled attention to the very complicate d dynamics, including period-doubling and chaos, in some very simple it erative map pings. Subsequently, Feigenbaum (1978 and 1979a) discovered t he scaling pro perties and universal const ants in one-dimensional mappings, and introduced renormalization-gro up theory
into t his field. In addition, Feigenbaum proposed another route, which is now called t he
Feigenbaum route to turbulence: a period-doubling-bifurcation cascade with periods p

=

4

2n which quickly coverge to an aperiodic orbit as n -

00.

This scenario is ext remely well

test ed in both num erical and physical syste ms. The period doublings have been observed
in experiment s such as Rayleigh-Benard convection.
The third route, called the Pomeau-Manneville route to turbulence, is through intermittency (Pomeau an d Manneville, 1980; Manneville and Pomeau, 1980). The term

interm ittency in the context of chaos refers to random alternations of chaotic and regular
behavior in time without involving any spatial degrees of freedom, which is slightly different from the original meanin g of intermittency in the hydrodynamic theory of turbulence,
where intermittency denot es random burst s of turbulent motion on the background of laminar flow. This scenario an d the Feigenbaum scenario are in fact twin phenomena (Hao,
1984), but it s mathematical stat us is somewhat less satisfactory than that of the ot her
two scenarios ment ioned above, because its par am et er region cont ains an infinity of (very
long) st able periods, an d because th ere is no mention as to when the turbulent regime
is reached or what is the exact nature of thi s turbulence (E ckmann, 1981). Int ermittent
transitions to turbulence have been seen in many physical experiments.
Although we are facing a situation of "all routes lead to turbulence" , the abov e
three rou te s are the most thoroughly studied. The Ruelle-Takens route is related to Hopf
bifurcation where a pair of complex eigenvalues cross the unit circle; the Feigenbaum
route is associate d with pitchfork bifurcation where an eigenvalue crosses the unit circle
at - 1; and the Pomeau-Manneville route is associated with saddle-node bifurcation where
an eigenvalue crosses th e unit circle at

+1.

A more detailed discussion of these routes is

given in a review paper by Eckmann (1981). Related to bifur cations is the crises of chaotic
attractors, i.e., t he abrupt cha nges of the general shapes of att ractor at cert ain parameter
values, an d this is discussed by Grebogi et al. (1982).
The reason for such intensive st udies of the rout es to turbulence is that it is believed
that the key t o und erstanding turbulence may be hidden in the onset mechanism , as
point ed. out by Land au (1944) . Turbulence has been a long-standing pr oblem in phy sics.
It is no longer a specific problem in hydrodyn ami cs; inst ead, it has become a general
concept, relevant t o many fields of science such as solid-stat e turbulence, chemical turbulence, acou stic turbulence, an d optical turbulence. On the other hand, it needs to be
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emphasized that chaos , at least for the time being, concerns mainly irregular behaviors
in the temporal evolution, and is related only to the onset mechanism of turbulence, i.e.,
to weak t urbulence. In contrast, fully-developed turbulence involves bot h t emporal and
spat ial irregularties.
1. 2

C haracterizat io n of C haos

A simple way to characterize att rac to rs is via power-spectrum analysis, which is often
used to qualit atively distinguish quasiperiodic or chaotic behavior from periodic st ru ct ur e
and t o identify different periods embedded in a chao tic signal. Chaos is characterized
by the presence of broadband noise in th e power spect rum. For example, Feigenbaum
(1979b) used power-spectrum analysis to study t he onset spect rum of turbulence. More
sophisticated tools which are widely used for charact erizing at tract ors include Lyapunov
exponents and various definitions of dimensions.
1. 2.1

D im ensions of a ttractors

In dissipative systems, t he dimension D of an at tract or is lower than the dimen sion
k of t he original phase space, since some modes may damp out due to dissipation. For

a syst em whose st at e may be described by k variables, th e corresponding phase space is
a k-dimensional Euclidean space whose coordinates are those k variables, and each point
in phase space represents a possible instant aneo us state of th e syst em . There are three
distinct intuitive notions of dimension: one is the topological dimension related to the
direction of a space (Hurewicz and Wallman , 1948) , one is th e fractal dimension (or Hausdorff dimen sion) relat ed to the capacity of a space (Mandelbrot, 1983) , and one is the
information dimension relat ed to th e measurement of a space (Farmer , 1982). For simple
attractors such as fixed points, limit cycles, or 2-t ori , the separate notions of dimension
converge to t he same integer numb ers. However, for chaotic (strange) at t ract ors, these
dimensions may be different , and th ey may be noninteger. The topological and fractal
dimensions require only a metric (i.e., distance) for their definitions; whereas, the information dimension needs bot h a metric and a probability measure for it s definition (Farmer,
1982). It is usually difficult and impractical to compute th ese dimensions directly. When
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the Lyapunov-exp onent spectru m can be obtained, it is easier t o comput e the Lyapunov
dimension, which is related to the information dimension by the Kaplan-Yorke conjecture
(Fredrickson et al., 1983). It is also relatively easy to compute the correlation dimension (Grassberger and Procaccia , 1983a) , which is related to the fractal dimension . The
compu ta.tion of t he correlation dimension and related problems will be discussed in Chap.

2.
The fractal dimension mentioned above is sometimes called mono-fractal, and a multifractal spect rum is mor e appropriate for describing many syste ms. Multifractal measures
are fun dam ent ally char act erized not by a single dimen sion, bu t by a dimension function
(somet imes called the spect rum of singularities) which is simply relat ed to the probability
distribution (see, e.g., Lovejoy and Schertze r , 1990 and references therein) . In the case of
multifractality in fully-developed turbulence, She and Orszag (1991) offered an explanation for t he physics behind th e multiple exponents , namely, local distortion of turbulent
st ruct ures which modifies the behavior of higher-order moment s differentially.
The above fract als are called thin fractals to distinguish them from fat fractals which
are set s with fractal struct ure but a nonzero measure (Eykholt and Umb erger, 1988).
These latter sets allow quantitative analyses of sensitivity to parameters, final-state sensitivity, an d quantum chaos, but th eir fractal dimen sion is insensitive to their fractal
',

st ruct ure, because they have the sam e (int eger) dimen sion as the underlying space.
The dimension of an at tracto r measures to what exte nt the dynamics fills the phase
space and provides a lower bound for the numb er of independent variables (degrees of
freedom ) necessary in a phenomenological model to adequat ely describe the time evolution
of the system. However , the complexity of a st ran ge at tractor cannot be characterized
merely by it s dimension; it must be st retched and folded in some directions as well. These
more subtle features can be described by Lyapunov exponents.
1.2.2

yapunov e x p o ne n t s of attractors

Lyapunov exponent s are the average rates of exponential divergence or convergence
of nearby orbits in phase space . The spect rum of Lyapunov exponent s provides a quantitative measure of the sensitivity to initial conditions (i.e., the divergence of neighboring
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traject ories exponentially in time) , an d it is the most useful dynamical diagnostic for
chaotic syste ms. Lyapunov exponents are independent of initial conditions on any orbit
(Eckmann an d Ruelle, 1985). Any system containing at least one positive Lyapunov exponent is defined to be chaotic, with the magnit udes of the positive exponens det ermining the
tim e scale for predictability, There are as many Lyapunov expo nents as the dimension of
the phase space (Guckenheimer an d Holmes, 1983), an d, for a system of coupled ordinary
differential equations , one of these exponents is necessarily equal to zero, meaning that
the change in the relative separation of initially close states on a given traject ory is slower
than exponent ial. The negative expone nts express the expo nential ap proach of the initi al
states t o the at tractor. In any well-behaved dissipative dynamical syste m, the sum of all
of the Lyapunov exponents must be st rict ly negative (Gu ckenheimer and Holmes, 1983) .
If the Lyapunov-exp onent spect rum can be det ermined, t he Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy

(Kolm ogorov, 1958; Sinai, 1959) can be esti mated using the Pesin inequality (Eckmann
and Ruelle, 1985) , and the fractal dimension may be estimate d from the Kaplan-Yorke
conjecture (Fredrick son et al., 1983), which seems to hold for typical att ractors. Furthermor e, the Lyapunov-exponent spectrum can be used to constrain the choice of mapping
paramet ers in a prediction problem (Abarbanel et al., 1990).
For low-dimensional systems, even wit hout a knowledge of the exact values of the
Lyapunov exponents (whi ch are important, as discusse d in the previous par agr aph) , a
knowledge of their signs alone can provide a qualit ative classification of at t ract ors. For
instance, in a three-dimensional phase space, (- , -, - ) (i.e., three negative Lyapunov
exponents ) corres ponds to a fixed point , (0, - , - ) to a limit cycle, (0, 0, - ) to a 2-tori,
and (+, 0, - ) to a strange attractor.
The Lyapunov exponents can be computed rela tively easily for known simple model
syst ems (Shimada a.nd Nagashima, 1979). In many real world sit uations, however , all that
is available is a tim e series of experimental dat a, an d it is mu ch more difficult to extract
the Lyapunov exponent s from such a series. This will be discussed in Chap. 2.
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1.3

Ap lication of Chaos Theory

Just as relativity eliminated the Newt onian illusion of absolute space an d time, and
as quantum theory eliminated the Newtonian and Einsteinian dream of a cont rollable
measurement pro cess, chaos eliminates the Laplacian fan t asy of long-time det erministic
predictability. Because of chaos, it is realized that even simple syste ms may give rise to
and , hence, be used as models for complex behavior . Conversely, complex syste ms may
give rise to simple behavior which may be predict ed for a period within the predict ability
limits . Finally, and most imp ortant , the laws of scaling and complexit y hold universally,
caring not at a.l1 about the details of the system. Chaos leads t o the unification of order
and disorder, an d lead s to t he unification of det erministic and st ochas tic descriptions
(Lorenz, 1987). Chaos also acts like a bridge between scient ists in t raditionally unrelated
fields. In addition , chaos form s a bridge between different fields; one exam ple is this st udy
itself: the unrelat ed st udies in Chapters 2-4 are unified und er chaos . Much of Lorenz's
research presents good examples of how physical insights an d new ideas can be gained by
st udying chaos (see, e.g., Lorenz, 199130 an d references t herein). However, the influence of
thi s change of tradit ional viewpoints on the developm ent of science an d technology an d on
our daily life still needs some time to be fully observed, just as for the cases of relativity
th eory and quantum t heory.
In addition, chaos offers a fresh way to proceed wit h observational data, especially
th ose data which may be ignored because they proved t oo erratic. Most chaotic st udies in
th e field of at mospheric science have concentrated on computing quantities char acterizing
attract ors, such as Lyapunov exponents an d fract al dimensions from observat ional data.
Nicolis and Nicolis (1984) analyzed the time series of the isot ope record of deep sea cores
and obtained a. low dimensionality (be tween three an d four ) for the climate syste m. Subsequently, Fra.edrich (1986, 1987), Essex et al. (1987), and Kepp enn e and Nicolis (1989)
analyzed daily average da ta over eastern North America an d weste rn Europe, and have
likewise concluded the existence of low-dimensional at tractors. Also, theories of det erministic chaos and fract al st ruct ure have been ap plied to data in the atmospheric boundary
layer (T sonis and Elsner , 1988) , the pulse of storm rainfall (Sharifi et al., 1990) , and
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some special at mospheric syste ms, such as the Southern Oscillation (Hense, 1987) an d
cyclone tracks (Fraedrich and Leslie, 1989; Fra.edrich et al., 1990) . Using entire global
fields of data rather than single-point tim e series, Pierrehumbert (1990) discussed the dimension of global atmospheric variability. Recently, Tsonis et al. (1991) claimed that
th e exist ence of low-dimensional att ractors related to weather and climate should not be
disregarded. On the other hand, th ere are st ill some doub ts among researchers concerning
st range at t ractors ill. th e atmosphere (P ool, 1989). Ruelle (1990) discussed limitations to
the Gr assberger-Procaccia algorithm and found t hat many published est imates of fractal
dimensions are spurious. Lorenz (1991b) discussed another possible reason for apparently
finding low-dimensional at t rac to rs in th e atmosphere.
Related to th e application of chaos t heory in th e atmosphere, Meneveau and Sreenivasan (1987) propo sed a multifr actal cascade model for fully-developed turbulence. Bretherton (1990) applied thi s model to stu dy th e cloud-top entrainment. Lovejoy and Schertzer
and their groups applied mult ifractals, generalized scale invariance, an d intermit t ency
to st udy radiati on processes, cloud physics, and precipitation (see, e.g., Lovejoy and
Schertze r , 1991 and references therein; Schertzer and Lovejoy, 1990 an d references therein) .
Fract al dimensions have also been used to study pollutant dispers ion problems (Gifford,
1991). More applica.tions can be found in Schertzer and Lovejoy (1991) an d Sreenivasan
(1991).
Alth ough chaos places a fund ament al limit on long-t erm prediction, it suggests possibility for short- term predi ction: random-looking dat a may contain simple det erministic
relat ionships, involvi.ng only a few irreducible degrees of freedom. Therefore, chaos theory
has also been used for prediction problems, especially when we lack prop er initial dat a for
a numerical prediction model or when we lack a good model (see, e.g., Abarbanel et al.,
1990 and references th erein) . This is cur rently a very active research area.
Another pot entially important applicatio n of chaos th eory is to deal with output from
numerical models such as mesoscale simulations and general circula tion models. As far as
I know, th ere is st ill no published work in thi s field.

In Chap. 2, the computation of fractal dimensions, Lyapunov exponents and related
techniques are discussed. In Chap . 3, t he chaotic properties of observat ional data are
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analyzed. Unlike the previou s works mentioned above in our st udy, the predictability
analysis is related to the climatic signal-t o-noise ratio. In Chap . 4, the existence of chaos
in daisyworld is explored. Mathematical analysis of this concept ual at mosphere-biosph ere

coupling model raises important questions concerning the validity an d int erp ret ation of the
Gaia hypothesis. In Chap. 5, the initial adjust ment process, the error growth dyn amics
(including t he sensitiv ity t o initial and boundary conditions as well as model parameters)
of surface thermally-induced circulations are st udied. The pre dictability as a function of
th e size of surface heat pat ches is quantitatively evaluate d. The 3-D simulation is used
to verify the 2-D result s. As a first st ep, the model outp ut is used t o analyze chaotic
prop erties, which may further our underst anding of predictability problems. Finally, in
Chap . 6, a summary of th e principal conclusions of t his st udy is given, an d suggestions
for further research are provided.

Cha p ter 2

COM P UTAT ION OF DIMEN SION S A ND LYAPUNOV E XPONENTS

The computation of fract al dimensions and Lyapunov expo nents is discussed in this
chapter . More deta.iled discussions can be found in Zeng et al. (1991, 1992a ,b) . The
phase-space reconstruction , which is related to t he computation oft he above quantities, is
discussed in Section 2.1. The computation of fract al dimensions an d relat ed problems are
discussed in Section 2.2. The computation of ot her dimensions is also briefly discussed in
thi s sect ion. In Section 2.3, the estimation of Lyapunov expo nents and related problems
are discussed.
2.1

P' hase-S pace R econstruction

For a syste m with known ordinary different ial equations (ODEs) or difference equation s, t he set of all dependent variables consti tutes a phase space, i.e., a Euclidean space
whose coordinates ar e th ese variables. Each point in this phase space rep resents a possible instantaneous state of the system. A state which satisfies the governing equations
is represented by a particle t raveling along a t raj ect ory in phase space. For a syste m
with known partial differential equations (PDEs), t he syste m can usually be st udied by
discretizing the PDEs, and the set of all depen dent variables at all grid points constit ute
a phase space, which is an approximation to the origin al infinit e-dimensional phase space.
For such a syst em (13.g., the at mosphere), an addit ional difficulty is that the initial values
of the syste m may be unkn own. However , a time series of a single variabl e of a complex
syste m may be available, and thi s allows the attractor of the system to be reconstruct ed.
When dealing with a tim e series

Xi

= x( i ~t) (i = 1, 2, ..., N ), where N is the number

of observations and ~ t is the tim e int erval bet ween meas urements , the at t ract or can be
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reconst ructed in a k-dimensional phase space of delay coordinates by formin g the vectors
(Takens, 1981)

(2.1)
where

T

= m~t

is t he delay time, and t he integer m must be chosen ap propriately, as

will be discussed later . By extending t he Whit ney embedding theorem , Takens (1981)

showed t hat, for any system, an embedding can be obtained from a single time series of
infinite precision by using (211a + 1) delay coordinates, where

1/a

is t he fractal dimension .

The physical reason for a possible phase-space recons t ruc t ion is t hat nonlinear syste ms are
usually char act erized by self-interaction, so that a single variable may carry information
about the whole system. However, Takens' t heorem gives lit tle guidance about practical
considerations for reconstructing a good phase space; e.g ., the reconst ruction may depend
upon the coupling strength of this variable with rest of the variab les of the system. Wh en
delay coordinates are used, it is also difficult to interpret the results physically; in ot her
words, relating the local structures based on the delay coordinates back to physical principles or existing t heories is often difficult, if not impossible. Furthermore, Takens' t heorem
does not apply to systems with noise, such as t hat found in observational time series
(Breeden

and Hubler,

1990). Recently, however, Takens' theorem has been extended by

using statistical methods to incorporate the effects of observat ional noise and est imatio n
error in the linear or polynomial app roximation (Casdagli et al., 1991). Another method
for reconstruction is the method of derivatives, numerically invest igate d by Packard et al.
(1980) , which is related to the reconstruction by delay coordinates described above by a
linear transformation.
Anot her met hod is singular-value decomposition (SVD ) (Broomhead and King, 1986).
Thi s method is also referred to as principal-component analysis or factor analysis in the
statistical literat ure, Kar hunen-Loeve decomposition in t he engineeri ng literature, an d
empirical-ort hogonal-function analysis in t he literature of atmospheric science. In the

(k, m )-window, which consists of k elements of the time series separated by time int ervals
T

= m~ t, the t rajectory matrix is
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B

- Xl+m,
)T,
= N T- l /2( Xl,
.••, Xl+(NT- l)m

(2.2)

where NT :$ (N - 1 - (k - 2)m)/m is the num ber of the available vectors Xi, as defined
in Eq. (2.1), an d t he factor of

Ni l / 2 has

been introduced as a convenient normalization .

T he covariance matrix is

~j

= (B T B) ;j =

1

N

NT

L XI+(I-l)m+(i-l)m Xl+(l- l)m+(j- l)m '

t.i = 1, 2, ..., k,

(2.3)

T /=1

Each eigenvalue 8~ (whose square root,

8i,

is called a singular value) of A gives t he pro-

portion of the variance of the time series explained by projection onto the corresponding
eigenvector iti. Since th e singular values can be ordered as

81

2::

82

2:: ••• 2::

81:

2:: 0, t he

vector itl corres po nds t o t he direction of maximum variability. The space reconst ructed
using t hese eigenvectors is referred to as singular space (Broomhead an d King, 1986). In
general, SVD provides a convenient basis set for representing data. In practice, however ,
SVD is affected by noise an d/or measurement error. SVD is related to the above two
methods by the linear t ran sformation C = BU, where B is given in Eq. (2.2) an d the
columns of t he ort hogo nal matrix U are formed by itI, it2 , •••, Uk .
The above t hree met hods can sometimes be improved by linear filtering, but such
filt ering must be done carefully, since it may increase the dimension of t he time series
(Badii et al., 1988).
At this time , there is no general agreement about which method is best. However ,
for a short time series of low precision, the simple method of using delay coordinates is
widely used, and it has been shown to work reasonably well in many sit uations (Zeng et

ol., 1992a ,b , an d references t herei n).
When delay coor dinates are used for an infinite amount of noise-free data , the ti me
delay

T

= mD..t can be chosen

almost arbitrarily (Takens, 1981). However , when only a

limit ed amoun t of noisy data. is available, the quality of the analysis depends on the value
chosen for

T.

T he choice of t his delay time depends sensitively on the attra.ctor under

st udy (Frank et al., 1990) . Different methods have been suggested for obtaining

T.
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The first method is the space-filling method. A two-dimensional phase space is reconst ru cte d by Xi

= (Xi, Xi+m) in order to visualize t he t rajectory. If T is t oo small, then Xi

and Xi+ m will be indistinguishable, and the trajectory will appear to lie on t he diagonal.
Hence,
when

T

T

must be chosen to be lar ge enough that the traj ectory fills the space . However ,
is too large, Xi and Xi+m becomes a random sequence. Thus

T

should not be

any larger than necessar y for the trajectory to fill the space . The traject ory can also be
visualized in a t hr ee-dimensional phase space, wit h the resulting value of

T

expected t o

be similar .
Alt ernatively, t he delay time

T

may be defined as the lag t ime at which the auto corre-

lation function drops to a th reshold value. This delay time guarantees linear independence.
In general, t he t hr eshold value depends on t he system and th e dat a set , and it is usua.Ily

taken as either zero, 0.1, or e- 1 , wit h the latter being chosen in this st udy. The delay times
obtained for observational meteorological data (which will be discussed in Chap. 3) using
the above two met hods also correspond to the characteristic times bet ween independent
estimates (Madden, 1976; Madden and Shea, 1978).
A more systematic meth od is based on th e mut ual inform at ion concept (Fr aser and
Swinney, 1986), which measures general dependence, rather than linear dependence. For
a two-dimensional embedding, the mutual information can be defined as
N -m

P:

i=l

t

P.
I
i ,i+ m
I (m) = '"'
LJ i,i + m og2 P. P.
'
where Pi is the probability of choosing

Xi

(2.4)

.+ m

when makin g a selection from the time

~eries,

and Pi,i+m is the joint probability distribution of having Xi as t he first component and
Xi+ m

as the second compo nent of th e vector Xi

= ( Xi , Xi+m )'

T he best value for T is

then t he smallest value of milt for which I( m ) is a local minimum. Fraser (1989) also
generalized t his procedure t o reconst ructions of ar bit rary embedding dimensions (and
added an analysis th at determined th e required embe dding dimension) .
For long time series, th e mut ual information method may be t he most comprehensive
met hod. However , it does not provide substantially different delay times for many systerns. Furthermore, in prac tice, when the dat a size is limit ed, it may not be possible to
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compute the mut ual information accurately. In contrast, the autocorrelation fun ction can
be compute d from small dat a sets, and the value of

T

compute d using this method does

not differ substantially from the value based on higher-order autocorrelations. Therefore,
for short time series of low precision, th e simple autocorrelation method , combined with
the space-filling method , may be used t o det ermine t he delay time

T

for use in defining

the delay coordinates.

2.2

Com p ut at ion of Fractal Dimensions
The fractal dimen sion is one of t he commo nly used meas ures of the "strangeness" of

at t ract ors , It is relate d to th e number of degrees of freedom . It also provides statistical

information about th e syste m. Among th e different procedures that have been developed
to compute fractal dimensions are t he nearest -neighbor method (Badii an d Politi , 1985) ,
th e correlation-integral method (Grassberger an d Procaccia, 1983a) , an d the singularsystem method (Broomhead and King, 1986). Some information about the quality of the
results obtai ned wit h th e different met hods has been reported (Holzfuss and Mayer-Kress,
1986) . In pr actice, t he correlation-integral met hod is th e most widely used, and it is
th e one applied in thi s stu dy. Th e correlation dimension

Vs

given by Grassberger and

Procaccia (1983a) provides a rigorous lower bound to t he information dimension and the
Hau sdorff dimension , and all th ree are gener ally close in value. T he correlatio n dimension
also provides a lower bound to the number of dependent variables necessary to describ e the
time evolution of th e dyn amical system, and the Whitney embedding theorem (Takens,
1981) gives an upp er bound of (2v s

+ 1)

of dependent variables needed to model the

dynamics of a simple system. However , for complex systems such as t he at mosphere, the
conditions of the Whitney embedding t heorem may not be satisfied, and this upp er bound
may not be valid.
In a k-dimensional ph ase space [ef. Eq . (2.1)], t he correlation function is given by

(Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983a)

(2.5)
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where N is the to t al number of data points, H is the Heaviside fun ction defined by

H(y) = 1 for positive y, and H (y ) = 0 ot herwise, an d the usual Euclidean norm is used:

(2.6)

In ot her word s, C ( T) is the cumulative hist ogram for the number of pairs of trajectory
points whose distance is less than

T.

The relationship between C(T) an d T varies with T. When T is very small, there
ar e insufficient statis tics, an d the influence of noise inh erent in the system or cont ributed
by measurements is im po rtant; whereas, for

T

t oo large, the information is affect ed by

nonlinearity, an d the slope of the curve of In C ( T) versus In T is smaller than that for
intermediate

T.

However , th ere exists an int erm ediate range of r in which this slope is

almost const ant; i.e., C( r) depends upon

T

as

(2.7)
For each embedding dimension k, this exponent v can be obtained from the slope of the
linear part of a plot of In G(r ) vers us In T . If v approaches a value ind ependent of k as
k -

00

(usually k > 2v is sufficient), this value is defined as the correla tion dimension

For thi s linear ran ge of

T,

v~ .

a relatively easy pr ocedure to compute t he Kolmogorov-

Sinai entropy K (Kolmogorov, 1958; Sinai , 1959) was also developed by Grassberger and
P rocaccia (19 83b). The cumulative dist ribution Ck(r ) obt ained from Eq , (2.5) , where the
subscript k refers to the embedding dimension, m ay be interpret ed as the probability of
finding two pieces of t he traject ory whose distance rem ain s less than r during the evolution
time (k - l)r . When the embedding dim ension is increased from k to k

+ 1 at

fixed

T,

t he change from Ck( T) to CH l (T) gives the number of pairs of such trajectories escaping
from a. ball of radius

T.

Wi th t his int erpret ation , it can be argued that

(2.8)
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When saturation is reached for sufficientl y large k, Eq . (2.8) with fixed r can be used to
obtain t he Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy K:

(2 .9)
where the value of r should be within the linear part of the plot of In ek ( r) versus In r .
It is widely accepted now that t here are limit ations to the Grassberger-Procaccia al-

gorithm when t he nu mber of data is limited. Qualitatively, because of t he limit at ions on
the number of observations, the interval in r for which Eq . (2 .7) is valid begins to shrink
as the embedding dimension k increases, and this interval becomes very small after the
dimension is greater than a certain value. Similar arguments have been emphas ized by
Essex et al. (19tH), and T sonis and Elsner (1990) using the concept of critical embedding dimension k c ; i.e., t he embedding dimension above which t he scaling region cannot
be accurately defin ed, T he quantitative data requirement for the Grassberger-Procaccia
algorithm has been a highly debated subject in recent years, and various researchers have
given different criteria. According to Ruelle (1990), at least M = lO v. / 2 dat a points are
necessary to reliab ly estimate fractal dimen sion

V3

,

and this is the least strict of several

different criteria. We will use these criteria to evaluate the reliability of low-dimensional
atmospheric attrac to rs obtained by variou s researcher s in the next chapter.
Whe n t he Lyapunov-exponent spect rum can be obtained, the Lyapunov dimension

D L is given by t he Ka plan-Yorke conjecture (Fredrickson et al., 1983) which is valid for
typical attractors :

(2.10)
. i:

1

where

L

j= l

Aj 2:: 0

1+1

> L x; This dimension is usually close to the correlation dimension
j= l

in value . For systems of known 0 DEs or mappings, the Lyapunov-exponent spectrum

can be obtained , as will be discussed in the next sect ion, and Eq. (2.10) provides a
very simple method for est imating dimension. However, for a very complex system (e.g.,
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the atmosphere), we can not det ermine all of the Lyapunov exponents accurately from
observational data, so that t his relation cannot be used .
Another method for computing a dimension is the use of SVD. In principle, the
local dimension can be obtained by counting t he numbe r of distinct singular values whose
magnitude is appreciable, wit h the rest of the singular values being close to zero. If all
singular values ar e similar in magnitude, or if they decay in a fairly uniform manner, the
value of this decomp osition is less clear . In the presence of noise or measurem ent errors,
mixing may occur when the difference bet ween two nearby singular values is comparable
to the sampling error (North et al., 1982). Wh en such mixing occurs, it is generally
impos sible to est imate the dimension of the att rac to r on t he basis of SVD alone (North et

al., 1982). Similarly, it is demonstrated in Mees et al. (1987) that the recovered at t ractor
in a high-dim ensional embedding space does not necessaril y " nest" in the low-dimensional

linear subspace det ermined by the SVD technique, so the SVD is ofte n of limit ed value as
a dimension indic at or .
Another simple method (Aleksic, 1991) proposes to obtain a dimension by comparing
th e gr aphical represent ations of the distances between the images of close points. However ,
thi s method is quit e sensitive to (even 4%) noise.
As discussed before, the fractal dimension (Hausdorff dimension), information dimension , and correlation dimension are usually different , but are usually close in value.
In fact , they ar e only three of an infinit e num ber of different (and relevant) generalized

dimen sions (rnultifractal dimensions) that char acterize an at t r actor, This hierarchy of
generalized dimensions D q can be expressed as (Hent schel and P rocaccia, 1983)

(2.11)
where Pi is the probability that a traj ect ory point falls int o the ith k-dimensional box
(subspa.ce) of size r in a k-dimensional phase space. It is shown in Hentschel and Procaccia
(1983) that Do correspond s to th e Hausdorff dimension, D1 to the information dimension ,
and D 2 to the correlation dimension. A formal relationship between D q and the spect rum
of singularities f( o:) is derived by Halsey et al. (1986) . Further refinements ar e discussed
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in Lovejoy and Schertzer (1990, and references therein) . In this st udy, only the correlation
dimension is computed, and this will be discussed in the following chap t ers.
Computation of yapunov E xponents

2.3

For a k-dim ensional known model syste m, a "control" traject ory x( t) can be obt ained
in a k-dimensional ph ase space by num erica.lly solving the gover ning equations. Then, by
solving the linearized version of these equa tions, the evolution of an infinitesimal initial
error vect or 6i(to) 'wit h time can be described by

6i(t ) = H 6i(ta),
where the k x k matrix H depend s upon the values of the control trajectory
times to and t. Letting

"/j

(2 .12)

x between

(j = 1, 2, ... , k) be the square roo ts of the eigenvalues of H H T ,

where the superscript T denot es a t ranspose, the Lyapunov exponents can be written as

>'j = lim (In "/j )/(t - to).
t-+oo

The exponents >'j can be orde red as >'1

~

(2.13)

>'2 ~ .•. ~ >',1:, which gives the spect rum of

Lyapunov exp onents. These exponents are independent of the initial condition i ( to) ifthe
syst em is ergodic (Oseldec, 1968) .
In practice, when (t - to) is mad e very large, the eigenvalues of H H T are likely

to differ by many orders of magnitude (Wolf et aI., 1985; Lorenz, 1984a) . Furthermore,
for a chaotic system, the vect or 6i(t) tends to align wit h the local direction of most
ra pid growt h, and the roundoff errors an d noises may comp letely falsify a.ll except the
lar gest Lyapunov exponent (Wolf et al., 1985; Lorenz, 1984a). These two problems can be
circumvented by using special algorithms [e.g., Gram- Schimit (GS ) ort honormaliza tion,
Householder QR decomposition , or singular-value decomposition] which decompose H into
a product of fact ors Ti giving the evolution over a succession of subintervals between to
and t.

In many real-world sit ua tions, however , a.ll that is available is a time series of experimental data, and it is much more difficult to ext ract the Lyapunov exponent s from
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such a series. Only in the past few years have such method s been proposed . These methods differ only with respect to the ort honormalization method (G S orthonormalization or

QR d.ecompositi on), the local mapping method (linear or higher-order polynomial) , an d
some technical details. Early methods were based on the linearized mapping and eit her
GS orthonormalization (Wolf et al., 1985; Sano an d Sawada, 1985) or QR decomposition
(Eckmann et al., 1986) . Most of the later me t hods were based on Eckmann et al. (1986) ,
replacing the lineari zed mappin g with higher-order Taylor series (Briggs, 1990; Bryant et

ol., 1990; Brown et al., 1991) , an d/or using the singular-value decomposition technique to
det ermine the local dim ension (Stoop an d P arisi, 1991) . Based on the work of Sano and
Sawad a (1985) and Eckmann et al. (1986), we have recently pr oposed a pr actical method
for estimating th e Lyapunov-exp onent spect rum from short time series of low precision
(Zeng et al., 1991) . A comparation of different algorithms and rela t ed t echniques in Zeng

et al. (1992b) has shown that our algorit hm (Zeng et al., 1991) works for short time series
of low precision , while most of th e above met hods are useful only when the time series are
long and/or have high pr ecision .
For each point Xi of the control t raject ory in k-dimensiona.l phase space [see Eq. (2.1)],
consider the shell bet ween two spheres cente red at Xi of radii Tmin

< T, and consider the

set of traject or y point s Xi wit hin t his ith shell:

(2 .14)
The use of a shell, rat her than a ball, is to minimize the effect s of noise or measurement
err or, since these effects are greatest when Ilxi -

Xiii is small.

rmin is taken to have the

magnitude of the noise length scale. The choice of the radiu s r is a compromise between
two conflict ing requi rement s: r must be sufficiently small that the effect of the nonlinearity
can be neglected , but r must be sufficient ly large that there are at least
neighbors of th e control traject ory point Xi. In practice,
for which the shell contains somewhat more than

ni

T

ni

[d. Eq . (2.17)]

is taken as the smalles t value

neighbors for each cont rol traj ect ory

point Xi. To find the neighb ors Xi around the control trajectory point Xi is quite time
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consuming , and some efficient methods such as t he box-grid approach (Kostelich and
Yorke, 1990) and the tree-search algorithm (Bentley an d Friedman, 1979) are proposed .
After a time n.6.t, the sma.1l vectors (xi - Xi) evolve to the sma.ll vectors ( xj+f\. - Xi+n)'
Suppose that the evolut ion of Xi is given by the map xi+n
definition Yi ,i

= X,i -

=

F ( Xi)' T hen, wit h the

Xi, the J th component of Yj+n,i+n can be approximate d by a. Taylor

series:

(2.15)

k

where th e restrictions on th e second sum are 0

~

1m

~

2 (m = 1, 2, ...k) and

I:

1m = 2,

m= l

and th e rest rictions on the last sum are 0

~

1m

~

.

M (m = 1, 2, ...k) and

k

:L

1m = M.

m =l

Th e J acobian of th e un derlying dynamics is given by the first term on the right-hand
side of Eq . (2.15), which leads to t he app roximatio n (writ t en in matrix form ):

(2.16)
[d. Eq . (2.12)]. The coefficients in Eq. (2.15), or the matrix in Eq . (2.16) , can be

det ermin ed by using a least-squar e-error algorithm (Brown et ol., 1991) to fit th e evolut ion
of the sma.ll vectors ( Xi - xi), where Xi is in th e ith shell. T he numb er n i of independent
par amet ers for fitting a polynomial of degree M in k dimensions can be obtained from
Eq. (2.15):

M

(k + 1- 1)!

ni=~ 1!(k -1)!

=

(k + M )!
k! M ! - 1.

(2.17)

Note th at , to det ermine a.1l of t hese par amet ers for a given i, there must be at least
ni

points Xi within the it h shell, and, in pr actice, more points are used to redu ce th e

stat istical scat t er.

J

:.
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The evolution tim e n D:.t in Eqs. (2. 15) an d (2. 16) should be small enough that Eq.
(2.15) is sat isfied not only for Yi,i, but also for YJ+n,i+n' On the ot her hand, the evolution
time should be as large as possible, so t hat t he orientation errors associated wit h each
evolut ion (Le., with the computation of each matrix Ti) are reduced, and the com putational
cost is redu ced considerably. Another pote nt ial pro blem with a large evolution time is that ,
if t he direction vect ors ~ (Brown et al., 1991) chan ge significantly wit hin the evolution

time int erval, then different Lyapunov expo nents may tend t o collapse into the direction
of t he largest exp onent , an d all except t he largest expo nents may be overestimate d. In
addition , for at tract ors wit h a multi-lobed struct ure, such as the Lorenz at t ractor (Lorenz,
1963)., two neighborin g point s

xi and Xi may eventually evolve along different lobes, leading

to erroneous Lyapunov expo nents.
When the evolution time is taken as t he delay time, i.e., n = m, the matrix T, in Eq.
(2.16) is very simple: it consists of l 's just above t he diagonal an d O's elsewhere, except
for t he last row of elements . This may save some computational time [though maybe
not much (Brown et al., 1991)]. Furt hermore, our computations have shown that result s
using n = m are usually as good as, or even bette r t han, those for n

:p

m (Zeng et al.,

1991). T herefore, it seems reasonable to use n = m in t he computation of the Lyapunov
exponents, .
A sufficient condition for t he delay coordinates to reconstruct an att ractor with fractal dimension v" is th at the embedding dimensio n be greater than or equal t o 2v s

+ 1.

Thi s embedding dimension is called t he global dimension dG. Under this condition, intersections of trajectories on t he attractor are avoided. However , since dG is greate r than v"'
there will be dG - v" spurious expo nent s caused by noise, which is infinit e-dimensional,
an d by nonlinearity, since the lower-order coefficients in the fitting polynomial will be altered from t heir t rue values in at tempting to fit the unrepresented higher-order nonlinear
curvature. Therefore, a lower local dimension dL is used to const ruct t he matrix T, by
several resear chers (Eckmann et al., 1986; Bryant et al., 1990; Brown et al., 1991). On
the other hand, for short time series of low precision, the embedding dimension cannot
be made too lar ge, due to t he limited number of dat a. Furthermore, it is best to have
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as few free parameters as possible. Therefore, for short time series of low precision, it
is probably not all advantage to use different global and local dimensions, and several
researchers (Wolf let ol., 1985; Sano and Sawada, 1985; Briggs, 1990; Zeng et ai., 1991)
have used da

= dr, successfully in their st udies, and

it is used in this st udy.

The linear approximation of Eq . (2.16) places a twofold burden on the Jacobian Ti
(Brown et al., 1991): it must yield the correct Lyapunov exponent s, and, at the same time,
map ihi into Yi+n,i+n . When the higher-order polynomial approximation of Eq . (2.15)
is used, the latter burden is removed; i.e., the higher-order polynomial is responsible for
mapping iho into Yj+n,i+n, and its first term involving T; is responsible only for obtaining
th e corr ect Lyapunov exponents. On the other hand , when the higher-order polynomial
is used , the minimum numb er

ni

of point s Xj in t he ith shell can be seen from Eq. (2.17)

to increase rapidly; e.g., for a local embedding dimension of k = 5, and Taylor series
of orders M

= 1, 2, 3, 4,

and 5, th ese minimum numbers are

ni

= 5,

20, 55, 125, and

251, respectively. Furt hermore, man y more neighborin g points ar e needed in practice to
improve st atistical accuracy. This lead s to the two disadvantages of higher-order Taylor
series: the computation time is larger , and , more important , the data set must be larger.
Th ese disadvantages becom e more significant for noisy data sets, where Tmin must be made
larger. Therefore , t he higher-order polynomial approximation may be expecte d to improve
the estimation of the Lyapunov exponent s relative to the linear approximation only when
a very long tim e series of high precision is used, as demonstrated by several researchers
(Br iggs, 1990; Bryant et al., 1990; Brown et al., 1991). Especially, the higher-order
polynomial approximation greatly improves t he comp ut ation of the negative exponents,
and helps to identify spurious positi ve exponents.
The negative Lyapunov exponents describe the exponent ial approach of the initial
states to the attractor. The possibility of obt aining reasonable negative Lyapunov exponent s depends on t heir magni tudes and the signal-t o-noise ratio of the data (Sano and
Sawada, 1985; Zeng et al., 1991). For post-t ransient , model-generated or observational
data, the attractor becomes very thin in the directions asso ciate d with the negative exp onent s, and, in general, it is imp ossible to est imate these exp onents accurat ely. However,
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the use of t he linear or higher-order polynomial approximation implicitly assumes analyticity of t he local neighborhood-to-neighborhood maps in phase space, which extend off of
the attractor, thus a.llowing analytic continuation away from the given dat a. Hence, when
noise is absent , the higher-order polynomial gives a better local mapping on fine scales
and leads to improved est imates of the negative exponents as mentioned above.
The identification of the spurio us exponents is related to the computation of the
principal-directi on vectors

et al., 1991). Once the

i; along

i; are

which the Lyapunov exponents ar e obtained (Brown

obtained, t he data thickness in each of these directions can

be comput ed. The thickness is essentia.lly the root-mean-square displacement of the data
point s within a local neighborhood in the

i; direct ion, with corrections for the curvat ure of

th e data set (Bryant et al., 1990). Since a t rue positive exponent should exhibit significant
thi ckness, a spurious posit ive exponen t may be ident ified by comparing the magnitude of
it s thi ckness with th ose of the true positive exponents . As shown in Table 2 of Bryant et

al. ( 19~'0), when a higher-or der polynomial is used, it is easier t o identify spurious positi ve
exponents.
When only a short time series is available, t he advantages of a higher-order polynomial
map may disappear. We will illustrate t his quali tatively with a simple example. Figure
2.1 shows the mean error growt h for the logist ic ma p Zn+1 = 3.8zn(1 - zn) . The curve
-,

is characte rized by th e initial exponential stage, the intermediate quasi-linear stage, an d
th e final saturation stage. All attractors an d, more genera.lly, a.ll unst able dynamical
syste ms havin g the proper ty of mixing are expec ted to give rise t o similar beh avior (Nicolis
and Nicolis, 1991). The first stage reflects local (linearized) properties, an d the positive
Lyapunov exponent can be obtained from the error growt h in t his st age. The remaining
two stages depend on global properties (Nicolis and Nicolis, 1991) . Suppose that the radius
r in Eq. (2.14) is withi n the first stage for linear maps. When the higher-order polynomial

map is used for a shor t time series, in order to obtain enough neighb orin g traject ory points,
it may become necessary to increase th e radius r, and this may lead to t he inclusion of
points in t he interm ediate stage. In t his scenario, the Taylor series of higher order will not
lead to a good estimate of the positive exponent, since t he intermediate stage is det ermined
by the global pr operties of the syst em.
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Figure 2. 1: Mean-error growt h for the logistic map zn+l = 3.8zn(1 - zn).
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Also, when the higher-order fitting is used, lar ge matrices need to be inverted in
the least-square fitting. Sometimes, all of t he points in a neighborhood of the control
trajectory point Xi lie along only a few directions; i.e., within the availa ble resolution,
the dimension of the at tractor appears to be lower than the true fractal dimension of the
syste m. Although it is possible to measu re the expansio n rates along t he un st ab le manifold
at Xi, there are not enough dat a point s in the other directions to estimate the contraction
rates. In such a case, any attempt t o esti mate the Lyapunov-exponent spect ru m using
a local emb edding dimension greater than or equal to t he fractal dimension will result
in large relative errors in the estimate of the J acobian elements (Eckmann an d Ruelle,

1985; Kostelich an d Yorke, 1990) . This kind of least-squares problem is ill-conditioned.
Because of t his, the matrix inversion problem is sensit ive to (even small) noise in the data,
especially when the matrix is large. T herefore, it is not surprising that the estimation of
Lyapunov exp onents (positive, zero, an d negat ive) using Taylor series of higher order is
repo rt ed to be sensitive to even small noise (Briggs, 1990; Bryant et al., 1990; Brown
et al., 1991). In cont rast, when t he linear map is used together with ot her appropriate

consi.derations (Zeng et al., 1991) , it is shown t ha t the Lyap unov-exp onent spect rum can
be reason abl y obtained from short time series of low precision. Therefore, the linear map
is used in this st udy.
In the lineari zed case, th e matrix T, can be successively ort honormalized to avoid the

two prob lem s menti oned in t he par agraph after Eq . (2.13). One such algorithm, which
has een widely used , is Householder QR decomposition (E ckman and Ruelle, 1985):

(2.18)

THjn = Ql+j Rl+jQ"t,

j = 0,1 , ..., K - 1,

(2.19)

where Q j is an ort hogonal matrix, R j is an upper-t riangular ma t rix with non-negative
diagonal elements, and K

~

(N - (k - 1)m - 1)j n is the numbe r of subinte rvals. The first

ort hogonal matrix Qo may be chosen arbitrarily, an d it is usually taken to be the unit
matrix for convenience. IT each T; is invertible, then this decomposition is unique.
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Multiplying the matrices T; for the subintervals yields the matrix H for the entire
int erval:

(2.20)
Since each R; is an upp er-triangular mat rix, R
and it s eigenvalues are Rll

=

= RKRK-1 ...R1 is also upp er

triangular,

(RK)U(RK- 1)11 ...(R 1)1l , where (R;)ll is the Ith diagonal

element of Ri . Also, since each Qi is an ort hogonal mat rix, then

Qf = Qi 1 ,

and Eq.

(2.20) yields

(2.21)
which mean s that H H T is an ort hogonal transformation of RRT , so that the eigenvalues
of H HT are Rfi. Therefore, we can obtain the Lyap unov exponents from Eq, (2.13):
1

>'/ =

A

nut

K

KlnII(R j )1/ =
j =l

1

K

AK ~ln (Rj)ll '

n ut

1=1, 2, ... ,k.

(2.22)

j=1

Th e QR decomp osition can also be performed using GS ort honormalization, as
has been done by several researchers (Shimada and Nagashim a, 1979; Wolf et al., 1985;
Sano and Sawada, 1985) , alth ough th ese researchers did not refer formally t o QR decomposition (Geist et al., 1990) . However , Householder t riangularization is preferable to GS
ort honormalization, since Householder t riangularization leads to (numerically det ermined)
matrices which ar e more nearly ort hogonal. Furthermore, it is very stable num erically,
and, in fact, the sizes of the eigenvalues do not lead to problems (E ckmann and Ruelle,
1985). Therefore, only the Householder QR decomposition is used in this study.
We have tested our algorithm on various model systems, including the Lorenz equations (Lorenz, 1963) and th e Rossler equations (Rossler , 1976), which are finit e-dimensional
systems, and the Mackey-Glass equations (Mackey and Glass, 1977), which const it ute
an infinit e-dimen sional syste m. The x components of numerical data for these systems
are treated as experiment al dat a. The first two systems are solved by the Runge-Kutta
method , and the last syst em is solved by a very efficient algorit hm of second-order precision (GrassbergE!r and Procaccia, 1983c). We use a time ste p D..t

= 0.01 for the Lorenz

"
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equations and

~t

= 0.1 for

the ROssler equations. A time step of (O.O l)T, where the

parameter T is given in Table 2.1, is used to integrate the Mackey-Glass equations. However, we then include only every fifth value in our data set, producing a time series with
!i.t = (1.05T, so that the delay time

T

is not too large compared with Ilt [usually,

T ~

10llt

is desired (At manspacher et al., 1988)].
The first 10,000 data are discarded from the generated time series to eliminate transient s, and the number N of observations is taken to be 5000, except for t he Mackey-Glass
equations wit h T

= 30,

for which a 5-dimensional phase space is used, an d we take

N = 10,000. For t he Lorenz and Rossler equations, all values are rounded off to t he first

decimal , producing a precision of 10- 1 , and, for the Mackey-Glas s equations, all values are
rounded off to a precision of 10- 2 (this is becau se the horizontal extent of the attractor is
much smaller in thi s case) . We take K

= min (2000, (N -

(k - 1)m - 1)/ m) to guarantee

sat urated Lyapunov exponents, although convergence of Ai is actually reached wit h fewer
matrices (F ig. 2.2 shows the convergence of Ai for the Mackey-Glass equations). T he
autocorrelation fun ction is also illustrated in Fig. 2.2, and it is seen t hat the delay time
T

[i.e., th e e-folding time of the autocorrelation curve) is abo ut 91lt.
Table 2.1 shows the computed Lyapunov-exponent spectrum for t he various model

systems described above. The err or bars are comput ed from a few runs with changes in
the parameters

T, Tmin,

and

T.

It is seen that all error bars are relatively small, which

shows t hat t he results from our algorithm are insensitive to the choice of these parameters.
For the Lorenz equations, t he computed value of the largest positive Lyapunov expo nent

Al differs from the accepted value by less than 9%. Since t he value obtained for A2 is only
about 3% of AI , its relative error is very large. However , one exponent must be zero, and
this exponent is easily identified as A2 ' so that the relative error for A2 has little meaning.
For t he Rossler equations, Al is obtained with a relative error less t han 7%, an d A2 is less
than 7% of AI' For the Mackey-Glass equations with T = 23 and only 5000 data points,

Al is obtained wit h a relative error less than 2%, and A2 is less than 1% of AI. For the
Mackey-Glass system with T

= 30, a 5-dimensional phase space is used, requiring 10,000

data point s, rather than 5000, so that the density of da ta points defining the attractor is

1
j
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Figure 2.2: (a) Autocorrel ation functio n and (b) convergence of Lyapunov exponents for
the Mackey-Glass equations with parameters a = 0.2, b = 0.1, c = 10, T = 23, an d ot her
paramet ers as described in the text. The inset graph is a magnification of t he region close
to the origin in a) .

30

st ill accept able. In thi s case, >'1 is obtained with a relative error less than 6%, and the
second positive exponent >'2 is also obtained with a relative error of only about 11%. When
data of higher precision was used, much sm aller relative errors were obtained; however,
given the low precision of thi s data (Le., the high noise level), better agreement with the
values in the absence of noise is not to be exp ected.
T he possibility of obt aining reasonable negative Lyapunov exponents depends on their
magnitudes and the signal-to- noise ratio of the data (Sano and Sawada, 1985) . Since a
precision of 10- 1 or 10- 2 is prescribed (i.e., the signal-to-noise ratio of t he data is low), and
1>'31is more than a hundred tim es larger than >'1 for the Rossler equations, the computed
1>'31 is too small compare d with the reported 1>'31 . However , when the absolute values of
the negative exponent s ar e comparable with >'1, as for t he Mackey-Glass equations with
T = 30 or 23, we obt ain negative exponents which are comparable to the rep orted values.

T herefore, using various known model syst ems, both finite- and infinit e-dimensional , we
have shown that our algorithm can be used to evaluate t he Lyapunov-exp onent spectrum
from only 5000 data point s of very low precision (10- 1 or 10- 2 ) in a phase spa ce whose
dimension is less than 5, and from 10,000 points of low precision in 5-dimensional phase
space.
In summar y, th e comput ation of Lyapunov expo nents and relat ed techniques are
thoroughly reviewed. Thi s computation is simple in principle but very subtle in practice.
Based on theoretical reasoning an d our exp eriences, suitable options are selected to const it ute our method. All paramet ers are tuned so that no adjust ing of free parameters is
needed. Besides, using known model syste ms, it is found that our method can be used to
obtain reasonable results from short time series of low precision. Therefore, our algorithm
is particularly easy to apply and may find widespread applications in practice.
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Table 2.1: Lyapunov-exponent spect rum for various known model syst ems . All parameters
ot her than t hose given in th e Table are as described in th e text. The reported values are
based on Wolf et al. (1985), except for th e Mackey-Glass equation with T = 9~t, for
which t he report ed values are from Gr assberger and Procaccia (1984).

Syst em
Lorenz (T = 20~ t )
((7 = 16, b = 4.0, R = 45.92)

(N = 5000, 10- 1 precision)
Rossler (T = 12~ t)
(a = 0.15, b = 0.2, c = 10)
(N = 5000, 10- 1 precision)
Mackey-Glas s (T == 9 ~ t )
(a = 0.2, b = 0.1, C = 10, T
(N = 5000, 10- 2 precision)

= 23)

Mackey-Glass (T == 9 ~ t )
(a = 0.2, b = 0.1, C = 10, T = 30)
(N = 10, 000, 10- 2 precision)

Reported Ai (in the absence
of noise)
1.50
0.00
-22.46
0.090
0.00
-9.8
0.00956 ± 0.00005
0.00000
-0.0119 ± 0.0001
-0.0344 ± 0.0001
0.0071
0.0027
0.000
-0.0167
-0.0245

Computed Ai (in the
presence of noise)
1.63 ± 0.15
0.05 ± 0.25
-3.59 ± 0.41
0.096 ± 0.008
-0.006 ± 0.004
-0.735 ± 0.057
0.00938 ± 0.00040
0.00008 ± 0.00020
-0.0160 ± 0.0010
-0.0734 ± 0.0227
0.0075 ± 0.0007
0.0030 ± 0.0010
-0.0027 ± 0.0010
-0.0156 ± 0.0006
-0.0394 ± 0.0064

,
1
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C hap ter 3

FRA CTAL JDIME N SION A N D PREDICTABILITY OF T H E
ATMOS P HERE

A huge amount of observational data has been accumulated in the past one hundred
years in different branches of science (including atmospheric science), bu t the way to extract useful inform ation from th em is quite limited: most of t he time, statistic al methods
are used . In thi s chapter, the chaos t heory discussed in t he previous chap ter is used to
st udy fractal st ruct ure and predict ability for observational atmospheric data. More detail ed discussion is given in Zeng et aI. (1992a). Th e analyzed dat a is discussed in Section
3.1. The fractal dimension and t he cont roversial issue of th e existe nce of low-dimensional
attract ors in th e at mosphere are discussed in Section 3.2. Atmospheric predictability is
discussed in Section 3.3.
3 .1

The JData

The data utili zed in thi s study include the daily surface te mperat ur e (ST ) over a
period of 100 years (1/ 1, 1889 - 1/ 31, 1989) an d t he daily surface pressure (SP) over a
period of 90 years (6/ 1, 1889 - 12/ 31, 1979, except the periods 8/1, 1940 - 10/31, 1940
and 9/ 1, 1961 - 12/31, 1961) observed in Fort Collins, Colorado. Also used are the surface
temperatures over a period of 39 years (1/1 , 1947 - 12/31, 1985) observed in Los Angeles,
Californi a. There are a limit ed number of missing da ta (less than 1%) in 'the above tim e
series, an d linear interp olations in time were used to fill in for these missin g data. These
two stations of Fort Collins and Los Angeles in the United States were selecte d in this
st udy based on the climatic signal- to-noise ratio (SNR), which is lower in Fort Collins and
higher in Los Angeles (Madden and Shea, 1978).

.

I
!
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We also use the sea surface temperature (SST) and sea surface pressur e (SSP) of two
regions (BOX 244: 20°-30° N, 300°- 310° W j BOX 139: 50°-60° N, 330°-340° W ) over
th e North Atlantic Ocean , wit h t he SNR being relatively lower in BOX 139 and higher
in BOX 244 (Madden, 1976). Daily average data were compute d from the Comp ressed

Marine Reports (CMR5) of the Comprehensive Ocean-Atmosphere Dat a Set (COADS)
(Woodruff et al., 1987). COADS is widely accepted as the best data set over the global
ocean , wit h st ate-of-the-art data quality control. Since th e number of global marine
reports were relatively small during World War II , only t he dat a from 1/ 1, 1950 - 12/31,
1987 are used. In addition, our computat ions show t hat t here is a considerable number of
missing daily observations for 2° x 2°, 2° x 10°, or 5° x 5° areas wit hin BOX 244 and
BOX 139. Therefore, we only used the 10° x 10° box (l.e., BOX 244 an d BOX 139) to
compute time series of SST and SSP, with a small number of missing data for which linear
interpola tions were used to fill in t he voids. Since th e observational data at different
stations over th e whole of western Europe seem to derive from a single det ermini stic
dynamical system (Keppenne and Nicolis, 1989), it is not unr easonable to expect t hat the
averaging of observations wit hin a 10° x 10° box over an ocean can only slightly affect the
comput at ions of chaotic prope rties from the time series.
In an effort to minimize the effects of seasonal variations of temperature, a mean

tempera t ure is computed for each day by averagi ng temperatures over the record for that
day of every year . T hese daily means are then subtracted from each daily value. For
brevity, th e term temperatu re is used to refer to t he temperature perturbation in subsequent sections of this chapter. T he above procedure does not apply to the observa tio nal
values of th e pressure. T he total numbers of data point s are given in Table 3.3.
In this chap t er, we analyze not only t he daily data describ ed above, but also win-

ter/llUmmer data (daily dat a of winte r/summer seasons which last 120 days commencing
on November 1 and May 1, respectively).
3.2

Fra ctal Dimensions of W ea t he r A t t r a etors

The phase space recons truction by delay coordinates [cf. Eq . (2.1)], discussd in Sec.
2.1, is used in thi s chapter. T he time delay

T

is obtained by t he space-filling method and
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by comp uting the autocorrela tion fun ction , as discussed in Sec. 2.1. As an example, Fig.
3.1 depict s the time dep endence of t he surface tem perature for the For t Collins statio n
and gives a two-dimensional view of t he t rajectory wit h

T

= 3 days (or m = 3).

It is

seen that the trajectory fills the entire space, suggesting t hat the data are independent
for

T

= 3 days (and that the system is in a ph ase space of greater than two dimensions) .

The corresponding autocorrelation function is given in Fig. 3.1c. It is seen that
as the e-folding tim e, can be selected as 3 days. In t his way,

T

T,

taken

is selected in the r ange

from 2 to 10 days for t emperature or pressure dat a at t he different locations, and these
choices ar e shown in Table 3.1. These values also correspond wit h the characterist ic times
bet ween independent estimates (Madden, 1976; Madden and Shea, 1978).
The exist ence of chaos can be verified and the strange at tractors can be characte rized by examining the power spectra and computing fract al dim ension s and Lyapunov
expo nents.

Before we discuss the fractal dimensions, we present a brief discussion of

power-spectrum analyses.
Power-spectrum analysis is ofte n used to qualit atively dist inguish quas iperiodic or
chao tic behavior from periodic structure, and to identify different periods embedded in a
chao tic signal. Chaos is characte rized by a power spectrum of continuous appearance. Fig.
3.2 shows such a power spectrum for th e sur face temperature at Fort Collins. T her e is no
clear peak correspo nding to the ann ual cycle, since thi s annual cycle has been removed
before computation by subtracting t he daily averages. However , such a peak does ap pear
in the power spect rum of surface pressure data, which is not shown her e. It is also seen

from Fig. 3.2, and from the power spec tra of all ot her analyzed data t hat the spect ra
tend to resemble white noise beyond a cuto ff frequency of about 0.4 cycles per day. This
is consiste nt with t he result of Keppenn e and Nicolis (1989) , which implies that a cutoff
frequ ency of 0.4 cycles per day may be very common in t he power spec tra of any daily
average data in t he atmos phere . On t he ot her han d, t he power spectrum it self can not
distinguish chaotic signals from noisy periodic or quasiperiodic signals. Therefore, the
computation of fractal dim ensions or Lyapunov exponents becomes necessary to verify
th e exist ence of chaos and extract t he dynamics from t he time series .
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Figure 3.1: (a) Time evolution of the surface temperature at Fort Collins, Colorado; (b)
tim e traject ory of the above time series evolving in a two-dimensional ph ase space of
time- delay coordinat es with T = 3 days; (c) autocorrelation function of the ab ove time
series. The inset graph is a magnification of th e region close to the origin in (c).
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Fig ure 3.2: Power spect rum ET of the daily surface temperature at Fort Collins, Colorado .
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The attempts to compute fractal dimensions in the past have been motivat ed by the
speculation that climatic fluctu ation may be govern ed by low-dimensional attractors. We

will show that, at least for surfac e observational daily data, no low-dimensional attra.ctors
exist . Even if the saturate d fra ctal dimension

V8

can be obtained, it may still be impossible

to estimate the sufficient number of dependent variables needed to model the atmospheric
dynamics, and it is imp ossible to const ruct simple equations to describ e the dynamics.
This does not necessarily mean that all calculations related to fractals in the atmosphere
are useless.

Pierrehumbert (1990) arg ued that they may tell us something about the

st atistics of atmospheric variability. The dynamical aspects of the fractality have also
been considered for 2-D turbulence by Osborne and Caponio (1990).
Once the phase space is reconstructed , the correlation dimen sion

Vs

can be computed,

as discussed in Sec. 2.2. Fig. 3.3 shows the plot of In G(r) versus In r for embedding
dimen sions k = 5,7,...,19 for th e sea surface pressur e at BOX 139. The value of v is
obtained from Eq . (2.7) in the int erm ediate range of r in which the slope is almo st
const ant. Fig. 3.4 shows the dimensionality v of th e weather at t ractor as a function of
th e number k of phase-space coordinates for the same time series. It is seen from Fig. 3.4
that saturat ed values seem to be approac hed. However, if we look at Fig. 3.3 carefully,
we can see that, consistent with the qualitative limit ation to the Gr assberger-Procaccia
algorithm discussed in Sec. 2.2, the int erval of almost constant slope is very small when
k > 13. Furthermore, the number of data is less than the quantitative requirement, i.e.,
1011. / 2 , of Ruelle (1990) . Therefore, the fractal dimen sions obtained from this data set are
actually spurious.
Table 3.1 summarizes the depend ence of v on k for all data . Though sat uration values
seem to be approached for the sea surface pr essure at BOX 244 and BOX 139, or for the
surface temperature at Los Angeles, they are unreli able based on the above qualitative
and quantitative arguments. It is also found from Tab le 3.1 that no sat uration values can
be reached for the sea surface temp eratures at BOX 139 or BOX 244, or for the surface
pressure and temperature at Fort Collins. Therefore, we cannot obtain sat urated fractal
dimensions for all data sets in the paper . For the total length of our data, we can conclude
only that the sat urated fractal dimension is well above 8.
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Figure 3.3: Pl ots of In C (r ) versus In r for embedding dimensions k = 5,7,...,19 (or dere d
from left to right ) for the sea surface pres sure at BOX 139. (a) daily data; (b ) winter
data; (c) summer .data,
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We have also computed the dependence of

1/

on k for random data produced by a

random-number generator. It is found that the relationship between

1/

and k for the

observational da ta. is similar to that for random data of a similar length (num ber of
observations) (note: for random da ta of infinite length,

1/

= k).

However , the a.bove

data are not random, as shown by their power spect ra an d autocorrelatio n functions
(note: for Ga ussia n whit e noise, t he autocorrelation function is zero; i.e., random da ta are
independent of each other) . The above results only show that the corre lation dimension
is so large that even an embedding dimension of k

1/8

= 19 is not sufficient ; i.e., the dyn ami cs

of the weat her at tract ors are controlled by too many degrees of freedo m, an d t here exist

i
"

no low-dimensional at t ractors.
Caputo et al. (1986) pointed out that sat ur ation could be reached to obtain spurious correlation dimensions even in very-high-dimensional embeddi ngs for any dynamical
system wha t soever, includin g cases of infinit e-dimensional, st ochastic signals. Recently,
Osborne and Provenzale (1989) proved th at a simple class of colored random noises whose
power spectrum shows a power-law decay have a finite and predictable value for the correlation dimension. Therefore, it is necessary to verify t hat the observed data are indeed
det erminist ic chaos rather than colored noise. Fir st, the autocorrelation function approaches zero slowly for all data (see, e.g ., Fig. 3.1c). Second, it is impossible to fit a
power law to the spect rum over t he whole range of frequencies (see, e.g., Fig. 3.2) . Finally,
the expo nent of the power-law fit to the spectrum in Fig. 3.2 is about 1.7, which would
indicate a fract al dimension of only about 2.9 for colored noise (Osborne and Provenzale,
1989). This value is mu ch smaller t han those in Tab le 3.1. T here fore, we can conclude
th at the dat a are not colored noise.
Table 3.2 shows the values of Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy K comp uted from Eq. (2.9)
for the sea surface pressures at BOX 244 and BOX 139 and t he surface temperature at
Los Angeles, where spurio us saturated fractal dimen sions are reached. The error-doubling
time T , which is also given in Table 3.2, is computed from

T

= (In 2)jK.

(3.1)

t
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Table 3.1: Dimen sionality vasa function of embedding dimension k for the analyzed data.
All abbreviations are explained in Section 3.1. No sat uration values (va) were obtained
for some of t he dat a, and thi s is indicated in the Table by a hori zontal line. The question
mark aft er a value indicates that it is probably spurious.
k

T

loca tion

variable

(day)

data

5

7

9

13

15

17

19

10.2
8.8
10.6
9.4
8.7
8.9
11.7
10. 1
10.8
9.5
8.6
9.5
11.1
11.5
10,4
11.3
11.6
10,4
9.3
9.5
9.5

11.0
9.5
11.8
9.5
8.9
8.9
12.7
11.4
11.4
10.2
8.4
10.0
11.7
12.5
11.6
12.0
13.2
11.6
10.2
10.3
9.9

11. 5
10. 0
10.9
9.6
9.0
8.8
13.0
12.6
12.1
10.2
8.5
10.0
13.1
12.2
12.3
13.7
13.6
12.9
10.2
10.3
9.9

12.3
10.7
11.3
9.7
9.0
9.0
13.5
14.3
12.4
10.0
8.3
9.9
13.8
12.7
13,4
14.0
14.6
13.9
10.3
10.3
9.8

11

v.

v
BOX 139

SST

5

BO X 139

SSP

5

BOX 244

SST

5

BOX 244

SSP

7

FCL

ST

3

FCL

SP

2

LA

ST

4

daily
winter
Bummer
daily
winter
summer
daily
winter
summer
daily
wmter
summer
daily
winter
summer
daily
winter
summer
daily
winter
summer

4.9
4.6
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.9
4.8
4.7
4.7
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8
5.0
4.8
5.0
5.0
4.7
4.8
4.8
4.8

6.5
6.3
6.5
6.7
6.3
6.4
6.6
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.8
6.5
6.7
6.8
6.5
6.8
6.7
6.7
6.5
6.7
6,4

8.0
7.7
8.4
8.0
7.4
7.7
8.7
7.5
8.0
8.3
7.4
7.7
8.1
8.2
8.5
8.5
8.3
8.3
7.8
7.6
7,4

9.3
8.1
9.2
9.1
8. 2
8.6
10.4
9.0
9.9
9.2
8.1
8.8
9.7
9.8
9.7
10.2
9.8
9.7
8.8
8.8
8.5

-

9.6?
9.0?
8.9?

-

10.1?
8.5 ·t

10.0?

-

-

10.3?
10.37
9.9?
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Since sat urated fractal dimen sions are not act ually reached, Eq.

(2.9) should not be

used, and the error-doubling times in Table 3.2 are un reliable. For example, although
the potential predictability is larger in BOX 244 than in BOX 139 (Madden, 1976), the
error-doubling times for both regions ar e similar in Table 3.2. Also, for the Lorenz syste m
(Lorenz, 1963), or other known syste ms, our computations show that the values of K and
T are not sensitive to the tim e delay r'; whereas , the values of K and T in Table 3.2 vary

significant ly when the time delay
in Table 3.2 (with

I

I

is increased. For exam ple, in cont ras t to the values

as given in Table 3.1) , T is 14.6 days for BOX 244 SSP with

10 days , T is 8.3 days for BOX 139 SSP with
with

I

I

I

=

= 8 days, and T = 6.3 day s for LA ST

= 6 days. Since saturated fractal dimensions were not reached in previous studies,

such estimates of t he error-doubling tim e based on Eqs. (2.9) and (3.1) ar e also unreliable
(e.g., in Fraedrich, 1987).
Although the number of observati ons in our dat a set at each location is comparable
with or more than thos e used in previous st udies, we still cannot obt ain low-dimensional
attractors from th ese data. However , low-dimensional att rac to rs are claimed in previ ous
st udies. The existence of low-dimensional atmospheric att rac tors is currently a highly debated subject. The qualitative and quantitative limit ations to the Gr assberger-Procaccia
algorithm have been discussed in Sec. 2.2, an d it is mentioned that the quantitative requirement of Ruelle (1990); i.e., at least M = 1011. / 2 data point s are necessary to reliably
estimat e fractal dimension

VD ,

is th e least strict one among different crite ria . With this

in mind, Ruelle (1990) has shown that the estimate of

V :J

= 7.3 in T sonis and Elsner

(1988) is spurious. Using the same arg ument, we can show that the estimate of

V:J

=

7.0 in Fraedrich (1987) is also an ar tifact of the short time series (only 1680 daily data
of the surface pressure for 14 wint er seasons at Berlin ) an d thus is unreliable. (By the
way, Fraedrich (1986) did mention that 5475 daily data for 15 years only lead to unsaturated fra ctal dimen.sions) The estima te of a fractal dimension of about 8.0 in Keppenne
and Nicolis (1989) is also unreliable, because only about 9000 daily 500 mb geopot ential
records were used for each station over west ern Europe. Although the data in Essex et

al. ( 1987) and Sharif et al. (1990) satisfy the requirement of Ruelle (1990) , their estimates of low-dimensional att rac to rs are st ill not so reliable according to the est imate of
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Nerenberg and Essex (1990) wit h t he condit ion that the crit ical embedding dimension k c
be great er than the fract al dimension 1/B. The requirement that k c >

1/11

seems necessary

in order to guar antee the satura t ion of the fract al dimension. A dimension of about 8.0

is also obtained in Kepp enne and Nicolis (1989) using 63000 records (9000 x 7 st ations).
However, since th e time series at th e seven stations may describe th e same attractor (as
demon strated by th em) , and since these time series describe the evolution of the attractor during th e same period , 63000 dat a (9000

X

7 stat ions) may cont ain less information

compar ed with 63000 dat a observed at a single st ation. Even if 63000 data is utili zed, this
numb er is st ill only marginally satisfied wit h th e quantitative requirement of Nerenb erg
and Essex (1990) .
By mentioning th ese examples (more can easily be found in th e recent lit erature) , we
illustrate th at most, if not all, of th e previous estimates of low-dimensional at tractors in the
at mosphere are unreliable. However , T sonis et al. (1991) recently relaxed the requirement
kc

> 1/s , using k c =

1/8

inst ead , and claimed th at t he existe nce oflow-dimensional at tractors

in weat her and climate should not be disregard ed based on th e analysis of Nerenberg and

Essex (1990) . Finally, based on simple models, Lorenz (1991) recently proposed that, if
a low fractal dimension can be obtai ned from observational data, this may instead reflect
only the weak nonlinear int eraction between the observed variable and th e other variables
in the atmosphere, and not th e true dimensionality of the at mosphere.

Only single-point tim e series are used in our st udy and in most pr evious publications.
In contrast, Pierrehumbert (1990) used th e entire dat a sets of th e monthly-average heights

of the 500 mb surface covering the Northern Hemisphere poleward of 30° N latitude, and
showed that th ese data sets are also insufficient to dr aw firm conclusions about the dimensionality of the global at mosphere, an d th at no low-dimensional

«

20) global at t ract ors

exist.
The global at trac to r is probably multifractal (Halsey et al., 1986) . This means that
the globally-averaged dimension will be dominated by th e lar ger local dimensions; many
local dimen sions may be smaller t han th e global dimension , and the dimension may vary
with location. Corresponding to thi s, th e unsaturat ed dimensions 1/(k) in Table 3.1 vary
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qualitatively with location. The geographic variability of frac t al dimensions may also be
related to the climatic signal-to-noise ratio . For inst an ce, v(k) for the surface temp erature
in Los Angeles is lower t han in Fort Collins where the climatic signal-to- noise ratio is

smaller (Madd en and Shea, 1978). On the other hand, the climatic signal-to- noise ratio in
BOX 244 is higher than that in BOX 139 (cf. Fig. 6 in Madden, 1976), but the values of

v(k) for t he sea surface pressure in both regions are similar. However , these specula tions
about the geographical variability of fractal dimensions need further ve rification, since
no sat urate d fractal dimensions can be obtained wit h confidence in Table 3.1. Similarly,
alt hough the correlation dimen sion of daily data appears t o be lar ger than t hose of winter
and summer data in Table 3.1, due to the fact that the (t otal) daily data include the
transition-season (spring and fall) da t a as well, thi s also needs further verification.
In summar y, we have shown in thi s section th at most , if not all, of the previous

est ima tes of low-dimensional at tract ors in the at mosphere are unreliable. Using longer
tim e series of observa tional data, we still can not obtain a saturated fractal dimension
and we can claim only th at

Vo

Vs ,

is well above 8. Because sat urated values cannot be reached,

the comput ation of th e Kolmogorov-Sinai ent ropy an d the error-doubling time based on
Eqs. (2.9) and (3.1) is unreliable. We have also shown that our data are neither whit e
noise nor colored noise. T he geographic varia bility of fractals is qualitatively discussed in
relation to t he global mult ifract al assumption and the climatic signal-to- noise ratio.
3.3

Lyapunov E xpo n ents and Predictability of t he At m osp here

We have shown in t he previous section that no saturated fractal dimensions can be
reached and predictability cannot be estimated reliably. Though some people may question
the usefulness of computing fra ctal dimensions for the at mosp here, nob ody questions the
importance of predictability. Therefor e, in thi s section, we evaluate the Kolmogo rovSinai entropy and the error-doubling time in the at mosphere by estimating the Lyapunovexpo nent spect rum from our pr actical and reliable method discussed in Sec. 2.3.
Noise is an infinit e-dimensional process and t ends t o decrease the density of data
point s defining the at tractor as the embedding dimension k increases (Wolf et al., 1985) .
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Because of the limitations due to t he noise level and the t otal numb er of data points, we
believe th at the results with k ::; 5 are more reliable than those with k > 5. Since our
goal is t o obtain wit h confidence as many Lyapunov exponents as possible, we report our
results for k

= 5 only. As shown in Sec.2.3, at least the positive Lyapunov exponents can

be computed reliably for k = 5. (In our comp utations, we also find that , as k increases
beyond 5, the Lyapunov exponents decrease slowly, but the Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy an d
the error-doubling time change very lit tle.)
Table 3.3 summarizes t he Lyap unov-exponent spectrum for each analyzed dat a set.
It is seen that at least two Lyapunov exponents are positive with comparable magnitude.
Furthermore, at least one exponent must be zero, and we can easily ident ify this exponent
as A3 in each case (since A3 is zero to within t he erro r bar s). Therefore, t he at mosp here
has a hyperch aotic at tractor wit h a folded, multi dimensional fractal st ruc t ure, an d unstable motion of comparable importance occurs along two directions. We t hen obtain the
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy K, as the sum of t he two positive Lyapunov exponents, an d
the error-doubling time T for each data set . We can conclude from Table 3.3 that t he
predict ability time T is about 5 to 8 days at BOX 139 and BOX 244, about 4 to 5 days
in Los Angeles, and about 2 to 3 days in Fort Collins. It is also seen from Table 3.3 that
the pr edict ability time T is shorter for t he daily data t han for the summer an d/or winter
data, since the daily dat a includes not only summer and winter dat a., but also tran sitionseason (spring and fall) data. Besides, it is found t hat the predict ability time T is larger
in summer than in winter for all variables. Possible reasons for t his result are that weather
event s of short life time (such as summer thunders torms) are filtered out in daily average
data used in this st udy, and t here are more propagating weather syste ms in winter than
in summer.
Local predict abilit y is controlled by lar ge-scale a.dvect ion pr ocesses an d local forcing.

Due to the regulation on t he weat her and climate in Los Angeles by the easte rn portion
of the subtropical ridge associated with the descending portion of the Hadley cell, and
th e much more frequent influence of the polar front on the weat her and climate in Fort
Collins, the potential climat ic predictability which is a sort of climatic signal-to- noise
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Table 3.2: Kolm.ogorov-Sinai entropy K and error-doubling ti me T of t he sea surface
pressure (SSP) at BOX 139 and BOX 244 and of the surface te mperature (ST ) at Los
Angeles (LA) .

I
I

Location
variable
daily
K(day-l ) winter
summer
daily
T(day)
winter
summer

BOX 244
SSP
0.095
0.061
0.084
7.3
11.4
8.3

BOX 139
SSP
0.093
0.079
0.068
7.5
8.8
10.2

LA
ST
0.173
0.159
0.155
4.0
4.4
4.5

Table 3.3: Lyapunov-exp onent spect rum wit h the parameters given in the te xt . The
error-doubling time T is comp uted from Eq. (3. 1), where the Kolmogorov-Sinai ent ropy
K is ob tained by summing the first two Lyapunov expo nents.

location

varia ble

daily
data
number

daily
winter
summer
daily

BOX 139

SST

13,870

BOX 139

SSP

13,855

winter

summer
daily
winter
summer
daily

BOX 244

SST

13,860

BOX 244

SSP

13,877

winter

summer
daily
FCL

ST

36,555

FCL

SP

32,870

LA

ST

14,245

Lyapunov exponent (day- l )

data

winter

summer
daily
winter
summer
daily
winter
sum mer

0.063
0.064
0.064
0.098
0.117
0.075
0.102
0.086
0.078
0.068
0.078
0.060
0.195
0.191
0.144
0.283
0.238
0.215
0.121
0.122
0.101

0.031
0.026
0.019
0.044
0.055
0.037
0.046
0.040
0.030
0.033
0.034
0.028
0.081
0.089
0.058
0.119
0.089
0.105
0.065
0.053
0.046

-0 .006
-0 .005
-0.0 11
0.004
0.021
-0.000
0.001
0.006
-0.007
0.003
0.006
-0.002
0.016
0.011
-0 .010
0.022
-0.000
0.000
0.004
-0.001
-0.002

-0.052
-0.047
-0.059
-0.047
-0.048
-0.042
-0.042
-0.048
-0.043
-0.031
-0.028
-0.033
-0.077
-0.063
-0.068
-0.089
-0.108
-0.122
-0.059
-0 .058
-0.052

-0. 134
-0.131
-0.142
-0.133
-0. 142
-0.136
-0.132
-0.130
-0.138
-0.089
-0.098
-0.096
-0.220
-0.228
-0.228
-0.348
-0.340
-0.325
-0.174
-0.169
-0.162

T (d ay)

7.4
7.7
8.4
4.9
4.0
6.2
4.7
5.5
6.4
6.9
6.2
7.9
2.5
2.5
3.4
1.7
2.2
2.2
3.7
4.0
4.7
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ratio, is higher in Los Angeles than in Fort Collins (see, e.g., Madden and Shea, 1978) .
Corre sponding to this, as shown in Table 3.3, the predictability time T is larger for surface
temperature in Los Angeles than in Fort Collins. T is also larger for sea. surface pressure
in BOX 244 than in BOX 139, where the climat ic signal-to- noise ratio is also smaller and
the potential predictability is shorte r (Madd en, 1976).
Our est imates of the error-doubling time in Table 3.3 are from about 2 to 8 days
for various locations. However, twin exp eriments of General Circulation Models (GCMs)
by Sma.gorinsky (1969) give an error-doubling tim e of about 2.5 days for t he vertically
integrate d st an dar d deviation of the temp erature in the Northern Hemisphere. Using an
ECM WF GC M, Lorenz (1982) obtained an error-doubling time of about 2 days for small

initial errors of 500 mb height s in the Northern Hemisphere wit h the aid of a quadratic
hypothesis for the nonlinear term s in th e equation governing the growth of errors. The
difference between their estima tes and our estimates may be explained as follows. First,
we use single-point tim e series and st udy local predictability, but they used data for the
entire Nor t hern Hemisphere and st udied t he global predi ctability, which is controlled by
areas of lower local predict ability (i.e., higher Kolmogorov-Sinai ent ropy). Therefore, it
is natural t hat our estimates of th e error-doubling tim e are approximately equal to or
greater than their estimates. Second, the error-doubli ng time depends on the magni tude
of initial errors: thi s time is shor t for small initial errors and long for lar ger initial errors

(d. Fig . 2.1) . Because our data is from observa tions, our estimates of error-doubling
time are generally lar ger (and more physically relevant) than those based on truly small
initial errors. Third, daily-averaged data ar e used in thi s st udy, but instantaneous values
were used in their st udies. The averaging process smoot hs data and incre ases the errordoubling time. Fourth, we use observati onal data, but they used model-generated data
and it is not clear that the error-doubling time in the GC Ms is the same as in the real
atmospher e. Finally, we use surface observations, but they used result s above ground.
The last two points will cause differences between our estimates of error-doubling time and
theirs, but do not necessaril y increase the error-doubling tim e in our estimates. Using the
500 mb geopotential record over weste rn Europe, Kepp enne and Nicolis (1989) obtained
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a error-doubling time of about 19 days. This discrepancy with our estimates may also be
explained by the second an d last points in the above discussion. In ot her words, we use
surface temp erature and pressure dat a but they used 500 mb geopotent ial record, an d,
because of this, the magnitude of initial errors may also be different.
Traditional predictability studies (e.g., Lorenz, 1982) by means of numerical models
in atmospheric science usually study the error growth from a reference state disturbed

by various met hods of pert urbation (ECMWF Workshop, 1988). Bot h the traditional
approach an d the an alysis presented in t his paper share a common conclusion: when the
initial error is small, it s growth rate depends on the dynami cs of the system, rather than
on the init ial error it self. On the ot her han d, traditional predictability studies provide only
the lar gest (positive) Lyapunov exponent; whereas, our analysis provides all of t he positi ve
exponents, which allows a more appropriate quantitative measure of predictability, since
different positive Lyapunov exponents correspond to the divergence of initial errors in
different directions. The t raditional approach uses entire global fields of data; in cont rast,
we only use single-point time series. We do not expect to extract all of the information
about the global dynamics, but we do expect to gain an insight concerning predictability
from local time-series analyses. As recommended by the ECMWF Works hop (1988, p.17),
the evaluation of t he dimensionality of atmospheric attractors may have an impact on the
numb er of elements needed in a Monte Carlo ensemb le forecast of the extended range. We
also anti cipate that t he analysis of predictability will aid the selection of initial states for
the Monte Carlo ensemble extended-range forecast.
Finally, we discuss a problem which needs further study using more dat a . For known
systems (e.g., the Lorenz equations), we found that the computation of the Lyapunovexponent spectrum is insensitive to the selection of T, which is approximately the e-folding
time of t he aut ocorrelation function. For Gaussian white noise, our computations show
that Lyapunov exponents are inversely proportional to

T.

However, when we analyze our

data, we find that the Lyap unov exponents decrease slightly as
are not inversely proport ional to

T,

T

increases , although they

as would be the case for Gaussian white noise. T his

may be due to the high fract al dimension of the atmosphere. T his uncertainty could

I

'I

I
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increase the estimates of T by as much as 50%. Much more da ta may be required so that
the Lyapu nov-exponent spectrum can be evaluated for higher embedding dimens ions to
improve the estimates of the predictability time T.
Since t he noise level in our data may be assumed to be typical for daily dat a of the
at mosphere , and since the total number of data points (from about 13,800 to about 36,SOO)
is larger than t hose used in previous studies (e.g., about 5500 in Fraedrich, 1986; about
9000 for each station in Keppenne and Nicolis, 1989), it is not unreasonable to assume

th at the above problem may be very common for similar studies using daily data. of the
at mosphere, and sensitivity studies should be conducted to determine its importance in
esti.mating predict ab ility.
In summary, by means of comp uting the Lyapu nov expo nents, we obtain error-

doubling times varying from about 2 to 3 days in Fort Collins to abo ut 4 to 5 days
in Los Angeles and to about 5 to 8 days in BOX 139 (midlatitude Nort h Atl antic) and
BOX 244 (subtropical North Atlantic) . These time scales are smaller than those inferred
by Kepp enne an d Nicolis (1989) for western Europe, an d are approximately equal to or
larger than those obtained by Smagorinsky (1969) and Lorenz (1982 ) using GCMs. The
reas ons are discussed in detail. The predictability time in an area (e.g., Los Angeles) of

high climatic signal-to-noise ratio is longer than that in an area (e.g ., Fort Collins) where
the climatic signal- to- noise ratio is small. T he predict ability time for daily data for the
entire year is shorter than for summer and/or winter data, since t he daily data includes
not only summer and winter data, but also data for the transition seasons (spring and
fall), whose predictability is poorer and whose dynamics are apparently controlled by more
variables t han in summer and winter. Finally, we have discusse d t he slight sensitivity of
the calculation of the Lyapunov-exponent spectrum to t he choice of the time delay

T.

C hap ter 4

C HAOS IN D AISYWORLD

In th e pr evious chapte r, we have discussed t he application of chaos theory t o the

observational data analysis which goes beyond the t radition al statis tic al or linear analyses.
Another possible applicatio n of chaos is t he inspiration of new ideas by the concep t of
chaos. In t his chapter , we will explore chaos in daisyworld. More detailed discussion s can
be found in Zeng ei al. (1990 and 1992c).
4.1

Introduction
It is now widely accepte d that t he Earth is a single system which consis ts of the biota

and th eir environm ent. These two elemen ts of t he system are closely coupled: the biota
regulate th e environm ent (e.g. , climate on a pla netary scale) an d, in t urn, the environment
restricts th e evolution of the biot a and dictates what type of life can exist as a consequence
of Dar winian natural selection . In order to qualitatively understand this very com plex
int eract ion mechanism , a mod el, daisyworld, which is an active system where the biota
and th e enviro nment are tightly coupled, was first described by Lovelock (1982) an d then
used to st udy t he int eracti on bet ween daisies of one or two species an d the temper ature of
the environment (Wat son an d Lovelock, 1983, hereaft er deno te d by W S in this chapter ).
The se aut hors found that th e inclusion of feedback from the environment, regardless of it s
direction, stabilized dai syworld , and thi s was consistent wit h the earlier Gaia hypothesis
tha t th e climate and the chemical composition on t he Earth have bee n an d are maintained
at a steady state by th e presence of life itse lf (Lovelock and Margulis, 1974) . Later , Gai a
is stated more scientifically as a theory in Lovelock (1989) that views t he evolution of t he
biota and of their environment as a single, tightly coup led process, with the self-regulation
of climate and chemistry as an emergent property. Amo ng the many examples to show the
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widespread influence of the Gaia. theory (or hypothesis) are the 1988 Chapman Conference
on Gaia of the American Geophysical Union and the scientific journal Gaian Scie nce for
geophysiology research ers and t eachers.
Though the feedback in daisyworld is much simpler than t hat on the Earth, research
on such an imaginary plane t may provide insight into t he properties of the Earth's climate.
Therefore, further st udies are needed. T he purpose of this chapter is to st udy this fictional
world in more det ail, and, especially, to evaluate the chaotic properties of this model .
Both qualit ative and quantit ative methods from modern chaos theory have been utilized
to verify the presence of chaos in daisywo rld .
Differential Model for D a isy world

4.2

Daisyworld is a cloudless flat or cylindrical planet wit h negligible atmospheric greenhouse gases th at bear s life only in t he form of different species of daisy. The behavior of
th e daisyworld governed by different ial equations described in WS will be st udied first.
For completeness, t hese equations are written here except in a more general way. A more
realist ic model for daisyworld, the discrete model, will be discussed in the next section.
4.2 .1

D iffe r e ntial m odel

The growt h rat e of th e daisies is given by a set of equations in population ecology
theory (Carter and Prince, 1981):

a
dd , = ai(xf3, - ii ) (i = 1, 2, ... , m),

t

where

(Ii

.

(4.1)

is th e area covered by t he it h species of daisy, which is measured as a fraction

of th e total surface area of daisyworld. T he variable x is the unoccupied fertile area in
which daisies could grow, i.e.,
m

X

= p-

L a, ,

(4.2)

,=1

where p is t he t ot al area of fertile ground. / i is the death rate per unit time an d is t aken
to be the sam e constant for each species. f3i is t he growth rate per unit time and per unit
area, and it is assumed to be a parabolic function of the local temperature Ti :
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(4.3)
which is zero at T;
const ant ) at T;

= 5°C or 40°C,

= 22.5°C.

consider the range 1

and reaches its maximum value of C (where C is a

WS restrict ed their at te ntion to C

= 1; in

this chapter, we

s C s 4.

T he effective temperature Te(OC) at which th e planet 's surface radiates can be obtained by t he radiation bu dget equation on the surface:

(1(Te + 273)4 = S L(1 - A)

(4.4)

where (1 is Stefan's const ant , S is a const an t havin g units of energy flux , L is a dimen sionless measure of the luminosity of th e sun of daisyworld, and A is the average albedo
of t he planet, which is given by
m

A = (1 - p)Ag..

+ x Agf + L: aiAi

(4.5)

i =l

where A gb is th e albedo of the ste rile ar ea in which th e daisies cannot grow, A gf the albedo
of t he unoccupied fer tile area, and Ai th e albed o of the ith species.
The local temp erature of different types of surface can be det ermined using a censervation of energy balance for t he planet . For t he daisies, it can be expressed as

(4.6)
where q is the conduction coefficient of solar energy among different typ es of surface.
Equation (4.6) can be simplified with small error for the temp eratures of interest :

(4.7)
where q'

= 0.25 q/ (295.S)3.

Alt ern atively, for the particular value q

= S L/(1 , Eq,

(4.6)

can be rewritten by means of Eq. (4.4) :

(4.8)
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which means that the local t emperatures are determined solely by the local radiation
balance; i.e., there is no feedback between the daisies and their environment .
Equ ations (4.1)-(4.5) and (4.7) [or (4.8)] constit ute a closed set of equations. The
differential equation (4.1) can be solved by a forward-difference scheme with small

a~+1
I

= a~ + ~ta~ (xnf3!' ,

,

,

'VIt!')

,

~t:

(4.9)

where 6.t is t he tim e step and implies, in physical terms, that th ere is a time delay in the
interaction between the daisy populat ion and the local temp eratures.
4.2.2

Steady-state b ehavior of the system

As in WS, it is assumed in this subsect ion, unless explicitly st ated ot herwise, that p
= 1 [i.e., th e planet's surface is tot ally fertile), S [in Eq. (4.4 )] = 9.17 x10 5 ergs cm- 2 s- 1

(or 917 Wm - 2 ) , th e albedo A gf [in Eq. (4.5)] = 0.5, q! = 20, Ii is const ant, ~ t = 0.01,
and C

=:

1.

Ju st as the Sun has been increasing in solar luminosity since the formation of the Solar
System (Owen et al., 1979), the luminosit y of th e sun of daisyworld is assumed to rise
slowly, so t hat, at each value of L , th e possible steady state of daisyworld is evaluated by
solving the governing equations forward in time wit h the initial values of different daisies
set at th e previous steady-state values, or 0.01 if th ese are zero.
Fig. 4.1 shows the steady-state behavior of four species of daisy and the temp erature
Te as the luminosity L is incremented. The effect ive t emperatures for one to three species

are also includ ed in Fig. 4.1 for comparison. It is seen from Fig. 4.1a that the area
4

occupied by daisies is almost constant, i.e.,

E ai

:::; 0.7,

within the range of L from 0.7 to

i=l

1.7; however, as the luminosity increases, th e species with lower albedos become extinct
in the battle for survival of th e fitt est, and th e species with t he higher albedo domin ates
the planet. For each value of luminosity from 0.7 to 1.7, only one or two species exist .
Though not shown here, wit h only two or three species, daisyworld exhibits the same
characteristics. This is ju st one example th at daisyworld can give insights on biodiversity,
but furt her study using more species is needed.
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Figure 4.1: Steady-state behavior of daisyworld. (a) Areas of four species where AI,
A 2 , A 3 , and A 4 are 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8, denoted by solid, dotted, short -dashed, and
long-dashed curves , respect ively. (b) effective temp eratures for the cases of one to four
species: solid and dotted curves denote the cases of one species with Al = 0.25 an d 0.75
respectively; short-dashed curve denot es th e case of two species with Al = 0.25 and A 2 =
0.75; long-dashed cur ve denotes the case of three species with AI , A 2 , and A3 being 0.1,
0.4, and 0.7; and dash-dotted curve denot es th e case of four species with albedos as given
in (a).
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Once the non-zero ste ady state is reached for a value of luminosity, it can be seen
from Eqs . (4.1) and (4.2) that
m

L

ai

(4.10)

= P - '''Ii / {3j ,

i=I

where the sub script j can be any number amo ng 1,2,... ,m for which aj

:f:. O. This means

th at t he area occupied by all dai sies must be const ant no matter how many different kinds
of daisies exist . The results discussed in the previous paragraph ar e consist ent with this
general conclusion.
Fig. 4.1b shows that th e ternperature regulation of t he plan et is similar for two, three,
or four species, and , therefore, for th e remainder of thi s chapter , we will consider only one
or two species for simplicity. One species, with Al = 0.25, will be referred to as "black",
and the ot her, A 2 = 0.75, will be referred to as "white" t o emphasize the contrast , though
neit her of them is perfectly black or white . Hereaft er , subscripts b and w will be used to
indicate black and white daisies.
When Eq . (4.8) is used to compute Ti, instead of Eq . (4.7) , i.e., q

= 5 £ / (7, the

steady-st ate behavior for two species is shown in Fig. 4.2. It is found that , for the range
of L from 0.8 to 1.5, both black an d white daisies are eliminated , an d the temperature
increa.ses almost linearly. Comp ut ations also show that the daisyworld mod el for one or
two species using Eq. (4.8) exhibits no hysteresis when the luminosity decreases; whereas,
th e system using Eq . (4.7) does (see Fig. l c in WS). Therefore, unlike Eq . (4.7), Eq . (4.8)
does not yield a self-regulating syst em. Figures. 4.1 and 4.2 also show t hat the inclusion
of t he feedback (Fi g. 4.1) st abilizes the environme nt compared with the no-feedb ack case
(Fig . 4.2).
Calculations also show that th e steady-st at e behavior is the same for time st eps 6.t
of 0.01, 0.5, or 1.0, although the t ime needed to obt ain t he st eady st at e is different .
Furthermore, it is found that , when steady-state behavior is reach ed, it is similar for
different paramet er values, e.g., changing q' from 20 to 40 or 60, or changing C in Eq.

(4.3) from 1 to 2.
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Figure 4.2: Steady-st at e responses of daisyworld wit h Eq . (4 .8) . (a) Are as of black and
whit e dai sies, den oted by dot t ed an d solid curve s, respecti vely; (b) effect ive temper ature
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Therefore, we have shown that , not only for one or two species (which have been
discussed in WS) , but also for more than two species, the inclusion of the feedb ack between
the daisies and their environment stabilizes the daisyworld when t he differential equation

(4.1) is used. However , as will be argued in the next section, a mor e reali stic model for
daisyworld is a. discret e model , rather than a differential model.
4 .3

Discrete Model for Daisyworld

4 .3 .1

Discrete model

As menti oned in Subsection 4.2.1, the time step 6.t in Eq . (4.9) represents, in physical terms, the tim e delay in the inte raction between the daisy population and the local
temperatures. As a result, in order to accurately ap proxi mate the differential equation
(4.1), 6.t must be chosen to be small. However , thi s allows the daisies to adjust to t em-

perature variat ions inst antaneously (i.e., wit hout delay) , which is unphysical. A more
realistic model is to let 6.t be t he generation time, since thi s is the characteristic response
time of the daisy popul ation. Therefore, we will modify the above model by replacing Eq .

(4.1) by Eq . (4.9) wit h 6.t = 1 (l.e., wit h the generation tim e chosen as the unit of time) :

a ,:+l
= a':I
,

+ a': (xn fJ,~ !1
,

-

"V!1)
II

'

(4.11)

We will refer to the closed set of equa tions (4.2)-(4.5), (4.7) or (4.8), and (4.11) as the
discrete model. We also refer to both the diferential and discret e mod els as dai syworld,
since we consider them t o be two different models of the same physical syst em in which
daisies interact strongly wit h their environment . For one species, this equation is the
same as that considered by May (1974), and he has shown that the imp ortant parameter
is (/3 - I) ' which he t akes as high as 5. Hence, we consider the ranges 0.3 ::; I ::; 1 and 1

::; C ::; 4 (and, thus,

f3i ::;

4).

With regar d to the question of whether the discret e model or the differential model
is more appropriat e, we refer t o Carter and Prince (1981). While they do write down a
differential equation, to which WL refer as t he basis for t heir differential model , Carter and
Prince (1981) also conduct an experiment an d show that the expe riment al data act ually
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agr ee closely with the discrete equation similar t o Eq. (4.11) above (see their Fig. 1). The
main problems with the different ial model are that it allows an inst antaneous response
to any change, an d it does not allow extinction to occur in a finit e time. In contrast ,
the discrete model avoids both of these drawbacks. Furthermore, the discret e model
with a finite generat ion time is a first ste p toward including seaso nal variation, since it
synchronizes the birth at the beginning of each new generation, which corresponds to the
beginning of th e growin g season, rather than allowing cont inuous bir t h throughout the
year .
In order to discuss the couplin g constant C in Eq . (4.3) an d t he generation time fl t,

we rewrite Eq . (4.9) as

(4.12)
=

af + ai[x (.8f1 A) - (-yfl A)] ( Aflt),
n

which shows th at changing 6.t is equivalent to cha nging both the growt h rate

.8i and

the

death rate I i. Thi s simply illustrat es th at the numerical values of these rates depend on
the unit of time chosen for tit . Ph ysically, the generatio n time is nearl y fixed (and chosen
as the unit of tim e; i.e., tim e is measured in generatio ns, leading to Eq. (4.11) above):
unlike th e growt h rat e, it changes only slightly as the climate changes. We will investi gat e
the effect of varying th e growt h ra te

.8i by

varying its coupling to the local temp erature

(as given by th e coupling const ant C ). Note th at one can mathematically vary flt as
well, but thi s is not physically meaningful, since t he generation time fl t is not physically
variable.
It should be emph asized t hat the discrete mod el will yield different results from the
differential model. It is known from basic chaos theory, even wit hout any computations,
that , for differential daisyworld, chaos can never occur in t he one- an d two-species cases.
Thi s is verified in WL an d in Section 4.2. It is fur ther shown in Section 4.2 that st eadystate behavior is obtained in differential daisy world wit h more than two species for a wide
ran ge of par ameters. In contrast, for discrete Daisyworld , it will be shown later that
periodic and even chaotic oscillations can occur in the one- an d two-species cases. Fir st ,
however, an analyti c analysis is presented.
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4.3 .2

Theoretical a nalysis of the chaotic regime in the daisyworld model

When Eq . (4.8) is used in the mod el, constant luminosity leads to constant T, in

Eq. (4.8) and, hence, constant

fJi from Eq. (4.3). The difference equation (4.11) wit h the

above constants can be writ te n as
m

ai+l

= (1 + fJi -/i)ai -

fJiai

L aj

(i

= 1, 2, ... , m)

(4.13)

i=l

where

fJi and

/ i are constants.

For one species, we let

y=

fJ
a
l + fJ - /

(4.14)

so that Eq . (4.13) may be rewritte n as

(4.15)
which is the well known logist ic difference equation (see, e.g., May, 1976, among ot hers ).
Th e solut ion y n+l of t his equation is chao tic for many values of 1 + fJ - / in the range

3.57 ~ 1 + fJ - / ~ 4 .
On the ot her hand , the physical restrictio n on a is 0

(4.16)
~

a

~

1, an d the maximum

value of y in Eq. (4.15) can be easily obtained as (1 + fJ - / ) / 4. Therefore, Eq . (4.14)
yields the condition

(4.17)
Combining this with E q, (4.16) yields

(4.18)
and , for /

~

1, this becomes
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2.57 + I

s {3 s (1 +..ff)2

,

(4.19)

which also implies that

0.616
For more than one species, with Ii

sI s1

=I

.

(4.20)

(i.e., the same for each species), we let

m

a= L a"

(4.21)

i= 1

and we sum Eq. (4.13) over i to yield

(4.22)
which is the sam e as Eq. (4.15). However, while Eq. (4.22) indicates that chaos should
again be expected, the specific result s for t he case with one species are not app licab le,
since (3 now depends on n . If, inst ead of Eq . (4.8) , we use the more realistic Eq . (4.7), t hen
(3i is no longer independent of n . However, the analysis leading t o Eqs. (4.15) an d (4.22)

is st ill valid, wit h {3 now dependent on n in both cases. Therefor e, chaos is again expect ed
to occur , although we can give no quantit ative prediction of the paramet er regime. In the
nume rical result s which follow, we use Eq . (4.7), rather than Eq. (4.8), since only the
former can lead to self-regulation (ef. Figs. 4.1b an d 4.2b).
4 .4

N u mer ical R e s u lt s on C haos in D a isy w o rld

Computations in t his sect ion are based on Eqs. (4.2)-(4 .5), (4.7), and (4.11). Besides
those related parameters specified in Section 4.2, ot her paramete rs ar e taken as follows:
fl t

= 1.0, A b = 0.25 for black daisies, an d A = 0.75 for whit e daisies.
w

During a stage when t he luminosity is fixed wit h time in daisyworld, we alt er the
internal environment by incr easing the int eraction between the daisies an d the environmental effective t emperat ure Te , an d by increasing the death rate; i.e., the paramet ers C

.

in Eq. (4.3) an d I i in Eq . (4.11) are increased. Note that the discrete equation (4.11) is

I
.. 1
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valid only when

ai ~

O. If ai becomes zero, ext inction has occurre d, after which it remains

zero. It is meaningless to cont inue using the discret e equations and allow

ai

to become

negative.
4.4.1

Daisyworld with only black daisies.

Figures. 4.3 and 4.4 show a chao tic st ate of the planet using Eq. (4.7) with only black
daisies at L = 0.90, C=4.0, and different values of

,b. Other parameters are as previously

specified. The plot s ar e generated by solving the governing equations with the initial value
of ab (t he area covered by black daises) set at the st eady-state value in Sub section 4.2.2.
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Figure 4.3: Chaotic behavior of th e effective temp erature Te in daisyworld with only black
= 1.0; (b)
= 0.9; (c)
= 0.8; (d)
= 0.3.
daisies at L = 0.90 and C = 4.0. (a)

,b

,b

,b
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It is obvious in these figures that black daisies alone can adjust to dr astic chan ge in
the environmental temp erature T; (as large as 19°C) without becoming extinct . However,
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Figure 4.4 : The same as in Fig. 4.3, except for the area

ab

occupied by black daisies.
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homeost asis is not maintained; instead, t he effective t emperature and the area covered by
black dai sies is chaotic and unp redict able. It is also interesting to not e that vari ation s of
ab

and T e in Figs. 4.3 and 4.4 are quite similar (cf., e.g ., Fig. 4.3a and Fig. 4.4a) . This

feature is explained in t he Ap pendix A.
According to E qs, (4. 19) and (4.2 0), no chaos occu rs in the logistic difference equ ation
when I = 0.3 an d (3 = constant . However , using Eq. (4.7) , in which case, (3 =f: const an t,
dai syworld is chaotic at Ib = 0.3, which shows that the inclu sion of the feedback from the
environmental t emp erature widen s t he chaotic regime of dai syworld. This also illustrates
the well known fact that , once the coefficient in the logistic map given by Eq. (4 .15)
becomes variable, it is difficult to analytically predict the occur rence of chaos from the
equ ation .
T he occurrence of chaos in the mo del is sensitive t o the value of C, though not
sensitive to th e value of I b in t his case . Figure 4.5 shows the results for C = 3.0 an d Ib =
0.3. We see from Fig. 5 that both T; and

ab

are in stable cycles of period 2. The amplit ude

of t he oscillation is lOoC for Te and 32% for

ab o

Both amplit udes are smaller than those

= 3.0 an d Ib = 0.8, 0.9, or 1.0, perio dic solutions are also
of ab and T; decrease with the increase of lb . At C = 2.0,

for t he chaotic states. W hen C
obtained , and the amplitudes

t he dai syworl d model reaches a steady state for Ib = 0.3, 0.8, 0.9, or 1.0. Ch aos occurs
wit h C = 4.0 for a wide ran ge of values of t he luminosity.

4.4. 2

D a isy world w it h only w hite d a isies .

T he results wit h L = 0.92 and C = 4.0 are shown in Fig. 4.6. At IW = 1.0, the
environm ental temperat ur e and the area occupied by white dai sies ap pear to oscillate
periodi cally wit h a period of 10. However , as will be shown lat er , they are, in fact, slightly
chao tic. Wh en IW is changed from 1.0 to 0.8, th e ap parent periodi city disappear s and the
chaos is apparent . T he largest amplitudes of the variatio ns of T; an d aw are roughly 7°C
and 18% for IW = 1.0, and roughly lOoC and 25% for IW = 0.8. It is also found that , at
IW = 0.3, the white dai sies become extinct by t he fourth generation.
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In this case, the variations of a w and Te in Fig. 4.6 have opposite phase an d are

inverted versions of each ot her (cf. Figs . 4.6a and b; Figs . 4.6c and d), which is different
than in case for only black daisies. Appendix A gives the explanatio n for this difference.
Comput ations with white daisies also show that T; and aw oscillate with period 2 at

= 3.0, IW = 0.3, and are in a steady state at C = 3.0, IW = 0.8, 0.9, or 1.0, an d at C =
2.0, IW = 0.3, 0.8, 0.9, or 1.0. Fin ally, for C = 4.0, the range ofluminosities giving rise to

C

chaos is smaller for whit e daisies t han for black daisies. Unlike t he case wit h only black
daisies, the occurrence of chaos is sensitive to both C and IW in this case.

4 .4 .3

D aisy wo rld with b oth bla ck and w hite d a isies .

Chaos occurs in daisyworld not only with one species, but also wit h two species .
Figur e 4.7 shows the chao tic state of t he model for L = 0.80 and C
amplit udes of variat ions of

aw

,

ab,

= 4.0.

The largest

and Te are roug hly 12%, 80%, and 23°C, respectively.

At C = 3.0, a w , ab, and T; in daisyworld vary in stable cycles of period 2 for Ib = IW

= 0.8, 0.9, or
that

aw

and

1.0. The periodic state for Ib = IW = 0.8 is shown in Fig. 4.8. It is seen

ab

increase or decrease at the same time and the trend in variation of both

of them is opposite to t hat of Te . The lar gest amplitudes of variations for a w , ab, an d Te
are roughly 4%, 24%, and 7°C, respectively. At C = 2.0, homeostasis is maintained in t he
model for Ib = IW = 0.3, 0.8, 0.9, or 1.0, just as with only one species. It is also found
th at varia tions of T e and

ab

have t he same phase, but they have no phase relationship

with a w for the parame ters used in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8 (cf. Figs. 4.7b and c; Figs. 4.8b an d
c). This is discussed in Appendix A.
The coupling strengt h C is the most important parameter in det ermining t he qualit ative behavior of daisyworld. As C is increased from 1.0 to 4.0, the behavior of daisyworld

will change from a. st eady state to periodici ty to chaos over a' wide ran ge of values of
lumin osity, an d, thus, t he system will become extremely sensitive to minor changes in the
initi al values of a w an d abo As a result, homeost asis can not be maintained by the presence of one or two species on t he planet. Furthermore, since t he chaos is more pro nounce d
with two species t han with one, there is no reason to believe that it will be eliminated
by includin g additio nal species (also, recall Fig. 4.1, which showed t hat only one or two
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Genera tion

Figure 4.7: Chaot ic behavior of a w , ab, and T; in daisyworld wit h black and whit e daisies
at L = 0.80, C = 4.0, an d /w = /b = 1.0. (a) awi (b) abi (c) Te •
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species at a. time were involved in mai ntaining the steady-state behavior ). Therefore, the
conclusion of Wat son and Lovelock (1983), base d on the differential equatio n (4.1) , that
daisyworld always shows greater stability wit h daisies present, is not a general result , and
th e remarks made by Lovelock ( 1986) t hat t he inclusion offeedback from the environme nt
appear s to st abilize the system is also not t rue in general.
4.4.4

Verification of chaos in d aisyworld

The exist ence of chaos in daisyworld is verified by examining power spect rum and
comput ing fractal dimensions and Lyapunov expo nent s. When the power spectra are
computed for the cases discussed in t he previous subsectio ns, broadband noise is found
for the chao tic behavior in Figs. 4.3, 4.4, 4.6, an d 4.7, and sharp peaks for the periodic
behavior in Figs. 4.5 an d 4.8. Some examples are shown in Fig. 4.9. In particular , for
daisyworld with only white species and /w = 1.0, the power spectra shows unambiguously
that the behavior is slightly chaotic (no te t he low noise level), even though this is not
apparent from Figs. 4.6a and b.
The fractal dimensions are computed from Eqs, (2.5)-(2.7). The Lyapunov exponents
are computed from Bennet in et al. (1976) , which is based on Eqs , (2.12)-(2 .13), since
th e governing equations are known. Of course, the more complex algorithm based on
"

Eqs. (2.14)-(2 .22) will yield t he same result s. The corre lation dimensions an d Lyapunov
exponents for some cases of chaos discussed in the previous three subsections are given in
Table 4.1. Not e that there is only one exponent for the case of only one species . It is seen
tha t , in each case, the correlation dimension is fractional and the exp onent

~l

is positive,

which shows un ambi guously t hat chaos is present .
In summary, by analyzing t he power spectra, fract al dimensions, and Lyapunov ex-

ponents, we have verified the existence of chaos in daisyworld with one or two species .
4.5

Conclusions
The simple dai syworld model has been used t o study the int eraction bet ween biota an d

th eir environment. Wh en t he differential equatio n (4.1) is used, it is shown that steadystate behavior is always reached, not only for one or two species (as in W S), but also for
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Table 4.1: Correlation dimension
from Subsect ion 4.4.4

II

and Lyapunov expo nents ). for some cases of chaos

Black daisies only
(parameters as in Fig. 4.3)

Al
A2

=

1.0
0.90
0.51

Ib
1/

-

=

0.9
0.98
0.58

Ib

-

=

0.8
0.97
0.60

Ib

-

White daisies only
(parameters as in Fig. 4.6)

=

0.3
0.95
0.44

Ib

-

=

1.0
0.81
0.18

IW

-

IW

=

0.8
0.91
0.42
-

Black and White daisies
(parameters as in Fig. 4.7)
I W- 'Yb

= 1.0

1.9
0.47
-0.22
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more than two species. However , it is argued th at a more appropria te model for daisyworld
is the discrete model [Eq . (4.11)] rather than the differential model [Eq. (4.1)]. When the

discret e equat ion (4.11) is used, it is found that periodi c, and even chaotic, behavior exist s
in daisyworld with one or two species, wit h the cont rolling paramet er being the strength

of the coupling bet ween the daisies and th e environment al temp erature. Computations
of the power spect ra, fractal dimensions, and Lyapunov exponents verify the exist ence of
periodic and .chaot ic behaviors in the model.
As shown in May (1976) and in Subsect ion 4.3.2, when the discrete equation (4.11) is
used, chaos is possible when t he feedb ack is excluded. Chaos is also possible, as shown in
this chapt er , when the feedback is included under the condition that the coupling to the
environment is lar ge enough th at th e daisies cannot respond quickly enough to achieve
equilibrium.
The se results show th at daisyworld is not always in a steady state as predict ed by
the Gaia hypothesis; instead, th e state of daisyworld can show ext reme sensitivity to
minor fluctu ations in the effective temperature or th e areas covered by daisies when in
its chaotic regime. Therefore, t he presence of daisies on th e imaginary planet does not
always stabilize th e climat e conditions of t he environment, and the inclusion of negative
feedback.from the environment does not always lead to steady-state behavior .

C hapter 5

ERROR-GROWTH DY N A MICS AND PRED ICTABILITY OF SU R FACE
THERM ALLY -INDU CED CIRCULAT IONS

In the previous t wo chapters, we have discusse d two applications of chaos theory, i.e.,

data analysis an d inspirat ion of new ideas. Another possible application of chaos t heory,
i.e., numerical model output analysis, will be discussed in this chapter. As an example,
t he error grow t h dyn ami cs and t he atmosp heric predictability of surface t hermally-induced
mesoscale and small-scale circulations will be st udied in detail. Several preliminary chaotic
analyses of model output will also be presented, which improve our underst an ding concerning atmospheric predictability problems . (For t he convenience of pu blicati on of this
chapter, some materials in the previous chapters are repeated here.)
5.1

Introduction

The pr edict ab ility pr oblem of atmospheric flows encompasses, in principle, all the
complexities of underst anding of th e atmosphere, since prediction is afte r all the true test
of our underst anding. Weather forecasti ng has been the driving force behind pr edictability st udies; in fact, the predictability problem has been extensively studied only after the
advent of numerical weather prediction in 1950s. P redict ability studies help the improvement of forecasting and define the likely range of errors in any forecast , as demon st rated
in ensemble forecasti ng (e.g., Murphy, 1988). In addition to its practical application, pre-

diction is a fun dament al theoretical issue in the analysis of nonli near syste ms in various
bran ches of science and engineering.
5.1.1

D efinition of pr edict ability

In th e general usage, the verb predict is defined as "t o declare in advance, especially,

to for et ell on the basis of observation, experience, or scientific reason" (Webster's Ninth
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New Collegiate Dictionary). However , a precise an d universally accepted definition of the
tenn predicta bility has not been achieved. Traditionally, predict ability is defined as the
dependence of a system on the initial condit ions. An unpredictable flow is one which
exhibits a st rong sensitivity. One possible reaso n for this narrow definition in the at mospheric sciences is that the early weather forecasting was based on the bar otropic model
which is affect ed only by the uncert ainty associated with the initial conditio ns. This definition is also closely relat ed to t he .Lyapunov exponents which are the average rates of
exponential divergence or convergence of nearby orbits in phase space (Zeng et al., 1991
and 1992b) . Any system containing at least one positive Lyapunov expo nent (and thus
sensitive to initial conditions) is defined to be chao tic, wit h the magnitude of the positive
exponent det ermining the tim e scale for pre dictability. In the pioneering work of Lorenz
(1963) on chaos, it is demonstrat ed that the sensitive depend ence on initial conditions
(i.e., predi ct ability) of a syste m is related to t he aperiodic behavior of the syste m. In
other words, when a nonp eriodic behavior is observed, the syste m is unpredict able.
More generally, predict ability also includes the sensitiv ity to boundar y conditions
and mod el par amet ers. For a very complex dyn amical system such as the atmosphere,
the "unperturbed" flow itself is a comp licated fun ction of space and time. Furthermore ,
a model-simulat ed flow may not be t he correct flow for the syste m because of deficiencies
of the num erical model, including uncertainties associated with paramet ers related to the
parameterizations of subgrid processes and the num erical solution techniques. Just as
the initial conditions cannot be determined accurately for such a complicate d system , the
boundary conditions and model parameters cannot be det ermined accurately. However,
uncertain ties in boundary conditions and model paramete rs int roduce un certainties at every mom ent rather than just at t he beginning of the integ ration of the governing equ ations
of the syste m. A problem related to predict ability is the sensitivity of the atmospheric
flow to subgrid variab ility of model parameters (especially those associate d wit h surface
properties, such as th e roughness lengt h) (Gar ratt et al., 1990).
From an even more general point of view, the quest ion of predict abili ty is philosophical, since it concerns whether the future evolves pre cisely and det erministi cally from the
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present. Just as relativity eliminated the Newtonian illusion of absolute space and time,
and as quantum theory eliminated t he Newtonian and Einsteinian dr eam of a cont rollable
measurement process, chaos eliminates the Lapl acian fan tasy of long-time det erministic
predictability. In this chapter, the sensitivity to initial an d boundary conditions as well
as model param eters will be studied, but t he philosophical pro blem of pr edict ability will
not be discussed .
An important part of the definition of predict ability is the quanti tative char acteriza-

tion of the err or growth. Two useful quan tities are t he error-doubling time T for small
initial errors and the finite tim e Ttl when th e mag nitude of the initial errors reaches a
limited value slightly below the sat uration level (e.g., 95% of the sat urat ion level) which
is estimate d as the average d difference between two ran domly chosen mo del states. The
reason for using a limit value slightly below th e saturation level is t o reduce the effect of
sam pling fluctuations. The erro r growth an d these two paramete rs can be qualitatively
illust rated with a simple example, which has been st udied in Zeng et al. (1992b) for the
computation of Lyap unov exponents . Fig. 5.1 shows t he mean error growt h for the logistic map Zn+I = 3.8zn(1 - zn) (Note th at this Figure is the same as Figure 2.1.) The
cur ve is characterized by th e initi al expo nential stage, t he intermediate quasi-linear stage,
and the final saturation stage. All at trac tors and, more generally, all unst able dynamical syste ms having the property of mixing are expected to give rise t o similar behavior
(Nicolis an d Nicolis, 1991). The first stage reflect s local (linearized) proper ties, and the
. posit ive Lyapunov exponent as well as the error- doubling time can be obtained from the
error growt h in thi s st age. The error -doubling time T is independent of the magnit ude
of the initial error in thi s stage. The error-growth dynamics in this stage has also been
st udied by Far rell (1990), using a simple baroclinic shear model an d a barot ropic channel
model with a localized jet . The remaining two stages depend on global pr operties (Nicolis
and Nicolis, 1991) . Note that , in contrast to the error-doubling time T , the finite time Til
when the mean error reaches 95% of the saturation level is depend ent upon the magnit ude
of the initial error.
In addition to the above two quantities T and Ts , which are widely used in the predict ability st udy of lar ge-scale atmospheric phenomena, other measures are also used to
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evaluate or score the prediction . Some quantitative measures in evaluating mesoscale forecasts are reviewed in Anthes (1984a) . One phenomenon may be indi cated to be pr edictable
by one measure but not by another . This is especially true for some mesoscale forecasts
which are event -oriented. For example, it may be possible to predict the occurrence of a
severe weather event with skill. IT the measure of success is the simple prediction of the
event 's existe nce, this event is predict able. However , meas ures based on domain-aver aged
errors may show lit tle predict ability. An example is given in Anthes (1984a) .
5.1.2

Large- scale a t m os p her ic predictability

The at mospheric predict ability study begins wit h t he work of T hompson (1957), using
a barotropic model and a two-level baroclinic model. Since then, most of pr edict ability
st udies have concentrated on large-scale (I.e., synop tic an d plane tary scale) flow. These
studies are based on three different approaches proposed by Lorenz (1969a). They include
th e dyn ami cal, empirical, and dynamical-empirical app roac hes.
The empirical app roach is based on th e natural occurre nce of analogs in the atmosphere, i.e., similar weather situa tions. Thi s app roach has been used in Lorenz (1969b)
and Toth (1991a) . Thi s approach is the most attractive among the three approaches from
a concept ual point of view, because it make use of real atmospheric behavior. However, it
suffers from the absence of close analogs. The quantitative cumula tive hist ogram for the
numb er of an alogs can be obt ained as a by-produ ct in t he computation of the correlation
dimensions [Eqs. (2.5)-(2 .7)] (Grassberger and Procaccia, 1983a) (which will be used in
thi s chap ter ) based on t he ent ire global data sets (e.g ., Pierrehumb ert, 1990) . The lack of
close an alogs provides an evidence th at the at mosphere is aperiodic, and hence it cannot
be predicted for a long tim e. Although close global analogs are rare, local close analogs
can be obtained from observati onal data. However, afte r a few days, the local resemblance
will be much weaker due to local for cing an d/or lar ge-scale advection pr ecesses. This kind

oflocal predictability has been st udied in Zeng et al. (1992a) (and in Chap. 3).
The dynamical-empiri cal approach uses derived equations for the errors, with observed spect ral prop er ties of th e at mosphere appearing as coefficients . Among the three
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approaches , only this ap proach treats the influence of smaller-scale errors on the largerscale flow explicitly. However , it suffers from the limitation that the real at mosphere
does not always behave like the idealized models, especially for mesoscale an d small-scale
phenomena. This ap proach was first used in Lorenz (1969c) , for a st udy of error kinetic
energy tran sfer between different scales in a two-dime nsional turbulent flow wit h the quasinormal approximatio n, and t hen used by Leit h (1971) an d Leith and Kraichnan (1972),
using more general t heories of two-di mensional turbulence. Inst ead of using the st ationar y
energy spectra as in t he above t hree pap ers, Met ais et al. (1984) and Met ais and Lesieur
(1988) investigat ed the predictability of two- an d three-dim ensional freely-evolving turbulence, using t he eddy-damped quas i-normal Mar kovian theor y. The mai n conclusion
of these st udies is that initially small errors in any part of the spectrum (including at
th e smallest scale ) will reac h t he neighbo ring scales first and then spread throughout the
entire spect rum due to instability and nonlinear ity of t he flow. The predict ability limit ,
defined as the time when the error kinetic energy reaches the kinetic energy of the basic
flow at a given wavenu mber, is inversely pro portio nal to th e wavenumber . The rate of
upscale transport of small-scale error kinet ic energy depend s on the statistic al struct ure
of the small-scale flow field, especially its energy spectrum. The possible spectral gap in
th e mesoscale (which is explained in Lilly, 1989) has shown in Loren z (1984b ) an d Lilly
(1990) t o lead to slower error spread through t he energy spectrum than in the case wit hout gap . Using the vorticity and t hermodynamic energy equations for three-dimensional
quasi-geostrophic flow, T hom pson (1988) showed that whet her the local error-variance
grows or decays is crucially dependent upon the det ailed structure an d local scale of t he
basic field of potential vorticity, relative to t he characteristic scale of the error fields. If the
lo cal scale of t he vorticity field is very large, the error-variance grows very slowly or may
even decrease; if it is very small, i.e., strong gradients of pot ential vorticity are confined to
small regions, t he error variance grows rapidly as a manifest ation of the strong bar oclinic
instability.
The dynami cal ap proach is based on numerical forecast models. The traditional
predict ability (i.e., sensitivity to init ial conditions) is usually studied. This approach is
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used most widely among t he three approaches. It suffers from the fact that the growth
of errors is model-dependent because of deficiencies of different models . T he early such
studies are summarized in Charney et al. (1966) and by Smagorinsky (1969). T he more
recent an d det ailed st udy of this type has been that of Lorenz (1982), using t he ECMWF
operational forecas i s of a 100-day sequence. The error growth curves in Lorenz correspond
with the quasi-linear stage in Fig . 5.1, because th e initial analysis error is not very small
and the saturated level has not been reached due to integration of only 10 days. It is
shown in Lorenz that the lower bound on atmospheric predictability of t he inst ant aneous
weat her pattern s, based on the comparison of numerical forecast an d analysis, is about
10 days, an d the upper bound, based on the twin experiments, is about 14 days by
extrapolation (since only 10-day forecasts were available). Dalcher an d Kalnay (1987)
extended the work of Lorenz (1982) by including the effect of growth of errors due to
model deficiencies, using th e same ECMWF date set. A similar predictability study is
also car ried out by Chen (1989), using the DERF data set which is a series of successive
30-day integrations wit h initial conditions separ ated by 24 hours cond ucted at the National
Meteo rological Center (NM C), and similar results are obtained. The true upper bound
results from the instability and nonlinearity of atmospheric flows, which may be different
from the upper bound det ermined from the twin experiment. The difference between the
upper an d lower bounds is caused by the deficiencies of the forecast model, especially
those associated wit h the par am eterization of unre solved or poorly resolved scales; the
mag nitude of thi s difference is also affected by the first -day forecast errors. When the
:first-day forecast is improved with the introduction of four-dimensional data assimilation,
e.g., by the adjoint met hod (e.g., WMO, 1990), and with the improvement of t he numerical
model, the difference will be decreased . When the model is improved, the lower bound
will be incre ased, but it is not quit e certain whether the upp er bound will be unchan ged,
decreased, or increased. Further work on this problem is needed .
The error-doubling time of about 2.5 days for small errors is obtained by Lorenz (1982)
by extrapolating the error-growth curves to small errors, assuming that the nonlinear
te rms in the error-growt h equations are quadratic. When extrapolation is requi red, the

I ,
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error-doubling time will be sensitive t o the method of ext rapolation and hence is not a
good measure of error growt h, as pointed out in Dalcher and Kalnay (1987), since the
exact location dividing the initial exponent ial and the quasi-linear regimes in Fig . 5.1
is unknown. In general, however , the error-doubling time is a very useful parameter to

characterize the initial exponential stage in Fig . 5.1. A linear extrapolation to small errors
is used in Chen (1989) . However , this is correct only for an ext rapolation to errors which

are not so small.
Other st udies using the dyn amical approach include the dependence of predictability
on the scales of the flows (Baumhefner , 1984; Dalcher and Kaln ay, 1987; and Schubert
and Suarez, 1989) , on the flow regimes (Deque, 1988; Palmer, 1988), on the time average
(in contrast to the instantaneous values) (Roads, 1986) , and on measures of forecast skills
(Ant hes, 1984a; Toth, 1991b) . Many conclusions from these st udies can be conceptually
understood by Fig. 5.1. For example, t he curve in Fig. 5.1 is an average of 400 different
error-growt h curves. The predict ability based on different curves is different , or , more
quantitatively, the average growt h rat e is different from the most probable for a. given
event (and a similar ar gument is also discussed in Benzi and Carnevale, 1989). In other
words, predictability is case-dependent, or depend ent on the flow regime in the case of the
at mosphere.
The pot ential predict ability of the low-frequency component of atmospheric motion
(e.g ., monthly and seasonal means) has been studied by, e.g., Shukla (1981). It is argued
that t he low-frequency component is more predictable because it is mainly forced by slowly
varying boundar y conditions. The predict ability on the time scales of months to 15 years
has been st udied by Goswami and Shukla (1991 and references t herein) , using a coupled
ocean-atmosphere model. On the scales of months to cent uries , numerical prediction
is basically a boundary-value problem for t he at mospheric model when coupling to the

ocean and biosphere is not included . However , for the coupled at mosphere-ocean-biosphere
climate model, the numerical pr ediction is st ill an initial- and boundary-value problem,
an d sensitivity to initial conditions (especially those of t he deep ocean) is exp ected.
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5.1.3

m esoscale atmospheric predictability

Usually, mesoscale phenomena are divided into two gro ups: t errain -induced mesoscale
systems and synoptically-induce d mesoscale systems (Pielke, 1984) . However , for mesoscale
predi ct ability st udies, it is convenient to use four classes on the basis of categorization of
the evolut ion of mesoscale phenomena. These four categories are (Lilly, 1984) : (a) nearly
homogeneou s turbulent flow wit h well-defined variance spect ra; (b ) front al an d jet -like
near-discontinuities, arising out of lar ge scale processes (i.e., synoptic ally-induced systems); (c) respo nse to small-scale topographic forcing (i.e ., t errain-induced syst ems ); an d
(d) large am plitude inst ability.
In contrast to lar ge-scale pre dictability studies, mesoscale atmos pheric predictabil-

ity st udies emerged only ab out 10 years ago. They differ from those of the large scales
in several ways. In general, the energy spectrum (in cluding the occurrence of intermit-

ten cy) , model resolution s, and inst abilit y mechani sms are different . Besides, mesoscale
predictabilit y is st rongly affected by large-scale forcing by mean s of the lat er al boundary
conditions and small-scale surface forcing. Specifically, for category (a) , the approach to
predictabilit y analysis is similar to t hat for t he large scales, excep t using t he mesoscale
energy spectru m, and t he mesoscale pre dictability ti me is shorter than that for t he large
scales. For cate gory (d ) such as convect ive storm syste ms, a shorter predictability tim e
than quiescent wea t her in category (a) is expected. However , for a particularly im port an t
high-energy convecti ve st orm type, such as rot ating super-cell sto rms in the presence of
a well-defined stable lid at the to p of the boundary layer , evidence from. theory, observation , and numerical models sugges t th at their stable coheren t st ru cture enhances the
stability and predict abili ty, an d their predict ability ti me is much longer than turbulence
predict ability theo ry (e.g., Lorenz, 1969c) would sugges t, partly du e to t he effects of helicity acquire d from t he mean state an d am plified by buoyancy (Lilly, 1990, an d references
therein).
Most of t he previous mesoscale predictability st udies have fallen int o the category
(b) , i.e., mesosc ale syste ms forced by inst abilities in t raveling large-scale disturbances,
which are st udied in a numerical model in a domain of a few thousand kilometers in
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length with grid spacings of about 50 to 100 kilomet ers . A numerical model in such a
domain and with such a resolution is ofte n called a regional model. Early st udies are
summarize d in Anthes (1984b) an d Anthes et al. (1985). The major and surprising
conclusion is that the twin experiment of slightly different initial condi tions shows little or
no error growth over a period of 3 days under the condition of the same lateral boundary
conditions. In contras t , using a global model with coarser resolution, errors grow with
time in the same regional model domain . Therefore, the high predictability in regional
models with grid increments of 50 to 100 km is cont rar y to the pessimistic conclusion from
turbulence theory (e.g., Lorenz, 1969c) and is different th an the results from the largescale predictability st udies. Later studies have attempted to explain this cont roversy.
Possible explanat ions are offered in Erri co and Baumhefner (1987), Paegle and Vukicevic
(1987), Anthes et al. (1989) , Van Tuyl and Errico (1989), Vukicevic and Errico (1990),
Vukicevic and Paegle (1989) , and Warner et al. (1989) . A more recent review is given in
Paegle et al. (1990) . These explanations includ e the st rong diffusion in the model which
smoot hs the error fields at small horizontal scales but only slightly affect s the fields in the
control or perturbed run s due t o diabatic or adiabatic processes (Errico and Baumhefner,
1987; Van Tuyl and Errico, 1989). Another reason for the enhanced predictability is
the effect.of the geost rophic adj ustment process on the initial errors: part of the initial
perturbations are projected onto gravity waves which int eract only weakly with other,
more significant motions (Warner et al., 1984; Errico and Baumhefner, 1987). The third
reason is t he surface forcing which tends to form coherent st ru ct ures, such as the sea
breeze, which is insensitive to initial conditions (Paegle et al., 1990). The last and maybe
th e most important reason is the const rai nts of the lateral boundary conditions. One
constraint is the "sweeping out" of errors by correct or perfect lateral boundaries (Errico
and Baumhefner, 1987). Thi s mechanism may be weak at the beginning, since it is by
advection . However, afte r a certai n tim e (e.g., 36 hours) , the whole domain will be st rongly
affected by the lateral boun dary values. Another constraint of the lateral boundaries is the
imposition of the lar gest spatial scale, through the specified lateral boundary conditions,
that can react to the intern al dat a uncertainty (Vukicevic and Paegle, 1989). When the
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dom ain is not lar ge enough (e.g., less than 7000 km), a subst antial portion of t he large
scale flow in the domain is pre-specified , and the initial errors will not grow becau se of the
slow int eraction between the error field and t he flow field due to the separation of scales, as
sugges ted by Thompson (1957) an d Lorenz (1969c) . Not e that this argument is based on
the integral (rather than local) lat eral boundar y efect in the barot ropic model (Vukicevic
and Pa.egle, 1989) . It is also demonstrated in Vukicevic an d Errico (1990) using a complex
limited-area model that , if the dom ain is sufficiently lar ge, forecast differen ces grow with
time, but only at lar ge scales. Although th e errors do not grow in t he above studies due to
the above reason s, t he prediction of explosive cyclones, which are characterized by st rong
baroclinic instabilities, is still sensitive to initial uncert ainties, including the magnitude
and spatial distribution of init ial erro rs in regional models (Kuo an d Low-Nam , 1990) .
For the catego ry (c) sit ua tio n, i.e., the surface- induced mesoscale systems, a longer
predict ability time t han expected from tur bulence predictability t heory (e.g., Lorenz,
1969c) is anticipated. The surface forcing is basically linear , and can be supp ressed by
synoptic wind.

Besides, instability on t hese scales is different from t hat for t he large

scales. Although st rong surface forcing is used to explain the enhanced predictability for
the synoptically-induced flow, t here are very few predictability st udies on these surfaceinduced mesoscale syste ms t hemselves. One such st udy is that of Berry an d Pa.egle (1990)
in which a hydro st atic, anelast ic mode l is used t o st udy t he predict ability of a sea breeze
typ e of circulation . Not e that t here are quite a few st udies on these systems which ar e
not directly related to the predict ab ility problem (Pielke, 1984; Schadler , 1990; Pielke et
al., 1992a, an d referen ces therein ).

For mesoscale simula tio ns, nest ed models should be used ; ot herw ise, both the t op
and lateral boundary layers should be remove d as far as possible from t he region of significan t mesoscale pert urb ations. The influence of t he lateral bou nd ar y conditions on the
predi ct ability of synoptically-induced mesoscale flows has already been mentioned above.
The import anc e of th e top boundar y conditions (including the height and the form of
the top) for different mesoscale systems is discussed in Pielke (1984). The imp ortan ce of
the paramet erization of th e air/soil or air/vegetation/soil inte rface (which is an internal
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boundary condition) to mesoscale systems is also discussed in Pielke (1984) . The sensitivity of mesoscale flows to mo del parameters has been reported in many st udies. Note t hat
t he specificat ion of the surface par ameters, such as the rou ghness length, can be regarded
as a part of the boundary conditions. However , usually (and in this st udy ), the surface
param et ers are regarded as a part of the mo del paramet ers.
All predict ability st udies mentioned above are carried out in the Eulerian frame.
Atmospheric predict abili ty can also be st udied in t he Lagrangian frame. A preliminary
comparison bet ween the Lagrangian an d Eulerian pr edictabilities is given in Haidvogel
an d Holloway (1984) . Further st udy is obviously needed .
T he aim of this chapte r is to systemat ically st udy t he error-growt h dynamics and
the predict ability of some surface t hermally-induced circulations, and quantitatively evaluate t he transiti on from organize d flow to th e less predict ab le flow in which fluxes are
dominated by non-coherent eddies, by mean s of simulat ions of coarse resolution
km) and fine resolution

(~x

(~x

=2

= 100 m) . Such st udies are of basic scientific value for their

help in underst anding turbulence dynamics and at mospheric predictability of large scales.
T he im port ance of organize d surface forcing t o pr edictability is also a critical problem in
practice since , as discussed in P ielke et al. (1989), measurement-accuracy requirements in
th e atmosphere become increasin gly more difficult as the spatial scale of the at mo spheric
forcing becomes smaller. Furt hermore, such st udies can improve t he prediction of air quality on these scales and improve the param et erization of subgrid processes in lar ge-scale
numerical models.
Cir culations caused by horizontal differential heating are create d by such mechanisms
as lan d-water cont ras ts , elevate d terrain, urban -rural contrasts , gradients in soil moisture
conte nt , gradients in snow cover, variations in cloud sha dowing, and cont rast s in ground
albedo an d vegetation.

Such thermal inh omo geneities may exte nd from a few square

meters to hundreds or even th ousands of square kilometers in the real world (Wet zel
an d Ch an g, 1988) . We will concentrate on t he circulations cau sed by the lan d-wat er
cont ras ts, an d it is an ticipated t hat our results can be (at least qualitatively) applied to
the cir culations caused by ot her mechani sms. T he nonhydrost atic, compressible numerical
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mod el used in this st udy is discussed briefly in Section 5.2. The initi al adjust ment process
and t he error-growt h dynami cs of the circulations are studied in Section 5.3. The transition
from organized local flow to t he situations in which fluxes are dominated by non-coherent
turbulent eddies, and the predictability as a function of the size of heat pat ches are
quantit atively evaluated in Section 5.4. In Sectio n 5.5, the results from three-dimensional
simula tio ns with two-dimensional surface forcing are compared wit h those of the twodimensional simula tions in Sections 5.3 and 5.4. Fur ther analyses (including those based
on chaos theory) of mod el out pu t are present ed in Section 5.6. Finally, conclusions are
given in Section 5.7.
5.2

N ume rical Mode ls

Both two- and three-dimensional configurations of version 2C of the Regional Atmospheric Modeling Syste m (RAMS) developed at Colorado State University are used in our
st udy. We have carried out bot h mesoscale an d fine-resolution simulations, which differ in
the grid resolutions and turbulence parameterizations. RAMS is a merger of a nonhydrost atic cloud model (Tripoli and Cotton, 1989a ,b, and references therein) and a hydrost atic
mesoscale model (Pielke, 1974a; McNider and Pielke, 1981). It is a highly versatile numerical code of nonhydrost atic or hydrost atic, compressible, anelastic or incom pressible
primiti ve dynami cal equa tions supplemented with one, or more than one, two-way int eract ive grid nestings, and wit h optional param et erizations of turbulence, radiation, moist
processes (such as microphysics an d cumulus convection), a soil layer , and a vegetation
canopy. RAMS has been used successfully to simulate systems from compact at mospheric
syste ms, such as tornadoes and boundary layer eddies, to mesoscale and synoptic systems. Overview discussions of RAMS are reported in Tremback et al. (1986), Cotton et

al. (1988), Walko and Tremback (1991), Cotton et al. (1990), and Pielke et al. (1992b).
Only options pertinent to our simulations will be discussed briefly.
5.2 .1

Govern ing e q uat io ns

The nonhydrost atic, fully compressible equations are used. RAM S solves prognost ic
equa tions in the at mosphere for the t hree velocity component s (u, v, w), po tential temperature 8, mixing ratio q, and perturbation Exner function x'; where the pert ur bation is
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based on the difference from the initial st ate. The prognostic equation is also solved for
the subgrid-scale turbulent kinetic energy e in the fine-resolution simulations.
5.2.2

Numerical schemes

The num erical scheme is described in Trip oli and Cot ton (198 2). The time-difference
operator is a leap -frog scheme. An energy-conserving second-order scheme is used for the
nonlin ear advect ion term s. A time-sp lit scheme is used so that a long time step can be used
for advective processes an d a shorter time step can be used for gravity-wave processes.
Following Drogemeier (1985), the mo del sound speed is reduced. The model solutions ar e
little affect ed as long as th e reduce d sound speed is at least a factor of 2 or 3 faster than
th e characteristic velocities of ot her disturbances, however, the efficiency of the model
integration is increased by this sound speed reduction.
5.2 .3

Paramete r izations

Moisture is taken as a pass ive tracer , an d no moist pr ocesses are considered. The
radiation schemes are described in Chen and Cotton (1983a,b) for both the longwave
and shortwave radi ational tendencies. Th ese schemes consider the radiative effects of
condensate (which is not used in our study ), water vapor, ozone, and carbon dioxide.
The radiational tendencies are up dated every 15 minutes. The soil model is describ ed in
Tremback and Kessler (1985) , which solves the prognosti c equations for the soil moisture
and t emp er ature. No vegetation canopy is included. A surface energy budget is calculated
which includes shor twave an d longwave radiative fluxes, latent and sensible heat fluxes,
and conduction t o and from the soil. T he surface layer fluxes of heat, mom entum, and
wat er vapor int o th e at mosp here are comp ute d using the scheme of Louis (19 79) .
For th e fine-resolution simula tions, boundary layer turbulence par amet erization is
based on t he scheme of Dear dorff (1980), in which th e grid-averaged subgrid fluxes ar e
diagnosed via down-gradient diffusion relatio nships. The edd y diffusivities are estimated
as functions of the subgr id kinetic energy e which is compute d from the prognost ic equation
of e. It was recently shown in Schumann (1991) th at some par ameters need to be modified
in order to give reasona ble results. However , the original scheme of Deardorff (1980) will
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be used, and it is expect ed that the modifications recommend ed in Schumann (1991) will
not change the conclusions. The Schumann scheme will be used in our future research.
For the mesoscale simulations used in this st udy, a first-order scheme is used. The
formulation is similar to Smago rinsky (1963) with the modifications by Hill (1974) and
Lilly (1962) . The vertical and horizontal diffusion coefficients are

KVh = 3Kvm,

(5.3)

and

where t he subscripts H and V represent "horizontal" an d "vertical", respectively, the
subscripts m and h repre sent "moment um" an d "heat or moisture" , respectively. Llz, Llx
and Lly are grid increments in th e vertical an d horizontal directions , respectively. R; is the
Richardson numb er, and N is th e Brunt-Vaisala frequency.

D VH

is the three-dimensional

deformation , an d D H is th e deform ation of only the horizontal components . AKM IN is
th e paramet er t o cont rol the constant par t of the horizont al diffusion coefficients . AKM IN
is taken as zero. For convenience, th e const ant par t of t he horizontal diffusivit y is denot ed
as K no , the deform ation part is denot ed as K H D, and K H o + K H D is denoted as K H .
A fourth-order filter , which is denot ed as FILT4, can also be used in the model. This
filter is very efficient in removing shor t waves (Walko an d Tremb ack, 1991). FILT4 is not
used in t he st an dar d ru n. (When FILT4 is used , it is act ivated every 10 minutes.)
5.2.4

Bounda ry co nditions

The lower surface of t he at mosphere consists of soil only or of alternating soil and
wate r st rips of the same size in the x-direction. The roughness length is 0.2 m over the soil,
and is computed over water from a formula similar to that of Clarke (1970). A constant
wat er surfa ce temp erature of 293 K is used. The par am et erization of the air / soil interface

, ;
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has already been mentioned in the previous subsection. The soil moisture and temperature
are constant at the bottom of soil which is 0.5 met er below the air/soil int erface.
Periodic lateral boundary conditions are used to avoid the possible influence of lateral
boundary conditions on th e predict ability as discussed in the Introduction. For sea-breeze
type circulations, ot her lateral boundary conditions will yield similar results when the
ambient wind is weak . The top boundary is a rigid top with a Rayleigh absorbing layer
consisting of the upp er 5 levels in the model. A relaxation time scale of 75 seconds is
used. The purpose of the absorbing layer is to damp gravity waves and ot her disturbances
which approach the top boundary, so that they will not be reflect ed back downward. A
discussion of this boundar y condition is given in Cram (1990).
5.2.5

Grid st r u ct u re

The domain is locat ed at 40o N. Car t esian coordinates are used . The grid stagger
is t he st andard C grid ( Arakawa an d Lamb , 1981). This grid is staggered in both the .
horizontal and vert ical directions. The eddy diffusion coefficients used in the mesoscale
simulations ar e compute d at th e grid point s for

e.

For both fine-resolution and mesoscale simulat ions, 11 levels ar e used in the soil with
the soil bottom at 0.5 m below t he air/soil int erfa ce. For mesoscale models, 28 vertical
levels (with the first level being t he surface) are used with a grid spacing of ~Z2
m near the surface for wand D.zk

= min

(1000 m, 1.15D.zk_l) for k

= 40

= 3, 4, ..., 28.

The

second level for the horizontal velocities, t emperature, and diffusion coefficients is 20 m
above the groun d, since a staggered grid is used. The domain top is at about 10 km .
= D.y

= 2 km.

~z

For the two-dimensional mesoscale model, 150 horizontal grids are used.

For the three-dimensional mesoscale model , 50 (in x)

X

40 (in y) grids are used .

For th e fine-mesh simulations, 40 vertical levels (with th e first level being the surface)
are utili zed wit h D.z2
for k

= 3, 4,

= 40 m near the surface for

= min (100 m,l.lD.zk_l)
D.x = D.y = 100 m. 100

w and D.zk

..., 40. The domain top is at about 3.5 km .

horizontal grids are used for th e two-dimensional simulat ions For the three-dimensional
fine-resolution model , which is also called th e lar ge-eddy simulation (LES), 60 (in z) x 40
(in y) grid s are used.
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5.2 .6

Initial conditions

The initial time (t = 0) is 6:00 am local standard time (LST) on July 1. All results
are reported wit h respect to the t ime t rat her than to t he act ual time. Initially, lar ge-scale
wind is zero, pot ential temp erature is 293 K on the surface and increases with height at a
const ant lapse rate of 1 = 4 K km -

1.

The time step is 15 seconds for the mesoscale model

int egration , an d 4 seconds for t he fine-resolution simulations. The model is int egrated for
24 hours,
The init ial soil temp erature is t he same as t he surface t emperature. The soil typ e is
clay loam. The initial soil moist ure is constant an d is 0.6B"at, where Bsat is the saturation
soil wat er conte nt (Lee and Pielke, 1992).
5.2 .7

Mis ce llaneous a spe cts

In the following sectio ns, for convenience, the term con tro l run is used to refer to the
simula tion withou t uncertaint ies or wit h very small initial uncertainties which are necessary to init iate t he turbulence in t he fine-mesh simulations, or to initiate inhomogeneities
along t he y-direction in the t hree-dimensional mesoscale simula tions. The term stan dard
run , denot ed as ST , is used to refer to the control run wit h the initial an d boundar y

conditions as well as model parameters as specified in t his section (such as AKM IN = 0).
The term perturbed run is used to refer to a simulation with uncertainties in the initial
conditions. The term sign al is used to refer to the root -mean-square (RM S) difference of
a variable a (denot ing u, v , w, or fJ) at time t an d at the initial time:

'j
I
'I

(5.4)

Do

I

The t erm n oise, error, or un certai nt y is used to refer t o the RMS depar ture of a perturbed

1

1

RMSC(a) = [N 2)a c(t ) - ac(O))~ 1/2.

run from the control run:

RM S P(a) =

[~2)ap(t) - ac(t))2Jl / 2

I

I
1

•

(5.5)

N Do

In Eqs. (5.4) an d (5.5), t he subscripts p and c denote the perturbed and control runs,
respecti vely; Do denotes the subdomain in which RMSC( a ) and RMSP(a) are computed;

j
!

1

1
.,
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and N denotes the number of a in the subdomain Do. In addit ion to RM SC and RM SP,
the quantity RMSD is used to denot e the RMS difference between two simula tions, and
is also used to denot e RMSC or RMSP in some figures for br evity.
When RMSC(a) is lar ger than RMSP (a) ; i.e. , the signal/ noise ratio is greate r than
unity, the pr ediction is meaningful for the variable a . When the signal/noise ratio is less
than unity, the forecast is wort hless. Note that this measure of predictability is somewhat
different from those (such as the erro r doubling tim e an d the finite time T,,) mentioned in
the previ ous section. Another meas ure of predictability used in this chapte r involves the
err or growth characteristics.
The sensitivity of t he field of a variable a to boundary condit ions or model paramet ers
depends on the ratio of th e signal RMSC( a) over RMSD(a) which is the RMS differen ce
between two simula tions of different boundary condit ions or mod el parameters. When
thi s ratio is much lar ger than uni ty, the variable is insensitive to the boundary conditions
or model par am et ers. Wh en it is close to or less than unity, the variable is sensitive to
the boundary conditions or model parameters.
In practi ce, becau se of the small size of the domain , initialization, or , more gen-

erally, four -dimensional data assimila tion (4DDA) , of the model is oft en based on very
limit ed conventional observations. In this case, the act ual initial data uncertainties on
the se scales are more likely to be syste matic rat her than random. On the other hand,
with un convent ional measu rement techniques, such as profiler, satellite, lidar, and radar,
enough observati ons can be obtained for 4DDA of the model. In thi s case, random initial
uncertainties are more appropriate. In thi s st udy, the initial uncertainties are a combination of random an d systematic errors: they are pseudo-random numbers (b etween 0
and 1) multiplied by a coefficient. In ot her words, the initial uncert ainties are random
with a non-zero mean value. Initial per t urbations are appli ed to all grid points. The
perturb ations of model par amet ers or bound ar y conditions can be syste matic or random .
Only the systematic perturbations are used in thi s st udy. The random perturbations of
th e boundary conditions and model paramet ers at different grid points an d the random
subgrid variability of model parameters will be st udied in th e future.
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In the following sections, in addition to the st an dard run (ST), different initial and

bou ndary conditions, as well as model parameters, will be used for sensit ivity st udies, in
which case the changes will be explicitly stated. Results in this chapter are based on mor e
than 200 simulations. Most of the simula tions are made for 24 hours st ar t ing from 600
LST, but our discussion will concentrate on the first 12 hours (Le., daytime).
5.3

E rror-Growt h D yna m ics
In this section, two-dimensional mesoscale simulations are carried out to under stand

the error-growth dynamics of surface thermally-induced mesoscale syste ms. The surface
consists of land of 100 km surrounded by water for 100 km on both sides. T he subdomain

Do in Eqs . (5.4) and (5.5) is the whole dom ain (denot ed as subdomain A), or the sub domain in the lower 22 levels (below 4.5 km) (denoted as subdomain B), or the subdomain
in t he lower 17 levels (below 2 km) (denot ed as subdomain C).
5.3.1

I nfl ue n ce of initial uncertainties

The influence of the charac te rist ics of initial uncertainties (e.g., the horizontal scale
and t he magnitude) on the predict ability of regional models is emphasized by Errico and
Baumhefner (1987) and Warner et al. (1989). For the smaller domain in our st udy,
the impact of initial perturbations may be different due to different initial adjust ment
processes.
In order to underst and the initial adjust ment process, we first run RAM S wit hout

any diabatic processes (Le., removing radiation, diffusion , and surfa ce heating terms). It

uh, when the initial perturbations are introduced into the u
field , is slower t han that of Ob, when the initial perturbations ar e int roduced into 0 field.
is found that the decrease of

For inst an ce, aft er integration of 15 minutes, RMSP(u) decreases by 3.5% compared with
the initial value of RMSP(u) in the subdomain C. In contrast , RMSP(O) decreas es by
8.8% for the same period . Thi s mean s that the mass field adjusts to the velocity field as
a whole, although the adjustment process is different for different vertical normal mode s.
Our computat ions also show th at the adjustment process is basically completed within
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half an hour, because the magnitudes and the scales of the random perturbations ar e
small.
Numerical experiments show that the adjust ment proc ess with the Coriolis force
are very close to that wit hout

f

f. In order to st udy the effect of the hydrost atic adjust ment

by vertical sound waves, simulations wit h hydrost atic or anelastic approximat ion can be
performed. However, thi s involves different numerical solution t echniques and different
boundary conditions in RAM S, compared wit h th e st an dar d run. Therefore, it is difficult
to st udy the influence of thi s adjust ment pr ocess directly in RAM S. It is expected that
this adjustment process is more important in our st udies than in large-scale dynamics,
but that it is still unimportant compared with the adjustment process by the gravity
waves in our studies, becau se the adjust ment tim e by sound waves is much shorte r than
30 minutes. Therefore, th e geost rophic adjustment pro cess for our st udied domain is the
balance between the horizontal pressure gradient term and the nonlinear advect ion terms
resulting from gravi ty wave propagation. Qualitatively, the adjustment pro cess for initial
perturbations of (J can be described as follows:

(Jb indu ce

pressure perturbations p' mainly

through the hydrost atic equation, and p' indu ce 1/,' through t he momentum equation for the
u-component, and

1/,'

then indu ce w' mainly through the continuity equation. In this case,

the available potenti al energy (which is proportional to the variance of fJ') is converted
into the perturbed kinetic energy. In contras t, initial perturbations of 11. induce w' through
the continuity equation, and w' induce

(JI

mainly through the t erm of w' multiplied by the

environmental stratification in the therm odyn amical equa.t ion. In thi s case, the energy
conversion process is reversed.
Using the above qualitative description , the adjust ment process of different forms of
initial perturbations can be und erst ood easily. For inst ance, in one case, initial perturbation s of (J (i.e.,

(J~)

are rand om between 0 and 0.2 K with a mean value of 0.1 K and RMS

differen ce of 0.114 K, an d in anot her case, the initial perturbations are (lfa - 0.1) so that
the mean value is close to zero and the RMS difference is ab out 0.055 K. Our computations
show that the error growt h curves for u and w are very close between these two cases,
because the mean value for the form er case is very small, and available potential energy is
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the sam e between these two cases. Not e that , qualit atively, if the mean value is lar ge so
that the dynamics of the circulations is changed, the error growt h curve will be changed
even if the available pot ential energy is unch an ged. When initial perturbations of

(J

are

syst ematic rather than random, the available potential energy is zero. Our comput ations
show t hat the kinetic energy is also close to zero for the first hour of integration due t o
the lack of conversion of kineti c energy from the availa ble pot ential energy and due to the
weak forcing.
When the fourth-order horizontal an d vert ical advection schemes ar e used , t he adjustment pro cess is very close to that using the second-order schemes which are used for

,

I

!

'

all other simulations. This mean s th at implicit smoothing in the numerical schemes is
unimportant. However , the explicit smoo t hing through the horizontal diffusion t erms

KH

or t he fourth-order filter FILT4 can strongly affect the adjust ment pro cess. Fig. 5.2 shows
th e results for different cases in subdomai n C. Results for the submodains A an d B ar e
similar . It is seen t hat t he adjust ment process is strongly affect ed by num erical smoot hing
including K HD , KKO, and FILT4 . The effect of FILT4 denot ed by the short dashed line,
which is used every 10 minut es, is stronger than the deformation part of K H, denoted
by the dotted line, since FILT 4 is very effective in removing perturbations of short wavelengt hs, an d since

KHD

is small. Also, th e constant part of

being 0.3, is about 567 m 2 / s [or about 2.1

X 1O - 3( ~ x ) 2 / ~ tl

KH ,

i.e.,

KHO'

wit h AKMIN

for momentum , and it s effect
"

is also st ronger than

J{HD .

Wh en surface heating and radia tion processes are included, the adjus tment pro cess

"I ,

,
,

!

i.

is very close to that without these diabatic processes, becau se the surface heating is weak
within t he first half hour of int egration. If we t ake the state after the adjust ment of initial
ran dom perturbations (wit hin 30 minutes) as the "initial" perturbations, these "initial"
per tur bations are not random. Furthermore, our computations show that chan ging t he
st ar ting time of the integration from 600 LST to 630 LST does not affect our results.
Therefore, whet her the initial perturbations at 600 LST are rand om or scale-dependent
does not matter (and the imp ortant thing is the characte ristics of the state aft er the
initial adjust ment for our st udies), alt hough it is important for lar ge-scale pr oblems due
to a longer adj ustment tim e (e.g., Er rico an d Baumhefner, 1987).
I'
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In order to st udy the influence of initial error magnit ude on error growth, we ran two

simulations with different initial perturbation s:

ffa

wit h a mean value of 0.1 K and aRMS

difference of 0.114 K (i.e., the standard run ST), and

ffa

wit h a mean value of 1 K and

a RMS difference of 1.14 K (denot ed as case S2) . Therefore the only difference between
the two cases is t hat the initial perturbations in S2 ar e 10 times as large as in ST . Fig.
5.3 shows the results for both cases. It is seen that, aft er the results for S2 are scaled
by a factor of 10, curves for both cases are relatively close for u, w, and

(J

for the first 5

hours. Furthermore, the change of RMSP between t = 0.5 hour and 5 hours is small. It
is expected that, although the surface forcing it self is not small, it s influence on the error
growth can be omitted due to weak motions during this period. Besides, the influence of
nonlinear advection terms on the error field is qu asi-linear and slightly smaller than that of
diffusion, also due to weak motions. Therefore, th e error growt h is basically a quasi-linear
process. We speculate that this is th e reason for th e above two features. The feature that
the error growth curves of different initial magnitudes are parallel has also been observed
in many predictability st udies of lar ge-scale flow (e.g., Lorenz, 1982; Dalcher and Kalnay,
1987; Chen , 1989), though no reasons ar e given in their st udies. We spe culate that the
quasi-linear error growth occurs except near strongly bar oclinic zones in their cases.
It is also seen from Fig. ' 5.3 that both RMSP( u) and RMSP( w) are similar for

I
I

ST and S2 (without scaling ) betw een t = 6 and 12 hours when the surface forcing is
st rong. In other word s, when the surface for cing is st rong, coherent s t ruct ures (i.e., the
sea breeze circulations) appear , and th e flow field is insensitive to the magnitude of initial
perturbations. However , this alone cannot determine the predictability of the surface
thermally-induced circulations. The signal (RMSC)-to-noise (RMSP) ratio need s to be
computed in order to determine the predictability.
Therefore, for our st udies, th e error growt h (at least at the stage when the surface
heating is st rong) is not very sensitive to th e characte ristics of the initial perturbations.
In rest of the chapter , only random perturbations as in the case ST are used.
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5.3 .2

I m pa ct of n u m e rical sm oot hing

In the previous subsection, the influence of numerical smoot hing on the initial adjust-

ment pro cess was shown to be st rong. In thi s subsection, it s effect on error gr owt h will
be shown to be st rong as well.
The error growth depends on the nonlinearity and inst ability of the flow. When the
surface forcing is strong, turbulence is fully-developed, which lead s to st rong nonlinearity
and convective instabilit y, and hence leads to the growt h of RMSP. On the ot her hand,
the land/ wat er contrast induces sea-breeze type of circulations which ar e strongest when
th e surface forcing is st rong. These circula tions ar e cohere nt and suppress the growth of
RMSP. In addit ion, the error growt h is also slowed by num erical smoot hing. Fig. 5.4
summarizes the impact of different numerical smoo t hers on error growt h. It is seen that ,
RMSP is small and decreases slightly from t = 0.5 to 4 hours due to quasi-linear error
growth as discussed in the previous subsection. In th e case of no

KH

or FILT4, RMSP

incre ases rapidly from t = 4 to 8.5 hours due to st rong surface forcing and due to the
lack of explicit numerical smoot hing. The influence of num erical smoo t hers is also strong
at thi s st age. The influence of FILT4 , denoted by the short dashed line in Fig. 5.4, is
st ronger (weaker) t han that of K H D before (aft er) the time t = 9 hours. When K H is used,
especially when
t

= 10 hours -

the case with

KH

and FILT4 ar e used together , RMSP even decreases before the time

thi s change s th e qualit ative features of the error growt h, compared with

KHD .

In order to und erstand the strong influence of numerical smoothing,

we compu te RMSD between the cont rol run with

K HD

(Le., the standar d run ST ) and

the st an dar d run plus FILT4. It is found that thi s difference is only slightly smaller than
RMSC in ST . In other words, smoo t hing by

KHO and

FILT4 st rongly affect s the mesoscale

flow.
Figure 5.5 describes the error growt h for th e cases S3 and 84, which are the same as
ST an d S2, respectively, except using both

KH

and FILT4. In contrast to Fig. 5.3, the

curves for S3 and S4 in Fig. 5.5 decrease slightly wit h time and are very close up to t =
8.5 hours. This mean s th at th e increase of smoo thing decreases the nonlin earity of the

~ !.
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Figure 5.5: RMSP for 0, u, and w in t he sub domain C wit h K H and FILT4 . The case 83
is denoted by the solid line, an d 84, scaled by a factor of 10, is denoted by the dotted line.
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mesoscale flow and extends the period in which the impact of nonlinear terms and surface
forcing on t he error growt h is balanced by the numerical smoothing.
T heoretically, the influence of numerical diffusion is related to the turbulent Reynolds
number which is LV/ K , where L and V are representative length and velocity scales,
respectively, and K is th e turbulent exchange coefficient . With the increase of K H by
means of adding K H O, th e Reynolds number is decre ased. For t he first few hours of
integration, the velocity and lengt h scales are small; the increase of K H may lead to a
very weak turbulent flow or even laminar flow.
Another way to underst and the influence of numerical diffusion is by considering the
model equation in th e schematic form

(5.6)
where

ak

is th e amplitude of a spectr al component k in the control run, F is the surface

forcing , N is the nonlinear advection terms, and v is an effective diffusion coefficient . N
is determin ed by F. F may be slightly affected by u, since v can affect ai : The difference
between the cont rol and perturbed experiments , denoted by 0, can be obtained from Eq.

(5.6):

(5.7)
It is expected th at

of

is smaller th an

bations. It is also expecte d th at
Vk

so that the ratio of

t he term
Vk

Vkoa k

oa k/ ak

ak

oN in magni tude, since F is less affected by pertur-

is mor e st rongly affected by initial perturbations than

is larger in magnit ude than that of

is lar ger than th e term

akovk

OVk/Vk ,

or, equivalentl y,

in magnitude . This is true especially when

cont ains both the const an t and deformation parts. When the surface forcing is weak ,

oN may be smaller than th e last te rm in Eq . (5.7) if the damping is st rong. In this case,
as shown by the dotted-d ash ed line in Fig. 5.4 for the first 10 hours or so, the differen ce
fields decre ase with tim e. Wh en th e surface for cing is st rong, however,
the las t term in Eq . (5.7), and the difference fields increase wit h time .

oN is lar ger than

n
100

5.3 .3

Effect of boundary layer struct u re a n d s u r face h eating

'!

In order to und erstand the effect of overlying boundary layer st ruct ure an d surface

for cing, both RMSC and RMSP are compu ted. But, first, the dependence of the predict ability of mesoscale flows on the variable is discussed.
Fig. 5.6 shows th e signal and noise for the standard ru n ST . It is seen that , during
the day, RMSC is qualitatively similar in shape for 0, u, an d w, but the error growt h is
different for these variables. Especially, t he signal/noise ratio is substantiallly different
for these variables: it is much lar ger th an unit y for

(J ,

is lar ger than unity for u, and is

close but less than unity most of th e day time for t he w field. In ot her words, 0 is st rongly
predictable, u is predict able, an d w is least pre dictable; a result which was also reported
in Pielke et al. (1989) .
The dependence of th e predict ability on th e variable is well known from large-scale
predi ctability st udies, where th e 500 mb geopote ntial height is ofte n used. In our case,
thi s phenomenon can be explained in different ways. In t he mixing layer , the potential
temperature is very well mixed, and the mixing depends on t he surface heating. Wh en

(J

is

perturbed, the mixing is har dly affected, since the surface heating is only slightly affect ed
by these perturbati ons. Therefore, RMSP( 0) is very small compared wit h RMSC( (J) an d
changes little with tim e. Th e variable u is less well mixed than 0, an d the variation of
RMSP(u) relat ive to RMSC(u) is larger th an for O. For th e variable w, both RMSC(w) an d
RMSP( w) are small, and slight differences of locations of upward an d downward motions
can subst an tially change RMSP( w). Therefore the signal/noise rat io is low for w. Another
way to explain these features is t hat t he velocity field is related to the pressure gradient
and the pressur e is relat ed to the temp erature field through the hydrost atic equ ation .
Therefore, slight variations of
(J

(J

can induce large variations of u, an d the pr edictability of

is better than th at of u. Similarly, the varia ble w is related to the gradient of u through

the continuity equation , and its predictability is less than that of u.
When we change th e date from July 1 to April 1; i.e., when we decrease the surface
forcing, RMSC and RMSP are smaller than but similar to those in Fig. 5.6. Wh en the
latitude is change d from 400 N to 60°, 20°, or OON (so t ha t the surface heating and the
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Coriolis force are changed), qualit atively similar curves of RMSC an d RMSP are obt ained.
When the initial st ratification is changed from 4 K/km t o 8 K/ km , the st ratificatio n is
more st able so that RMSC and RMSP are smalle r t han those in Fig. 5.6. Also, the
signal/ noise ratio for w is slightly higher than t hat in Fig. 5.6. Therefore, a more stable
stratification improves the pr edict ability slightly. Wh en t he initial st ratification is changed
from 4 K/km to 2 K/km, RMSC and RMSP are lar ger than those in Fig . 5.6, and the
flow is slightly less predi ct able than in Fig. 5.6. Overall , the effects of these changes are
noticable for RMSC and RMSP, but are small in t erms of the pr edict ability; i.e., for the
ratio of RMSC/RMSP.
It has been shown in Pielke (1984) that surface thermally-induced circulations are
st rongly affected by synoptic wind. In a more general sense, mesoscale flow is affect ed by
large-scale forcing and surfa ce for cing, and the latt er it self is also affect ed by the former .
Theoretically, the impact of the synop tic wind is two-fold: it increases the Richardson
numb er and makes t he flow less unst able during the day, and it suppresses the surface
th ermally-induced circulations.

Based on simulations with synoptic winds of U

= 3,

6, and 9 tii ]», it is found th at th eir influence on RM SC(B) and RMSP(O) is small. The
synoptic wind decreases RMSC(u), but does not change t he signal/noise ratio significantly.
However, the influen ce of synoptic wind on t he w field is strong. Fig. 5.7 shows RMSC( w)
and RMSP (w) for different syno ptic winds. It is seen that , compared wit h t he lower panel
in Fig. 5.6 with calm synoptic wind, both t he signal an d noise decrease, and the signal

/ noise rat io is greater than unity wit h U = 3, 6, or 9 txi ]«. T his means that , when t he
synoptic wind is changed from zero to 3 ,6, or 9 txi]« , w is changed from unp redictable to
predict able. Whether thi s is generally true for thermally -induced mesoscale flows needs
furt her work . Fur t her st udies are also needed to explain t he signal/noise ratio (which is
smaller than unity ) between t = 9 and 13 hours wit h U = 6 tsi ]«.
5. 3 .4

Sensit iv it y t o boundary co n d it io ns and mode l parameters

In order to understand th e sensitivity of the flow struct ure t o different specifications

in the model, we compute RMSD betwee n the standard run ST an d a simula tion with

different specifications. Note th at RMSD is different from RMSP in that RM SP is the RMS
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difference between t wo runs with and without init ial perturbations and is related to error
growth , bu t RM SD is related to the influence of the specifications on t he flow st ructure
an d is t he t raditional sensitivity analysis. Only systematic perturbations of boundary
conditions or mo del par am et ers are used . T he random perturbations of parameters at
mo del grid points an d the random subgrid variability will be studied in t he future.
Our com putatio ns show t hat the surface thermally-induced mesoscale circulations are
almost unchanged when t he height of the model top is changed, or whe n t he number of
the levels or the relax ation time scale is changed in the Ray leigh absorbing layer . It is
also fou nd t hat , when different lateral boundary conditions (such as the zero gradient
boundary conditions, t he radiative boundary conditions , and enhanced diffusion near the
boundaries) are used, the flow structures are very close to those using periodic boundary condi tions under a calm synoptic wind. No simulations are carried out to st udy the
sensiti vity to t he boundary conditions at the bottom of the soil, but insensitivity is expect ed . The sensi tivity to the intern al boundary conditions at t he air/soil interface is not
st udied, bu t t he sensitivity to parameters relating to t he parameterization of t he air / soil
interface is discusse d below. Therefore, surface thermally-induced mesoscale circulations
are insensitive to top and lateral boundary conditions under a calm synoptic wind.
Our results show t hat, when the initial time is shifted from 600 LST by an hour ,
res ults are only slightly changed. When the surface roughness length is changed from 0.2
m to 0.05 m, max[RMSD(8)] = 0.21 K is small compared with RMSC( 8) given in Fig.
5.6, max [RMSD(u )] = 0.83 ta]« is not large compared with RMSC( u) given in Fig. 5.6,
but max [RMSD(w)] = 0.28 txi]« is large and comparable to RMSC (w) given in Fig. 5.6 .
The las t poin t is consistent wit h that of Garratt et al. (1990) in that t he main influen ce
of rough ness len gth change is on the vertical velocity. When t he ratio of t he diffusion
coefficient forheat to that for momentum is changed from 3 to 1 in Eq, (5.3) an d before
R, in Eq . (5.1) , the influence is lar ger than that of changing the roughness length from 0.2
m to 0.05 m: max [RMSD(8)]

= 0.27 K, max [RMSD(u)] = 1.0 mis, and max [RMSD(w)]

= 0.36 ta]». As in t he case of changing the roughness length, the major influence is on t he
vertic al velocity. In a study on the influence of changing surface-layer parameterization
constants, similar conclusions were reported in Garratt and Pielke (198 9) .
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Soil water conten t should be between

(Jwilt

an d

(J[c»

which are the permanent wilting

point associated wit h a soil water pot ent ial of - 15 bar , and the field capacity associate d
with a hydraulic conduct ivity of 0.1 mm/day, respecti vely (Lee and Pielke, 1992). For the
soil type of clay loam used in our st udy,

(Jwilt

and

(Jfe

are 0.53 and 0.68 of (JiJat which is the

sat ur ate d soil water conte nt . Several st udies (e.g., McCumber and Pielke, 1981) reveal
that, among many factors, the soil water conte nt is one of the most imp ortant for the soil,
alt hough the soil water conte nt an d ot her factors such as soil typ e, vegetation, and albedo,
are not ind ependent . In ST, the initial soil moisture content is SLM

X (JiJat

where SLM

= 0.6. Becau se of the small range of SLM (from 0.53 to 0.68) between very dry and very

moist conditions, it is expected that a small cha nge of SLM will st rongly affect the surface
energy budget in a complicate d way (e.g., by changing the Bowen ratio, the alb edo, and
the soil t hermal conduct ivity ). Fig. 5.8 shows RMSD between the st an dard run ST (with
SLM = 0.6) and th e run s with SLM = 0.54, 0.57, 0.63, and 0.66. It is seen that, among
the four different values of SLM used in Fig. 5.8, RMSD(8) is lar gest at SLM = 0.54 for
t

< 8 hours and at SLM = 0.66 for t > 8 hours, RMSD(u) is largest at SLM = 0.54 for

t < 11 hours an d at SLM

= 0.66 for t

> 11 hour s, and RMSD(w) is largest at SLM

=

0.54. Overall, RMSD caused by t he cha nge of SLM in th ese four cases is as large as the
signal RM SC in th e st anda rd run ST . Therefore, the effect of soil water conte nt is strong
on t he flow struc ture, which was also found in McCumber and Pielke (1981) and Schadler
(1990) . The st rong influence of soil par amet ers on synoptically-induced mesoscale systems
was also rep orted in Tremback (1991) . Changes of soil moisture (which also determines
the surface alb edo in RAM S) over tim e can also cause substantial climatic changes (e.g.,
Charney, 1975; Idso, 1981) .
One quest ion th at we do not address in this study is t he influence of changing the grid
spacing with a corresponding change of const ants in the turbulence closure scheme. Our
experience has shown th at with t he decrease of grid spa cing, the const ants such as 0.16 in
Eq, (5.1), 0.25 and AKMIN in Eq. (5.2) need to be increased to suppress the num erical

noise. The selection of th ese constants is usuall y arbitrary . A better way may be t o use
th e higher-ord er closure scheme , e.g., the Mellor-Yamad a level-2.5 scheme (Mellor and
Yama da, 1974). We plan t o study thi s question in the near future.
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5.4

Predictability as a Function of the Size of S ur face Heat P atches
In this section, t he surface consists of alternating water and land st rips with the size

of each st rip denot ed by L. For the cases L = 0 (i.e., homogeneous land), 1, 2.5, and 5

km, a 2-D fine-resolution (A X = 100 m) model is used . In these cases, the horizontal
domain size is 10 km, and RMSC and RMSP are computed in the subdom ain below 1.5

km. The perturbations are added at t = 2 hours rather than at t = 0. For the cases L
= 10 t o 150 km , a 2-D mesoscale model wit h A x = 2 km is used , and the horizontal
domain size is bet ween 280 and 360 km. In th ese cases, RMSC and RMSP ar e comput ed
in the subdomain which is below 2 km and consists of an equal numb er of wat er and land
strips. The synoptic wind is zero. Qualit atively similar results are obtai ned when other
subdomains are used .
The influence of th e width of land masses on the development of sea-breeze type circulations has been st udied for t he past twenty years or ·so. Neumann and Mahrer(1974,
1975) st udied th e thermally-indu ced circulations due to circular islands or lakes of different
radii. Abe and Yoshida (1982) demonst rated the influence of the width of a penin sula on
the development of a sea breeze. Mahrer and Segal (1985) st udied the imp act of both the
geomet ry and size of th e landmass on th e sea-breeze circulations. More recently, Xian and
Pielke (1'991) st udied similar pro blems, using a 2-D hydrost atic version of RAM S. Usually,
the vertical velocity variation is emphasize d in th ese st udies. The influence of horizontally
varying soil water content on the tri ggering of atmosph eric convection was st udied by
Schadler (1990). Pielke et al. (1992a) demonstrated th at th e influence on the atmosphere
of mesoscale landscape spatial variability must be paramet erized (or explicitly modeled)
in lar ge-scale at mospheric model simulations including general circulation models, based
on computations of the subgrid turbulent heat fluxes and the resolvable heat fluxes induced by surface inhomogeneities. The enhanced pot ential buoyant energy due to surface
inhomogeneities (wet soil/dry soil) is suggested as a mechani sm for potentially enhanced
th underst orm severity over and near irrigated locations in Pielke and Zeng (1989) . In
addition to th e above num erical and experiment al st udies, Dalu and Pielke (1992) made
an analytical st udy of the vert ical heat fluxes generat ed by mesoscale atmospheric flow
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induced by thermal inhomogeneiti es. Dalu et al. (1992) also evaluate d the linear impact
of thermal inhomogeneiti es on mesoscale flow wit h a calm mean wind . However, none of
these st udies focused at th e predict ability of t he surface thermally-induced circulat ions.
Figur es 5.9 an d 5.10 show RMSC( w) an d RM SP (w) wit h different sizes of heat patches
under calm synoptic wind . It is seen that , when L = 0 to 5 km where a fine-mesh model
is used, the vertical velocit y w is unpredic table. When L

= 10 to 40 km , w is predict able

in mesoscale simulations since t he signal/noise ratio is greater than unity. When L = 50
to 70 km , w is marginally predict able. When L is increased beyond 70 km , w becomes
unpredi ct able.
Figures 5.11 and 5.12 show the results for u. Wh en L = 0 to 2.5 km , the horizontal
velocity field u is unpredict able. When L

= 5 km,

u is predict able in th e fine-resolution

simulations. Wh en L is greater than 5 km, th e contribut ion of t he coheren t circulations
should be lar ger than when L = 5 km, so th at it is expecte d that the u field should also
be predictable in fine-resolution simulations . However , thi s requires fur ther st udy. Wh en
L is greater than or equal to 10 km , it is also seen from Figs. 5.11 and 5.12 that the u
field is highly predict able in mesoscale simulatio ns.
Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show t he results for O. For all cases including t he case of
homogeneous soil (L = 0 km ), t he 0 field is highly predictable in both high-resolution
and mesoscale simulations. The signal RMSC(O) consists of two parts: one is the RMS
difference between t he horizontally-averaged poten tial t emper ature

< 0 > and the initial

0, denoted as RMSC( < 0 »; the ot her is th e RMS difference between 0 and < 0 > ,
denoted as RMSC(O') . Not e th at [RMSC(O)F = [RMSC( < 0 > )]2

+ [RMSC(O')j2.

Our

computations show that RMSC( 0') is close to RMSC( 0) when the turbulence is fully
developed (e.g., t = 5 to 11 hours) .
For a convect ive boundary layer with inhomogeneous surface for cing , the dep endence
of the predictability on th e surface for cing is two fold : th e strong heating lead s to fullydeveloped turbulence, and th e strong horizont al differen tial heating results in thermallyinduced circula tio ns at th e same time. The former is noncoherent , turbulent, and basically
unpredict able . However, th e latter is coherent and predictable. By an alyzing the autocorrelation and power spectrum , which will be discussed in Section 5.6, it is found th at th e
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w, u, and () fields contain components of both coherent circulations and random motions.
The relative imp ortan ce of these two components depends on the size 1. In addition, under the same conditions, t he relative contribution of the coherent circulation comp onent is
larger for the u an d () fields than for the w field. These ar e consist ent with the conclusion
in Krettenauer and Schumann (1991), and Walko et aI. (1992) that long-time and phase
averages in a realization are needed to exhibit the coherent circulations, especially for the
w field. Since () is well mixed in a convective boundar y layer with or without hori zontal
differential heating, the () field is highly predict able in all cases in Figs. 5.13 and 5.14.
When L = 5 km , th e coherent circula tions are st rong for the u field so that u becomes
predictable in high-resolution simula t ions. Wh en L is grea te r than 5 km, the circulations
are even stronger and u is very predict able in mesoscale simula tions (and is expected to
be correspondingly predict able in fine-resolution simulat ions).
When L is smaller th an or equal to 5 km, th e coherent circulations for the w field ar e
not st rong, as refle~ted in it s power spect ru m and autocorr elation which will be discussed
in Section 5.6. Besides, the error field w', i.e., the difference between the control and
perturbed run s, shows large variations at both small and large wavelengths. In other
words, becau se th e coherent circulations are weak, even the component of the coherent
circulation s for th e inst antaneous w field is somewha t sensitive to initial perturbations.
This is consiste nt with the conclusion in Walko et aI. (1992) that, even when the time and
space averages are used in a realization, th e mean probability of occurrence of positive
vertical velocit y shows a very st rong horizontal variation. Therefore , w is unpredictable in
fine-resolution simula tions for L = 0 to 5 km. As L is increased, the coherent circulations
become st ronger, an d w becomes predict able in mesoscale simulations with Ll x

= 2 km

for L = 10 to 40 km. However , since th e st rengt h of the circulation depend s on the grid
increments, further work is needed in order to determine the range of L for which

w is

predictable in fine-resolution simulatio ns wit h Ll x = 100 m.
When L is greate r than 70 km , excep t near the coastlines , the flow is dominated by
boundary layer turbulence, just like th e homogeneous case, and w becomes unpredictable
in mesoscale simula tions. On t he ot her hand , when L is greater than 70 km, the horizontal different ial heat ing is very st rong. Since AKMIN is zero in mesoscale simula tions,
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and since the turbulent flux term s in 2-D simulations actually contain both the subgri d
cont ributions an d t he resolvable-scale fluxes which cannot be pro perly handled without
including the third direction (Pielke, 1974b), strong upward motion can induce numerical
noise. Therefore, whether or not w is unpredict able for L greate r than 70 km requires
further st udy.
When

~x

= 2 km is used for L ~

10 km , the boundary layer turbulence is paramet er-

ized, which, unavoidably, contains some ar bitrarily-selecte d constants . Since

~x

= 2 km

is close to the turbulence scale in t he convective boundar y layer , some sensitivity to the
const an ts in the par amet erizati on is expected (as has been demonstrated in the previous
sectio n). The problem of changing the grid increments with a corres ponding change of
paramet erization const an ts will be studied in the future.
Note that the abo ve results rep resent th e predictability of a single realization of grid volume-averaged variables. The predict ability of a generalize d ensemble average, i.e., an
ensemble average of grid -volume-averaged variables (Cot ton an d Anthes, 1989), may be
different . Since the control and per t urb ed run s can be t aken as two individual realizations
of an ensemble average, whet her an ensemble average and a realization yield close results
regarding the predictability is dependent upon th e predictability of the single realization .
When a variable is highly predict able in a realization , an ensemble average and a realization have the sam e predictability. In cont ras t, when a variable, such as w, is unpredictable
in a realization due to a lar ge chao tic mot ion compo nent, an ensemble average may still
be predi ct able if the chaotic mot ion compo nent appears to be nearly ran dom and can be
removed significan tly by averaging. Therefore, Figures 5.13 and 5.14 show that an ensemble average and a realization yield th e same results regarding the predictability of

(J

for

fine-resolution and mesoscale simula tions. Since RMSP (u) is comparable to RMSC(u) for
L = 0 to 5 km in the fine-resolution simulations with

~x

= 100 m; i.e., the variation of the

u field is lar ge from one realizat ion to ano t her I the predictability of an ensemble average
is different from that of a single realization in Figs. 5.11 an d 5.12. As L is increased,
coherent circulations become st ronger so th at the difference bet ween two individual realization, i.e., RMSP(u) , becomes smaller compared wit h RMSC(u). Therefore, an ensemble
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Figure 5.11: Same as Fig. 5.9 but for u.
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average and a realization yield close results for L equal to or greater t han 10 km in the
mesoscale simulations with

~x

= 2 km. Further work is needed to det ermine the critical

value of L (greater t han 10 km) at which an ensemble average and a realization yield
close results for fine-resolution simulations. For the w field, an ensemble average and a.
realization yield close results for L

= 10 to 30 km in mesoscale simulations.

For all ot her

cases, the predicta.bility of an ensemble average is different from that of a realization, and
further work is needed.
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The transition from organize d flow to the sit uation in which fluxes are domin ated by
non-coherent turbulent eddies is an important theoretical problem in turbulence st udy. In
practice, th e underst anding of such a t ransition will help the parameteriz ation of subgrid
processes in large-scale numerical models . As far as we know, our st udy is the first
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quantitative evaluation of t he transition from predict able flow t o unpredict able flow due
to the development of coherent circulations.

5.5

Three-Dimensional E xperiment
The results in the previous two sections ar e based on 2-D numerical simula tions. The

difference between 2-D an d 3-D simulat ions has been discussed for different sit ua tions
in the past (a discussion related to the sea breeze is given in Pielke, 1974b) . Ext ensive

3-D simulations are beyond the scope of thi s st udy. Inste ad, we ran only a pair of 3-D
mesoscale simulations (i.e. , a cont rol run an d a perturbed run ) for .6.x

= .6.y = 2 km and

a pair of fine-resolution simula tions (i.e., a cont rol run and a pert urbed run) for .6.x = .6.y
= 100 m. The dom ain is 50 (x ) x 40 (y) x 28 (z) in the mesoscale run, an d is 60 (x) x 40

(y) x 40 (z) in the fine-resolution run. For the mesoscale run, the surface is homogeneous
in the y-direction, and consists of a st rip of water and a st rip of land with L

= 50 km

in the x-direction. Homogeneous land (i.e., L = 0 km) is used in the fine-resolution run.

In order to initi at e asymmet ry in the y-direction, very small initial perturbations of

(J

are

added in the control run. Every thi ng else is the same as for t he corresponding 2-D run s
as shown in Figs. 5.9 to 5.14.
Natural phen omena are t hree dimensional. Wh en 2-D simulations are used , the variation in the y-direction is removed, the vorticity tilting and st retching in the y-direction is
omitted, and the energy and enstrophy cascade pro cesses are changed. For 2-D turbulence,
energy and enstrophy are both conserved; energy cascades toward the low wavenumbers,
and enstrophy cascades t oward the high wavenumbers. However, for 3-D turbulence, enst rophy is not conserved , and energy cascades toward the high wavenumber s. It is also
found in Pielke (1974b) that , even wit h st rong 2-D forcing as in our st udies, the circulations ar e so inh erently th ree-dimensional th at the Reynold s st ress terms must represent the
resolvable as well as the subgrid-scale fluxes. Due t o these limit ations, even t he features in
th e x-z directions can be dist orted in the 2-D simulations compared with 3-D simula tions;
for instance, the eddies appear to be lar ger in 2-D simula tions with fine resolutions.
Figure 5.15 shows RMSC an d RMSP in the 3-D mesoscale simula tion for

(J ,

u, and w

in subdomain A (the whole model domain), sub domain B (b elow 4 km) and subdomain
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C (below 2 km) which is th e same as used in Figs. 5.10, 5.12, and 5.14. It is seen that,
as in the case of the 2-D runs (which are not shown), RMSC and RMSP are similar
in the different subdomains. Comparing Fig . 5.15 wit h the panels for L

= 50 km in

Figs. 5.10,5.12, and 5.14, it is seen t hat RMSC(8), RMSC(u), RMSC(w), and RMSP(8)
are qualitatively and quantitatively close between th e 2-D an d 3-D simulations, and that
RMSP(u) and RMSP(w) in the 3-D simulation ar e smaller th an in the 2-D simulation.
Regarding the predictability, very close results are obtained for 8 an d u, and similar results
are obtained for w between th e 3-D and 2-D simula tions. It is also shown in Pielke (1974b)
th at , with 2-D forcing, t he 2-D and 3-D models produce identical result s when the explicit
horizontal diffusion in th e 2-D model is increased.
The 3-D fine-resolution simulat ion wit h

~x

=

~y

= 100 m can be called a lar ge-eddy

simulation (LES), since most of t he energy-cont aining eddies are explicit ly resolved in the
model. However, th e 2-D simulation is not called 2-D LES, since the criterion for LES is
not satisfied. Inst ead, we only refer to such 2-D simulations as fine-resolution simulations.
Figur e 5.16 shows RMSC and RMSP in th e 3-D LES for 0, u, and w in subdomain A (the
whole mod el domain) , subdomain B (below 2 km), which is the same as used in Figs. 5.9,
5.11, and 5.13, and subdomain C (below 1 km) . Not e that t he subdomains are different
from those in th e 3-D mesoscale simulation. It is seen from Fig. 5.16 that , as in the
case of th e 2-D runs (which are not shown), the ra tios of RMSCjRMSP are similar in
different subdomains . Comp aring Fig. 5.16 with t he panels for L = 0 km in Figs. 5.9,
5.11, and 5.13, it is seen th at RMSC(8) and RMSP( O) ar e qualit atively an d quantit atively
close bet ween 2-D an d 3-D simulations. It is also foun d t hat RMSC and RMSP for u and
w in t he 3-D simulation are smaller t han in the 2-D simulation. This mean s that eddy
activities are st ronger in th e 2-D simulation. Similar result s were also reported in Cotton
et al. (1990). Regarding the predict ability, very close result s are obtained for 8, and

similar results are obtained for u and w bet ween t he 3-D and 2-D simulations. Although
important featu res (such as rolls, e.g., Kret t enauer and Schumann, 1991) may occur in
the y-direction in th e 3-D LES, an d th e 2-D simulations are not accurat e quantitative
repr esentations of t he 3-D st ruct ure in t he boun dary layer, it will be shown in the next
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section that the domain-averaged properties are not substantially changed between the
2-D and 3-D fine-resolution simulations.
Based on the above comparisons, it is reasonable to expect that our results in the
previous two sections are also correct for 3-D simulations. Becau se the 2-D simulat ions
are much cheaper than 3-D simulations, our comparison of 2-D and 3-D runs suggest s
that 2-D simulations can be widely used in predict abilit y st udies when the surface forcing
is homogeneous in t he y-direction. Wh en surface char acterist ics are variable in the ydirecti on , however, only 3-D simulations can be used .
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5.6

Furt her Analysis of Model Output
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5. 6. 1

Analysis tools

In the pr evious sections, RMSC and RMSP are compute d based on quantities at grid
points. A related problem is to st udy the influence of initial perturbations on the domainaveraged quantities. Thi s method is applied to out put from fine-resolution simulations (L

= 0 to 5 km). Such a method is also used in Pielke et al.

(1992a ) to evaluate the nonlinear

influence of mesoscale landuse on weather and climate, based on the variation of subgrid
and mesoscale heat fluxes as a function of L.
Another quantity to be computed is the spat ial and temp oral autocorrelation coefficient s. The autoco rrelation measures the persist ence of a wave within the entire duration
of a t emp oral or spatial series. This quantity, denoted as R, is computed for cases of L =

o to

150 km .
Another quantity rela ted to the autocorrelation is the power spect rum , denoted as E.

E(f) represent s the portion of variance explained by waves of frequ ency f for time series
or of wavenumber f for spatial series. E(f) is normalized by the variance so that the sum
of E(f) for f = l i N to 1/ 2 is unity where N repre sents the total number of data. This
qua ntity is computed for th e cases of L = 0 to 150 km . Not e that power spect rum analysis
does not include any phase inform ation. A new technique that deals with both frequency
an d phase information is the wavelet representation which has been develop ed recently,
an d has been used in different fields (e.g., St rang, 1989 and references therein; Meneveau ,
1991 and references therein) . We plan to used this t echnique in the near future.
The fract al dimension an d Lyapunov exponents are important quantities in chaos
theory developed in the past thi rty years (e.g., Zeng et al., 1992a,b; also see Chap . 2).
T he fractal dimensions are evaluated in thi s st udy, and the Lyapunov exponents will be
discussed very briefly. (For the convenience of publi cation of thi s chapte r, the rest of thi s
subsection is a repetition of th e mat erial in Chap . 2.)
T he significance of the fractal dimension in chaos is discussed in Zeng et al. (1992a)
in det ail. Related to t he predict ability problems, th e estimation of the fractal dimension
from the whole model output provides some information about the statistics of at mospheric variability. Besides, if a low-dimensional at tract or can be obt ained und er cert ain
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condit ions, a relatively simple model may be const ructed for prediction problems. This is
a very active area in chaos research (e.g., Abarbanel et al., 1990) .
The computation of t he fractal dimensions is carried out in a phase space. For a
syste m wit h known or dinar y different ial equations (OD Es) or difference equations, all
dependent variables consti t ute a phase space, i.e., an Euclidean space whose coordinates
are t hese variables. Each point in phase space represents a possible inst antaneous state
of the syste m. A st ate, which is governe d by the governing equations, is represented by
a particle traveling along a trajectory in phase space . For a syste m with known partial
differenti al equations (P DEs), the syste m can usually be st udied by discreti zing the P DEs,
and all of t he dependent variables at all grid points constit ute a phase space, which is an
approximation to the original infinit e-dimensional phase space. For such a system (e.g.,
the at mosphere), an additional difficulty is t hat the initial values of the syste m may be
unknown or lacking. However, a tim e series of one or more of the variables of a complex
syste m may be available, and the attracto r of the system needs to be reconstructed in
a phase space. Different reconstruction techniqu es have been discussed in detail in Zeng

et al. (1992b). In this chapt er, the phase space will be const ructed by using dependent
variables at grid point s, and by the time-delay method (Zeng et al., 1992b) .
In a k-dimensional phase space reconst ruct ed from model output , the correlation
dimension, which is different from (but usuall y close to) ot her definitions of the fractal
dimension, is given by (Grassberger an d Procaccia, 1983a)
N

G(r)

= N--+oo
lim

N\

L

. . 1

H( r -l lxi - xi iI) ,

(5.8)

S,] =

where the vector Xi is a trajectory point , N is the total number of traj ectory points, H is
the Heaviside funct ion defined by H(y) = 1 for positive y, and H(y ) = 0 otherwise, and
the usual Eu clidean norm is used. In ot her words, C (r) is the cumula tive histogram for
th e number of pair s of traj ectory points whose distance is less t han r in k-dimensional
phase space .
The relationship between C ( r ) an d r varies wit h r. Wh en r is very small, there
are insufficient statis tics, an d the influence of noise inherent in t he syste m or cont ribute d
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by measurement s is imp ort ant ; whereas , for r too large, the information is affect ed by
nonlin earity, an d the slope of the curve of in G(r ) versus in r is smaller than that for
intermediat e r . However , t here exists an inte rme dia te range of

r

in which this slope is

almost const an t; i.e., G(r) depend s upon r as

G(r) '" r" .

(5.9)

For each embedding dimension k , thi s exponent v can be obt ained from the slope of the
linear part of a plot of In C (r) versus In r . IT v approaches a value independent of k as
k

-+ 00

(usually k

> 2v is sufficient ), thi s value is defined as the correlation dimen sion

v8 •

When a high-dimensional phase space is used, which is constructed by variables at different
grid points,

V8

can be obtained without increasing the embedding dimension further. In

this st udy, the correlation dimension is compute d from t he entire mod el output and from
the output at several grid points for cases of L = 0 to 150 km .
5 .6.2

Results of furthe r analysis

Th e horizontally averaged statistical quantities from our 3-D fine-resolution simulation s ar e compared first with those from ot her 3-D LESs. Figure 5.17 shows the horizontally aver aged quantities as a function of time in th e 3-D fine-resolution simula tion for the
homogeneous case (i.e., L = 0) . It is seen that, at the st age of the fully-developed turbulence (e.g., t

= 9 hour s),

the horizontally averaged quantities are charact eristic of those

from labor atory and ot her LES st udies (Deardorff and Willis, 1985; Mason , 1989; Moeng
and Wyngaard, 1988; Hadfield et al., 1991,1992; Krettenauer and Schuman n, 1991; Walko

et al., 1992) . The negative skewness near the surface is also present in Fig. 5.17f, as in
other LES studies. Some possible reasons are discussed in Mason (1989) and Nieuwstadt

et al. (1991) . However, most of the previous LES st udies concentrated on the steady-state
behavi or rather than th e predi ct ability of th e boundary layer flow.
Figure 5.18 shows the horizontally average d quantities as a fun ction of time in the
2-D fine-resolution simula tion for the homogeneou s case (i.e., L = 0). It is seen that the
horizontally average d pote ntial temperatu re is close to th at in the 3-D LES (Fi g. 5.17) .
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Other quantities in Fig. 5.18 are similar to those in Fig . 5. 17 qualitatively, and are larger
than those in Fig. 5.17 quantitatively. This is anot her indication that eddy act ivities are
st ronger in the 2-D simulation . Note that normalization is not used in Fi gs. 5.17 and 5. 18.
T he negative skewness near the surface is also pr esent in Fig. 5.18f, as in LE S st udies.
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Figure 5. 18: Same as Fig. 5.17 except from 2-D fine-re solution simula tion.
Figures 5.19 an d 5.20 show the influen ce of surface inhomogeneities on the prediction
of the horizonta.lly averaged quantities at time t = 9 hours for the cases of L = 1 and 5

km. It is seen from both Figures that the horizonta.lly averaged potential temperature,
i.e., < () >, is very close between the control and perturbed runs, while other hori zonta.lly
averaged quantities ar e somew hat different . The pr ofiles of

< () >

are exp ected, since

potential temper ature is well mixed . It is also found that the hori zontally averaged quantities, except

< () >, are

also somewhat different between the control and perturbed 3-D
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LESs. Thi s is consiste nt with t he conclusion in prev ious LES st udies (e.g., Walko et al.,
1992) that long-time averages are needed to obtain stationary statistics. Wh en temp oral
and horizont al averages are used , quantities are insensit ive to the initial perturbations.
However, since no steady state is expected with the surface forcing, which varies with
time, long-time averages may not be appropriate in our cases. Therefore, the small discrepances between the cont rol and perturbed runs simply reflect t he temporal fluctuation
of a spatially-averaged variable in a spatial an d t emp oral average. By comparing Figs.
5.19 and 5.20 with the corres ponding Figure for the homogeneous case (Le., L

= 0 km)

which is not shown, it is found that the discrepancies bet ween the cont rol and perturbed
simulations in Figs. 5.19 and 5.20 are smaller than for the hom ogeneous case. This may
imply that a smaller number of realizations are needed for an ensemble average when surface forcing is pr esent . Thi s is consiste nt with the discussion about the ensemble average
and individual realizations in Sectio n 5.4. Obviously, further studies are needed to clarify
thi s important issue.
Th e domain for the case of L = 1 or 5 km is covered half by wat er and half by soil.
If we regard the mod el domain as a grid box of large-scale models, the differen ce of the

corresponding variables between Fig. 5.19 and 5.20 indicates the err ors due to subgrid
variabili ty. Thi s is related to the subgrid par amet erizations in lar ge-scale models. It is
seen that the maj or errors caused by subgrid variability are the varian ces of 0' and u' near
th e surface, and the peak of th e skewness. It is also int eresting to note t hat the skewness
in Fig. 5.20 (i.e., L = 5 km) is very nearly zero, rather than negative as in the cases of L
= 0 km (Fig. 5.18) and 1 km (Fig. 5.19). The reason is unclear at present.

= 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 hours and at different vert ical levels, the aut 0 correlations
and w are computed for the cases L = 0 to 5 km. It is found from these

At time t
for 0, u,

computations that the autoco rrelation for w [i.e., Rw(r)] dr ops to zero rapidly and then
oscillates around zero in all cases with th e increase of th e lag r. In contras t , R u and Ro
decrease more slowly with the lag r. It is also found that , wit h the increase of L (i.e., the
increase of the spatial scale of the surface forcing ), Ru an d Ro decrease more slowly wit h
the lag r . Thi s simply reflects the increase of the strengt h of coherent circula tions with
the increase of 1.
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We also compute the autocorrelation coefficients at different times and different vertical levels for the cases of L = 10 to 150 km . Some of the results are pre sented in Fig.
5.21. For the surface of alternating water and soil with the width of each st rip (of water
or soil) being L, the wavelength of th e thermally-induced circulations is 2L or LLlx (since

6.x = 2 km). The peak of each cur ves in Fig. 5.2 1 reflect s t his wavelength; for instance,
for the case of L

= 10 km

(denot ed by the solid line), the peaks ar e at lag

= 10,

20,

..., 706.x . This means th at th e boundary layer flow is strongly modulated by the surface
inhomogeneiti es.
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The horizontally averaged autocorrelation coefficients of 0, u, and w at different vertical levels are also compute d as a fun ction of time. It is found from these comput ations
that the autocorrelation for 0, u, and w decreases slowly for the cases of L
km. In the cases of L

= 0 to

= 10 to 150

5 km, the autocorrelat ion for 0, i.e., Re(t), also decreases

very slowly. For instance, for the time lag of 2 hours, Re is still greate r than 0.5 for the
case of L

= 5 km .

Thi s long persist ence illustrates the longer predict ability of

°

field, as

found in Section 5.4 by computing the signal/noise ratios. In contrast, R w ( t) drop s to zero
rapidly for the cases of L = 0 to 5 km, which means that the component of small-scale
non-coher ent mot ions is more imp ortant, as menti oned in Section 5.4. It is also found
that Ru(t) decreases more slowly in the case of L

= 5 km than in

the homogeneous case.

This is consistent with the fact that the u field is more predict able for L

= 5 km than for

L = 0 km , as shown in Fig. 5.1l.
Figure 5.22 show the autocorrelations of the error fields, Le., the differences of 0, u,
an d w between the control and perturbed run s. It is seen that the error fields do not show
the surface modulation, and are influenced mainly by perturbations of short wavelengths.
T he power spect ra are computed at different tim e and different vertical levels for the
cases of L = 0 to 5 km . Some of the results are shown in Fig. 5.23. It is seen that, for the
homogeneou s case, Le., the pan els of (a) , (c), and (e) in Fig. 5.23, there ar e a few important
wavenumbers at t = 3 hours. With t he evolution of the boundary layer struct ures and
eddies with time, only one or two wavenumbers domin at es the spect ra. Furt hermore, as
the integration time increases from t = 3 hours to 11 hour s, the dominant wavenumber
for the u field decreases, and when t = 11 hours, the dominant wavenumber is 2; in other
words, the dominant wavelength of the eddies for the u field is 5 km . Note that the eddy
act ivitie s have been found to be st ronger in th e 2-D fine-resolution simulation in Section
5.5. T he phenom ena, that eddies are larger in size and eddy act ivities are st ronger in the
2-D fine-resolution simulation , are also observed in Cotton et al. (1990). T he reason is that
the energy and enstrophy cascade processes are changed an d the vorticity cannot st retch

in t he y-direction, as mentioned in Sectio n 5.5. In cont ras t to the hom ogeneou s case , the
surface inhomogeneities and forcing will modulate the eddies in the boundar y layer . It is
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seen from the panels of (b), (d) , and (f) in Fig. 5.23 that t he dominant wavelengt h is 2 km
at any time due to the widt h of st rip of land (L) of 1 km. For the cases of L

= 2.5 an d 5

km , the dominant wavelengt hs are 5 and 10 km , respectively. Therefore, although the 2-D

fine-resolution model produces lar ger eddies than in LES for the homogeneous case, the 2D model does not have this problem in th e presence of significant surface inhomogeneities
(e.g., L

= 1 km) .

For the cases of L

= 10 to

150 km, the dominant wavelengt h is also

found to be 21.
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Figure 5.23: The power spectra of 0 and u at the height z = 108 m , and w at ' the height
z = 132 m for th e cases of L = 0 and 1 km. The correspo nding wavelengt h with the
wavenumber n is lOi n (km) . The panels of (a), (c), and (e) rep resent the homogeneous
case; t he panels of (b), (d), and (f ) represent the case of L = 1km. The solid, dotted, short
dashed, long dashed, and dotted-dashed lines from bottom to top in each panel denot e
the time t = 3,5, 7, 9, and 11 hours, respectively, an d are separated by increments of 0.2
for clarity.
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The power spect ra of

(J,

u, an d w are also compute d as a function of frequency for

the first 12 hours at different vertical levels for the different cases. It is found that the
spectra for w is flat between low and high frequ encies. This means that w is cont rolled
by component s of both coherent circulation s and chao tic motions, as mentioned before.
However , the spect ra for

(J

have peaks at low frequ ency, and decrease wit h an increase of

t he frequency. This mean s that the chaotic compo nents are small for

(J

field . The spect ra

for u also have peaks at low frequ ency, but decrease more slowly with the increase of the
frequency than the spect ra for

(J .

These results mean t hat

(J

is more predictable than u,

and u is more predictabl e than w, which are consistent with our results in Sections 5.3
and 5.4 .

In order t o further understand the results for the u field in Section 5.4 , the power
spect ra for the u field in the cont rol run and the error field of u between the control
and perturbed simulations ar e shown in Fig. 5.24. It is found that both the u field and
the error field of u are influenced mainly by the low waven umber components for the
homogeneous case. In other words, th e coherent circul ations are not st rong, and the error
field of u is mainly caused by th e change of locations of coherent circulations. Therefore,
th e signal/noise ratio of u is smaller than unity in the hom ogeneous case. When L

=5

km or 30 ,km , th e u field shows st rong coherent circulations, and the error field of u is

influence d by components of both high and low wavenumber s (I.e., by components of both
coherent circulations and chao tic motions) . Therefore, the u field is predictable when L is
equal to or greater th an 5 km .
Figure 5.25 shows the power spect ra for the w field in the control run and t he error
field of w. It is found th at, like the error field of u, the error field of w is influenced mainly
by the change of locations of coherent circulations for the homogeneou s case. Therefore,
th e signal/noise ratio of w is smaller than unity in the homogeneous case. For L

= 30 km ,

t he w field shows st rong circula tio ns, an d the error field of w is influen ced mai nly by th e
comp one nt of chao tic mot ions so that the w field is pr edictable. For L = 100 km, because
th e region of substantial horizontal differential heating covers only a small portion of th e
to tal dom ain , as discussed in Section 5.4, both t he w field and the error field of w are
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determined mainly by comp onent s of short wavelengths. Therefore, the w field becomes
unpredictable in our simulations. Again , further st udy is needed t o clarify this result.
0 .5
0.4

W'

"c
0

w"

0 .3
0 .2
0 .1

Figure 5.24: The power spect ra of u, denot ed by the solid line, and of the error field of u,
denoted by the dotted line, at the height z = 108 m for the cases of L = 0 and 5 km, and
at z = 112 m for L = 30 km at time t = 9 hours. The corresponding wavelength with the
wavenumber n is lO/n (km) for L = 0 and 5 km, and is 300/n (km) for L = 30 km .
Figure 5.26 compares the spect ra in the 3-D LES and those in the 2-D high-resolution
simulation for t he homogeneou s case. For the 3-D LES, the. spect ra are computed in the
x-direction and are then averaged along the y-dir ection. It is seen that the spect ra are
different between the 2-D and 3-D simula tions, as mentioned in Sect ion 5.5. For the 3-D
LES, t he -5/3 range in wavelength is 300 to 1500 m for (), 1500 t o 3000 m for u, and 240 t o
1500 m for w. When the wavelength is smaller than 1500 m, the spec t rum for u decreases
faster with wavenumber than for the -5/3 power law. The sharp drop in the spect ra at
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Figur e 5.25: The power spec tra of w, denot ed by the solid line, and of the error field of w,
denoted by the dotted line, at the height z = 132 m for the cases of L = 0 km , and at z
= 139 m for L = 30 and 100 km at tim e t = 9 hours. T he corr espo nding wavelengt h with
the wavenumber n is l OI n (km) for L = 0 km , and is 300/ n (km ) for L = 30 and 100 km,
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high wavenumbers can be explained by the fact that averaging or filtering is used in LES,
as discussed in Moeng and Wyngaard (1988). For the 2-D simulation, the spectrum of
() is close t o t he -3 power law at high wavenumbers; the spectrum of u is close to the -3
power law when t he wavelengt h is less than 3.3 km; and the spectrum of w decreases more
slowly with wavenumber than for the -3 range.
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Figure 5.26: The power spectra (denoted by t he solid lines) of 0 an d u at t he height z =
108 m, and w at t he height z = 132 m for the homogeneous case [i.e., L = 0 km) at time t
= 9 hours . The left panels represent the spectra for the 3-D LES, in which t he dotted line
denot es t he -5/ 3 power law and t he corresponding wavelength wit h the wavenumber n is
6/n (km ). T he right panels represent the spectra for the 2-D high -resolution simulation,
in which the dot ted line denotes the -3 power law and t he corresponding wavelength with
the wavenumber n is 10/n (km).
We next t ake all grid points to construct a 4000-dimensional phase space for the cases
of L = 0 to 5 km. Results for

(J,

u, and ware stored every half an hour. Therefore, for
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each variable, there are 48 trajectory points in this phase space for 24 hours of integration .

Note that the phase space is only a projection of the true phase space which consists of
all pr ognostic variables (9, u, w, and the turbulent kinetic energy ) at all grid points.

Although the dimension of the phase space is fixed for these cases, sat urate d corr elation
V tJ

can be obtained without further increasing the embedding dimension, since this ph ase

space is large enough. Figure 5.27 shows th e cumulative hist ograms for the cases of L

o to

5 km . It is seen that t he correlation dimension

113

=

is similar for 9 for different cases.

For (In r) from 2 t o 2.5 (or the pot ential t emperature difference defined by the Euclidean
norm from 7.4 to 12.2 K), the correlation dimension is about 3.5. For (In r) greater than
3,

V8

is about 1.4. For the u-component ,

118

is similar for the cases of L

km , but different between these cases and th e homogeneous case.

118

= 1, 2.5, and 5

is about 3.2 for the

intermediate range for L = 1, 2.5, and 5 km, but difficult to est imate for the homogeneous
case. For the w-component,

118

is about 4.7 in the intermediat e range for the cases of L

=

1, 2.5, and 5 km , but difficult to esti mate for the homogeneous case in the int ermediate
range. For (In r) greater th an 2.5 (or the w difference defined by the Euclidean norm
greater than 12.2 m/ s),
By comparing

Vs

118

is less th an unity for all cases.

for different variables, it is seen th at

118

is smallest for 8, and largest

for w in, the int ermediat e range. T his is consistent with th e predict ability of these vari-··
ables: 8 is most predict able an d w is least predictable. However, this consiste ncy need not .
be true in general . The fract al dimensions are different for different variables, because dif- .
ferent variables are governed by different detailed dynamics. Low-dimensional at t ract ors
are found in the int ermediat e range for 9 in all cases, and for u and w in all cases except
the homogeneous case. (T he high correlation dimensions of u and w in the int ermediate
ran ge for th e homogeneous case, which are difficult to estimate , imply that the turbulent
st ru ct ures in the boundary layer are of a larger degree of freedoms and hence are difficult
to predict .) The low fract al dimensions between 3 and 5 imply that the motion in a very
high dimensional space (which ap proximately represent s the original infinite-dimensional
space of the physical system ) is confined to the vicinity of a low-dimensional manifold. .
However , the correlation-dimension analysis gives us no way of const ructing this manifold.
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This is a well-known frustration of the correlation dimension analysis. For our cases, we
speculate t hat the three dimensions of the low-dimensional at t ractors are associated wit h
the magnitude of the surface heating, the surface modulations due to surface inhomogeneities, and the t hermal stratificatio n in the boun dary layer . Another dimension may
be associated with the Coriolis force or the horizontal diffusion. The select ion of t hese four
features is based on the fact that, from linear theory (R ot unn o, 1983; Dalu an d Pielke,
1989) and from our own experiences, that these parameters bas ically det ermi ne the surface
th ermally-induced circulations under t he condition of calm wind. We also spec ulate that
t he diurn al cycle is responsible for the correlation dimension being less than unity for the
vert ical velocity at large In r .
Low dimensional attractors are also obtained for the cases using

~x

= 2 km . Some of

the results are given in Fig. 5.28. Discussions similar to t hose in the previous paragraph
can be given. We also use data sto red every 30 seconds at 66 grid poin ts (11 points at
each of six selected levels in the bou ndary layer ) to comp ute the correlat ion dimension.
Only the data in the first 12 hours are used, so t hat t here are 1440 t rajectory points in the
66-dimensional phase space. The results for L = 10, 30, 50, and 100 km are given in Fig.
5.29. As in Fig. 5.28, the correlation dimensions are also low (less than 4) . Result s similar
to those in Fig. 5.29 are also obtained for the cases of L = 0 to 5 km. Fur thermore, we
compute the correlation dimensions at different vertic al levels in a 11-dimensional phase
space for all cases. Low-dimensional at t ractors are obtained for all cases based on the
int ermediate range of t he curves .

In addition to the above computations, we also comp ute the correlation dimensions
in 3 to 11 dimensional phase space by two methods. Th e same two met hods were used
in Essex et ai. (1987) an d were shown to produce similar results.

The first method ,

as used in the above, entails the use of the data from each of 11 grid point s at the
same vertical level and separated by 500 m in fine-resolution simulations as a separate
coordinate . The embedding is done by int roducing the data from progressively more grid
points as additional coordinates. In this way, the number of trajectory points in the phase
space is 1080 for the first 12 hours, since da ta are stored every 40 seconds for the cases
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Figure 5.28: T he same as in Figure 5.27 except for the cases of L = 10, 30, 50, an d 100
km, denoted by t he solid , dotted, short dashed, and long dashed lines, respectively.
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of L = 0 to 5 km . An example for t he case of L = 5km is given in Fig. 5.30. It is seen
th at , as in the above, the corr elat ion dimensions ar e low. It is also seen that t he w field is
characterized by two distinct correlation dimensions:

VtJ

is higher in the lower range than

in the intermediat e range.
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Figure 5.30: Correlation dimension plot for t he case of L = 5 km, using the dat a of 8 an d
u at z = 589 m and of w at z = 637 m. The solid, dotted, short dash ed, long dashed, and
dotted-dashed lines denot e the phase space reconstructe d by using 3, 5, 7, 9, and 11 grid
point s, respectively, and are separated by increment s of 1 for clarity. Not e that th e term
1/ N 2 in Eq . (5.8) is not included.
Th e other method treat s th e dat a at 11 grid point s together as independent measures
from a single sit e by cancatenating the different time series from each grid point t o create
a single lar ge time series of 11880 dat a. An exam ple is given in Fig. 5.31 where 20 ( x
40 seconds) is used as th e time delay in th e reconstruction of ph ase space . The dat a are
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the same as those used to generate the lower panel in Fig. 5.30. As in t he lower panel
of Fig. 5.30, the correlation dimens ion is low, and there are two regimes in Fig. 5.31
with t he corre lation dimension higher in the lower range. Becau se of the low value of t he
correlation dimensions, the qualitative an d quantitati ve requirements discussed in Zeng

et al. (1992a) (an d in Chap. 3) are satisfied. Therefore, we have shown by different
methods that low-dimensional at t ractors (less than 5) exist for surface thermally-induced
circulations. These low dimensions are probably associate d with the magnitude of the
surface heatin g, t he horizont al differential heating due to t he surface inh omogeneities, the
thermal st ratification, (t he synoptic wind when present ), and the latitude or the hori zontal
diffusion.
We have also made some prelimina ry test s of applying our algorithm (Zeng et al.,
1991) to est imate t he Lyapun ov exponents from model out put . However, since the time
delay, which is the e-folding time of t he autocorrelation wit h time, is lar ge, there are not
enough independent dat a to compute t he Lyapunov expo nent s. If the delay time is taken
to be small, the ma trix T; (see Zeng et al., 1991) is singular, and the Lyapunov exponents
cann ot be estimated. Although th e Lyapunov-exponent spect rum cannot be obt ained at
thi s time, th e largest Lyapunov exponent (>.1) can be obtained from the error growt h
curves at times t l and t2: .xl

:::::J

In[RMSP(t 2)/RM SP(t l )]/(t 2 - t l ). Therefore, it is seen

from Figs. 5.3 t o 5.15 that t he Lyapunov exponents are different for different variables,
and different at different periods for th e same vari able: .xl is near zero for the first few
hours, is positi ve and approximately cons tant when th e surface forcing is strong, and is
negative agai n after sunset.
5.7

Conclusions

The pr edict abilit y studies of small to large scale at mospheric flows are overviewed.
The definit ion of predic tabili ty and th e differenc e in the predict abilities between the lar ge
scale and mesoscale (an d small scale) at mosp heric flows are discussed. Using 2-DRAMS
in it s nonhy drost atic and comp ressible configuration, the predictability of the surface
thermally-induced circulations is studied , includin g not only the sensitivity to initial conditions (i.e., t he traditional predictability st udies ), but also the sensitive dependence on
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Figure 5.31: Correlation dimension plot of w for the case of L = 5 km, using t he data
of 0 and u at z = 589 m an d of w at z = 637 m. The solid, dotted , shor t dashed ,
long dashed , an d dot ted-dash ed lines denote the embedding dimensions of 3, 5, 7, 9, and
11, respectively. T he phase space is reconstructed from the lar ge time series created by
cancat enating the different time series from 11 grids . Note t ha t the term 1/ N 2 in Eq.
(5.8) is not includ ed.
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the boundary conditions and model parameters. It is found that the error growth (at least
at the stage when the surface forcing is strong) is not sensitive to the char acteristics of
the initial perturbat ions (such as the magnitude and the horizontal scales). The reason is
that the initial geostrophic adjustment process, which is the balan ce between the horizontal pressure gradient force and the nonlinear advection t erms, is very fast (about half an
hour) . The adjust ment processes due t o the Coriolis force and sound waves, and the implicit numerical smoot hing are unim portant for t he init ial adjustment process. However ,
the explicit num erical smoothing by means of t he horizontal diffusion terms or filters has
an imp ortant impact on the initial adjustment process. The numerical smoot hing also has
a. st rong imp act on th e error growt h dynamics. Specifically, the st rong num erical smoo th-

ing can even change the error growt h property from increasing with time t o decreasing
with time.
It is found that th e predictability is different for different variables, becau se different
variables are governed by different det ailed dynamics. Another reason may be that the
coupling of different variables to rest of the variables is different, which is used in Lorenz ,
(1991) to explain the different fractal dimensions of different varia bles in a system. The '
pot ential t emp erature is most predictable, the vertical velocity is least predict able, and
the horizontal velocity is in between. It is also found that th e effects of the change of the
st ratification in the boundary layer, th e change of the latitude, the change of the simulation date (which changes the strengt h of surface forcing) ar e small on the predict ability;
i.e., the signal/noise ra tio, although th ese effects are lar ge for the signal an d the noise
individually. Although t he am bient wind does not change the signal/noise ratios of () and
u significantly, the increase of the ambient wind can change th e w field from unpredictable
to predict able in our cases. The surface thermally-induced flows are shown to be insensitive to boun dary conditions. Based on sensitivity st udies on selecte d model parameters,
it is found that th e change of surface roughness length and the const ants in turbulence
paramet erizations mainly affect the w field. Especially, the flow st ruc t ure is st rongly affected by the specificatio n of the initial soil water content. Because the soil paramet ers
cannot be accurat ely determined in practice, it is expected that this will cause serious
uncertainties in th e numerical simulation of surface th ermally-induced circulat ions.

J
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The influence of the size of surface heat pat ches on t he atmospheric predictability of a
single realization was st udied. The transition from organized flow to the sit uation in which
fluxes are dominated by non-coherent tur bulent eddies is quantitatively evaluat ed. The
predictability of atmospheric flow is controlled by two different pro cesses: one is the noncoherent and unpredict able turbulent eddies; the ot her is the coherent and predict able
therma.lly-induced circulations. It is found that thi s transition is different for different
variables. The potential temp erature is predictable for all cases, becau se

(J

is always well

mixed in the convective boun dar y layer . Wh en the size of the soil st rip is greate r than
or equal to 5 km or so, the st rong coherent circula tio ns induced by surface forcing are
dominant, and the hori zontal velocity field becomes predictable. The ver tical velocity
field is least predict able because it is related to the derivatives of u, an d sma.ll change
of u can alt er w significantly. Another reason is that th e inst antaneous state of a single
realization is used in the fine-resolution simula tions, which affect w field most st rongly.
As far as we know, our st udy is the first quantitative evaluation of thi s transition process,
which is of t heoret ical significance in turbulence st udies and of pr actical imp ortan ce in
the parameterization of the subgrid processes in large scale num erical models.
The relationship between the predict ability of a realization and of an ensemble average
is discussed . Wh en a variable is highly predictable in a single realization , an ensemble
average and a realization yield the same predict ability. When a varia ble is unpredict able
in a realization, it may still be predict able in an ensemble average. Therefore, an ensemble

average and a realization yield the same predict ability for
when L

~

(J

when L = 0 to 150 km, for u

5 km, and for w when L = 10 to 30 km.

A pair of three-dimensional mesoscale simula tions were carried out with alt ernating
wat er and soil st rips in the x-direc tion and an ot herwise homogeneous surface in the ydirection. It is found that result s regarding the pre dictability are close for

(J

and u, and

similar for w between 2-D and 3-D simulations. A pair of 3-D LESs were also performed
for the homogeneous case. It is found th at result s regarding the predict ability ar e close for
(J,

and similar for u and w bet ween 2-D and 3-D fine-resolution simula tions. Furthermore,

domain-averaged quantities are found to be similar between 2-D and 3-D fine-resolution
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simul ation s. Therefore, although 2-D mod els canno t simulat e the detailed 3-D st ructures
correctly (e.g., the eddies are larger and eddy activities are st ronger in t he 2-D simulations )
due to it s inability t o resolve the variation in the y-direct ion and to st ret ch the vorticity,
and du e to the chan ge of energy and enstrophy cascade processes, 2-D simulations are still
useful for pr edict ability st udies. The 2-D simulations also provide guidan ce in the design
of the computat ionally more costly simulations.
Further an alyses of model out put show that the horizontally averaged quantities are
similar between the cont rol an d perturbed runs. The small discr epancies may reflect the
temporal fluctuation of a spatially averaged varia ble in a spatial and temporal average.
It is also found that th e differences between th e cont rol and perturbed simulations are
sm aller in the pr esence of surface inh omogeneiti es than in the homogeneou s case. This
may imply that a smaller number of reali zations are needed for an ensemble average when
surface inh omo geneitie s are pr esent. Obviously, further st udies are needed to clarify these
issues.
Computations of the autocorrela tion with a space lag show the coherent circulations
clearly. It is also found that the autocorrela tion coefficient decr eases more slowly with
tim e for 0 and u t ha n for w, which is consiste nt with the fact that

e and

u are more

predict ab le than w. With the increase of the spatial size of the surfa ce forcin g, the
autocorrelation decreases more slowly. The large peaks in the power spect ra also show the
surface modulation clearly. In particular, although the 2-D fine-re solution model produces
lar ger eddies than those obtained in LES for the hom ogeneous case , it doe s not have this
problem in the presence of sur face inhomogeneiti es. Power spect ra also show that the
peaks are located at low frequ encies for 0, locat ed at low and intermediate frequencies for
u, and located at low an d high frequ encies for w. This means that the 0 field has the
longest per sist ence, and w has the sho rtes t persist ence. The power spect ra of variables in
the control run an d th e error fields between the cont rol and perturbed runs help explain
the results of the pr edict abilit y as a functio n of the size of heat patches.
The correla tion dimensions are comp ute d in a ph ase space const ru cted by different
method s. It is found by all these methods t hat low (less than 5) -dimensional attractors
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are present for the surface thermally-indu ced circulations. In t he absence of ambient
wind, four dimensions may be associated wit h the surface heating due to solar radiation,
horizontal different ial heating due to surface inhomogeneities, thermal st ratificat ion, an d
th e latitude or the hori zontal diffusion. The existence of low-dimensional at t ract ors in
these syste ms are not surprising, since, based on linear theor y, these four paramet ers
det ermine the gross features of the circulations. For some cases (especially of w), there
are two distinct regimes wit h higher correlation dimensions in t he lower range of the
distance

T

in phase space . This means that the large variations of w are cont rolled by a

smaller number of degrees of freedom tha n the small variations. Finally, a preliminary
analysis of the Lyapunov exponents shows t hat the Lyapunov exponent s ar e different for
different variables, and different during different periods for the same variable.

Chapter 6

CONCLUSI ONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
6. 1

C onclusions

In t his st udy, chaos t heory is overviewed , and a pr actical method is developed to

comp ute the Lyaunov-exponent spect rum from short time series of low precision. The application of chaos is divid ed int o three categories, and each of these categories is st udied by
an example: t he daisyworld mod el, th e observational data analysis, and atmospheric predict ability. These t hree examples ar e import an t que stion s them selves in the atmospheric
sciences. They are unrelated themselves, but are unified under chao s. In t his section, only
t he major points from this st udy ar e summarized. More detailed conclusions have been
given in each of the previous chapte rs.
(i) Chaos theory is overvi ewed, which includes the bifurcation and routes to t urbulence,
an d the characterization of chaos such as dimensions, Lyapunov exponents, and
Kolmogorov-Sinai entropy. We divide the application of chao s into three categories:
new ideas insp ired by chao s, observational dat a analysis, and numerical mo del output
analysis. This overview and classification also demonstrate that current emphasis
on t he computation of fractal dimensions from observational data and the debate
regarding the existence of low-dimensional att r acto rs in the atmosphere are just
small part s of chaos theory and its application in the atmos phere.

(ii) The computation of the Lyapunov-exp onent spect rum is simple in principle, but very
subt le in pr act ice. Different techniques from different sources ar e compiled to give a
comprehensive overvi ew of different aspects of thi s computation for the first time in
the lit erat ur e. Based on th eoretical reasonin g and our experiences, we select suit able
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option s from different techniques to develop our own method. All parameters are
tuned so that our scheme contains no free adjustable parameters, and hence can be
easily used by ot her researchers wit h or without experience. Using variou s known
mod el systems, both finite- an d infinite-dimensional, it is found that our method
can give reasonable results from short time series of low precision.

(iii) Using observational daily dat a of surface temperature and pr essure in the United
States and over the North Atlantic Ocean, the fractal dimension s and the Lyapunov
exponents are estimated. Although our time series ar e longer than those used in
the previous st udies , it is found that no sat urate d value of the correlation dim ension
can be obtained. Based on the qualitative and qu antitative requirements of the data
for the comput ation of the correlation dimensions, it is found that most , if not all,
of the pr evious estimates of low dim ensional at t ractors are spurious. Therefore, we
claim th at there probabl y exist no low-dim ensional at tractors from ob servational
dat a in the atmos phere. Different from th e previous st udies on th e computation of
the Lyapunov exp onents from observational data, we relate our comput ations to the
clim ate signal/ noise ratio analysis. It is found t hat the error-doubling time is 2 to
8 days at different locations. The predictability time is longer in an area of higher
climate signal/noise ratio. The predictability time for daily data for the ent ire year
is shor te r than that for summer and/or winter data. The relationship between our
estimates and th ose based on general circulation models is also discu ssed .
(iv) When the differential mo del is used for daisyworld as in Watson and Lovelock (19 83),
it is found that a st ea dy state is always maintained, not only for one or two species
(as in Watson and Lovelock), but also for more than two species. However, we argue that, physically, a more appropri at e mod el for dai syword should be the discrete
model, rather than th e differential model. Wh en the discrete model is used, it is
known that chaos is possible wit hout th e feedback between the biota and the environment . Wh en th e feedb ack is included, we find that periodic, and even chaotic,
behavior still exists in daisyworld with one or two species, with the controlling paramet er being th e strengt h of t he coupling between the dai sies an d t he environmental

I
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temperat ur e. Comput ations of the power spect ra , fract al dimensions, an d Lyapunov

I

exp onents verify the existence of chao s in daisyworld. Therefore , our results show

t

ditions of the environment, an d the feedb ack from t he environment does not always

that the pre sence of dai sies in daisyworld does not always stabilize the climate con-

lead to st eady-state behaviors. These result s rai se question s regarding the validity
and the interpretation of th e Gaia hypoth esis.
(v) The at mospheric predict ability of microscale t o planet ary-scale motions are overvie wed,
which is, as far as we know, t he most comprehensive updat ed review of the at mospheric predict ability st udies. Using t he 2-D RAM S in it s nonhydrostatic and compre ssible configuration, it is found that th e error growt h (at least at the stage when
the surface forcing is st rong) is not very sensitive to t he characteristics of the initial
perturbations, due to the very fast geostrophic adjustment process (of about half
an hour), which is th e bal anc e bet ween the horizontal pressure gradient t erm and
t he nonlinear advecti on t erms. The explicit horizontal diffusion terms and filters
can st rongly affect not only the initial adj ust ment proce ss but also the error growth
dynami cs. Especially, the st rong num erical smoothing can even change the error
growth property from increasin g wit h time to decreasing with time.
(vi) It is found that t he pr edict ability is variable-dependent : the potential t emper ature
is most predictab le, th e vertical velocity is least pr edictab le, and the horizontal
velocity is in betw een . The mesoscale flow is shown to be insensitive to boundary
conditions. Among the conclusions regarding th e influence of the boundar y layer
st rucur es and model param eters on the predictability and on the flow st ruct ures, it
is found t hat an increase of t he ambient wind can chan ge the vert ical wind field from
unpredictable to pr edict abl e in our cases. The flow st ruct ure is st rongly affect ed by
t he specification of the initial soil wate r conte nt .
(vii) T he transition from organized flow to th e sit uation in which fluxes are dominated by
non-coherent turbulent eddies is quantitatively evaluated . This tran sition is determined by two different processes: one is th e non- coherent and unpredictable turbulent eddies; th e other is t he cohere nt an d pre dictable t hermally-induced circul ations.
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This tran sit ion is different for different varia bles: the potential t emperature from an
ensem ble average or from a realization is pr edictable and gives the same predict ability, which is independent of the size of the surface inhomogeneities; the horizontal
velocity from an ensemble average or from a reali zation is pr edict abl e and gives the
same predict ability when the size of heat patches is equal to or greate r than about 5
km; the vertical velocity from an ensemble aver age or from a reali zation is predict able
and gives similar predict ability when the size of heat patches is between about 10
to 30 km . The reason s are also discussed. The pr edictability and the coherent circulations modulated by the surface inh omogeneiti es are also st udied by computing
the auto correla tions and the power spect ra of variable s in the cont rol run and the
error fields bet ween the cont rol an d perturbed runs. The relationship between the
predict ability of an ensemble average and of a realization is also discussed .
(viii) The eddies are lar ger and th e eddy activities are st ronger in the 2-D fine-resolution
simulations than in 3-D LES. However , the 2-D mesoscale (or fine-re solution) simulation yields close or similar results regarding the predictability as those from 3D mesoscale (or fine-resolution) simula tions. The hor izontally averaged quantities
based on 2-D fine-resolution simula tions are charac t eris tic of those based on 3-D
LES.
(ix) The fractal dimension is comput ed in ph ase space contructe d by different methods.
It is found that low (less th an 5) -dimensional at tractor s are pr esent for the surface

thermally-for ced circulation s. Four dim ensions may be associa te d with the surface
heating du e to solar radiation , the horizontal differential heating due to surface inhom ogeneit ies, th e thermal st ratification, and the latitude or the horiz ontal diffusion
in the ab sence of ambient wind . Finall y, a preliminary analysis shows that the Lyapunov exponent s are different for different variables, and different during different
period s for th e same variable.
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6.2

S uggestions for Future W ork
Because this work involves my resear ch on a few different subjects , many sugges-

tions for future resear ch becam e apparent during the course of thi s work . Some of these
suggest ions ar e due to the inspiration of chaos-one of the application of chaos theory.
(i) Only the mono-fractal dimension is computed in our st udy. A more appropriate tool
to char acte rize the nonlinear dynami cal processes is the multifractal spect rum of
dimension s. Although the qualitative and quantitative dat a requirement s have been
established for the computatio n of the mono-fractal dimensions, the corresponding
requirements have not yet been st udied.

(ii) Although it is not directly related to chaos, a new technique called wavelet transformation, of which I becam e aware during thi s work, contains not only the frequ ency
information (as the Fourier tran sformation) but also the phase information . Therefore, thi s tool is very helpful to st udy t he spatial int ermittency and t he spatialtemporal nonlin ear variations.

(iii) I hypot hesize that the predict ability should be uni versal for cert ain types of dynamical syst ems . One way to t est this hypothesis is t o follow the milest one work
of Feigenbaum (1978, 1979a) which lead to the well-known Feigenb aum constants.
T he advanc ed mathematical theory on the renormalization gro up is needed for this
research.
(iv) Noise reduction is a very active research area in nonlinear science. This can be
relat ed to t he 4DDA, especi ally by the adjoint method . For example, observa tional
dat a can be processed by noise redu ction techniques before 4DDA. Some methods
in noise reduction may also be used t o improve the 4DDA by the adjoint method.
(v) Lyapunov exponents are th e time averages of the local (t emporal) rates of divergence.
Higher moments of these local rat es are also helpful to underst and the fine st ruct ure
of the attractors.
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(vi) For high-dimensional. complex systems (such as the atmosphere ), the embedding dimen sion may be smaller t han the fra ctal. dimension . This may be related to the
slight sensit ivity to t he select ion of the time delay

I

in the comp ut atio n of the L ya-

punov exponents from observa tio nal data, as reported in Ch apter 3. It is assumed in
Chapter 3 that at least the first few positi ve exponents can be reasonably estimated.
Considerin g the practical significance of thi s assump tion, further work is needed.
(vii) Figure 4.1 shows an example regarding biodi versit y. Since biodi versity loss is a very
important environm ental. problem, further work on this topic is need ed.
(viii) Between the differential model of Watson and Lovelock (1983) and our discrete model
of daisyworld, there exists ano t her model-the time delay differential model. Some
work based on thi s model has been done in De Gr egorio et al. (1992) and Flynn and
Eykholt (1992) . The biodiversity problem may be st udied by these models.

(ix) Our 2-D simula tions have led to many conclusions. We have shown that the major
results on the error growth dyn amics and th e predict ability as a fun ction of the
size of surface inhomoge neities ar e consist ent with t hose based on 3-D mesoscale
simulations using 2-D for cing. Using 3-D simulations with 3-D forcing , further work
is needed to exte nd these conclusions to more realisti c sit ua tions.
(x) Our conclusions regarding the predict ability as a function of the size of the surface
inh omogeneities are based on the conditio n of calm mean wind . Further work is
needed t o evaluate the influence of mean wind on thi s t ran sition process.
(xi) The moisture is t aken as a tracer in our st udy. An imp ortant question is whether
our conclusions will be changed by moist processes. Further work is needed on thi s
t opic.
(xii) Wh en 3-D LES is used , it would be int erest ing to compare the predictability of the
individu al realizations with th at of the ensemble average. In addition, it is concluded
in Ch apter 5 t hat surface inhomogeneities decrease the required number of individual.
realizations for an ensemble average. Considering it s importan ce, further st udy is
needed .
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(xiii) Becau se of the rapid increase of computer power , small grid increments (such as a few
hundred meters or a few kilomet ers) have begun t o be used in mesoscale simulations.
One problem is the adjustment of the const ants in the turbulence parameterization
when the grid increments are change d. A related question is how to compar e results
bas ed on different resolutions.
(xiv) The comput at ion of the Lyapunov exponents pr ovides a new tool for model output
analysis. Further work is needed to apply thi s method to different model output .
(xv) The predictability in the Eulerian frame is usually emphasized . The predictability
st udy in the Lagrangian fram e should also be very helpful. In addit ion, t he comput ation of the fract al dimensions and Lyapunov exponents can be car ried out easily
in the Lagrangian frame.
(xvi) The adjoint t echnique has been applied to a diverse set of problems (e.g., Errico and
Vukicevic, 1991) which are all relat ed to the predictability problem. Further work
is needed to improve our underst anding of the usefulness of the adjoint method in
the predictability pr oblems and of th e usefulness of the results from predictability
st udies in t he application of the adj oint method .
The ab ove suggestions are st ill a partial list of my ideas gained in my research on chaos
theory and it s application in the at mosphere in the past few years . Those unlisted ideas are
related to the extended-range forecast ing, pollutant dispersion , numerical schemes, model
grids, synoptically-induced mesoscale dynami cs, and climate dynamics. The diversity of
these ideas is again an indi cation of the power of chaos. Indeed , it is expecte d that more
an d more researchers will be inspir ed by chaos in their scient ific work.
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A p pend ix A

EXPLANAT ION FOR SOM E FEATURES IN FIGURES 4.3-4.4, AND
4.6-4.8

For one species with t he par am et ers given in the pap er , Eqs. (4.4 ) and (4.5) yield
(Te

+ 273)4 =

S L [0.5 + (0.5 - Ai)
a

ad,

(AI)

and , since 5 S i, S 40, we have

(A2)
For black daisies wit h A b = 0.25, Eq. (A I) becomes

(A3)
so that T; and a w oscillate in phase (cf Figs. 4.3 an d 4.4). On t he other hand, for white
daisies with A w = 0.75, we have

(Te
and

T~

+ 273) 4 =

SL
- (2 - aw )
417

(A4)

an d a w have opp osit e phase (hence, in Fig. 4.6, the plot s of T; and aw are invert ed

versions of each ot her) .
For both black an d whit e daisies wit h A w = 0.75 and Ab = 0.25, we can obtain from
Eqs. (4.4) an d (4.5) that

(A5)
Since the variation of ab is larger t han that of aw in Figs. 4.7 an d 4.8, T; and ab have t he
sam e phase, as can be seen from these figur es. However , no such phase relationship exists
between aw and eit her T; or abo

I
~

I

